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Pool gas leak sends seven to SPH
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
in Panorama Leisure Centre’s 
pool Oct. 22 sent seven children 
to hospital.
A breakdown in procedure The accident occurred at 4 
resulting in a chlorine gas surge p.m. when service workers shut
down the main pool pump to in­
itiate repair work on one of the 
water lines, said maintenance 
superintendant Dave Os- 
quthorpe.
When the main pump was 
turned off, he said, the chlorine 
pump should have stopped 
pumping. But it didn’t.
When workers reopened the
i he eniiit' I'CMmsula vviil be 
alight Oct, .’ll Judging by the 
rtuiiiln-r of Ilitiloween bonfires
, ^ ’ ,■ ^ ... ih
In Cenirni S,‘ianich, diildrcn 
emvdvess up ns their favorite 
vpool';; fhnrapcr ami attend a 
cosiujue party with gatncti 
from 4 p.m. to b'p.nt. :u Stel* 
lj‘'s school gym, l-U'ptescit-
tunves Ironi the Orcui Punt* 
pkin will hand out ribbons to 
ail starling off at 4:1
Local tiremen and tiic Ceii' 
iral Saanich Lions Club will 
.set off fireworks at 7j15 p.m. 
a I f li c A g r i c u It u r a I 
I airgrounds. Hotdog.s and 
thinks will be served.
It} Not lb Snaiiich, volunteer
fitciightcrs will hu.si .a bunfirc 
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at 6:.10 p.rn. at the Wtrin Road 
firdiall. The departmrnf is 
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drinks, coffee and donuts.
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At 7 p.m. Kidney fireuren 
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Tulista Park with fireworks to 
start At 9 P'hi, 'rite Lions club 
will provide fret* reltcslnnctits.
main pump, the chlorine gas 
building up in the line was ex­
pelled into the pool, Os- 
quthorpe explained.
Les Potter, health inspector 
for the Capital Regional 
District, said provincial swimm­
ing pool regulations state that 
whenever a main circulating 
pump is turned off. thechkwinc 
pump must also be sliiil down to 
prevent gas build-up.
Instead of distributing among 
the 12 outlets, four ounces of 
chlorine surged through the 
nearest opening in the deep end 
of the pool, said Osquihorpe. 
Twelve children swimming in 
that area were affected, he said.
Six children were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital and 
released after e.xamination. The 
seventh, Sarah Stoffelsma, was 
transferred to the pediatric 
ward of Victoria General 
Hospital and was released Oct. 
23.
Stoffelsma suffered 
pulmonary edema (fluid in 
lungs) and is still under treat­
ment by her doctor.
Potter said at this point it is 
difficult to say if the centre’s 
staff was at fault. “But, just on 
the surface it looks like these 
things may be preventable if 
certain events occur in se­
quence.”
The staff did not know the 
chlorine gas was collecting in 
the line until everything started 
up again. Porter added.
Health inspection is satisfied 
the pool is safe to be open. Pot­
ter said.
P.'^ogram co-ordinator Nancy 
Moyes said the acccident cause 
is “still under investigation.”
“We are understandably con­
cerned, but you know' we 
wouldn’t be open if it hasn’t 
been cleared.”
The first sign of trouble was 
when one of four instructors on 
duty noticed some children pull­
ing themselves from the pool 
and “showing signs of 
respiratory trouble.” Moyes 
said.
Several parents were observ­
ing their children from above 
the pool when this happened, 
she added.
North Saanich fire depart­
ment responded with every vehi­
cle within six to eight minutes 
after the call w'as reported.
At that lime. Fire Chief Terry 
Towle said, the building had 
been cleared except for the in­
jured children and staff. The 
chlorine pump had been turned 
off.
Had chlorine still been enter­
ing the area, Towle said, no one 
would have got near the 
building unless wearing 
breathing apparatus.
PLC manager Monty 
Holding, who returned to work 
Monday from a triathlon cham­
pionship in Hawaii, said a new 
procedure will be implemented 
at Panorma. While 
maintenance work is carried out 
in the pool the chlorine pump 
will be manually shut off, he 
said.
The CRD is expected to com­
plete its report today (Oct. 29) 
on the exact cause of the acci­
dent.
Juan de Fuca Recreation 
Centre also closed down its pool 
and tennis courts Oct. 14 after 
its chlorine pump developed a 
minor leak in the outside room. 
No gas escaped into the pool.
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer 
Local residents thronged to 
Sidney Town Hall Monday 
afternoon as council unveiled 
an updated blueprint of the plan 
to develop the Sidney water­
front.
The plan people saw is cur­
rently under negotiation with 
developer Jim Kelley of Sidney 
Pier Holdings. The proposal 
hinges on tlic town acquiring 
additional funding frotn the 
federal government to build a
large offshore breakwater.
If council can obtain that 
money, on top of the $2 million 
already committed by the 
federal ministry of oceans, 
Kelley plans a 320-berth marina 
off the waterfront just north of 
Beacon Avenue ('I'lie current 
marina berths 80 units). The 
marina would also feature a fuel 
barge.
A 20,(XX)-square-foof block 
of commercial developmenl, 
which would include leasable 
retail space, marina services and 
CoiUinuccl on Page A8
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Wild fmkef puzzle 
solved by readers
Some Peninsula people last week daw<lled away their time 
discussing frivolities like the future of the province. But the 
Review .siafi took a harddiiiting, uo liolds-baned look iit the 
(rue pivotal issue; the svild turkey mystery.
Last week’s Review story about a mystery wild turkey thai„ 
appeared out of tlie fog at the local research sttiiion brotighl 
Petiinsulitcs with latent Sherlock Holmes* lendeneics out by 
(he droves,
Stories abounded as to the wherefores andwhys of the 
bird’s mysterioits appeimtnee.
The most popular theory stemmed ftotu history buffs who 
remembered tluii wild turkeys were released on tiearby Sidney 
" dsland.
Former owner Jack Todd widi tlic assistance of titc then 
B.C, Wildlife Service director Jim Halter liad three times at­
tempted to slock Sidney Island with turkeys, with mixed suc­
cess, ■ '
None of them, he clitirns, not even those in tip-top shape, 
arc capable of flying to Central Saanich, via James Island. 
“They can’t fly that far, Nd way, Witliout waterwings or 
pontoons, at best they cjtn make 2{K) yards,”
And those turkey pontoons are in short supply iliesc diiys,
Haller .says he has never seen the elusive wild turkey on 
Jaincfi Island. .
But wail. Sotnebody else apparently tried to stock Janves 
Island. According to the provinei.d mtisentri’s handbook 
number 14 two pairs ofMeleagris gallopavo (wiki turkeys) 
were inltoduccd on that iskmd in 1910 by Sir Richard 
' , McBride./ '' . ",
However, according to the Idsfnry hnolc the lavt bird 
reportedly .seen on James Island died in 19,29, fuesuinably of 
old age, ihougb perhaps from an overdose of .sciidch aitct; the 
bottom of the bond market fell out, l ^
Anuttiet teadciouiiicd iiiysiviy"svdvci iGcpiuuicd tu say a 
gobbler or two cotdd easily have staslted away on a it ucklojid 
of hay travelling from psoyoos, where wiki tut key,*, huve been 
known to pass the (ittte with butder jrattuls.
Others suggested the ert ant tut key is an escapee i rom a 
now-defunct ^oo near Duncan. Ah, that ecirlains the herd of 
;rebrt'is attd gnus in C'enienitint Park.
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NATURAL COSMETICS..! y /o off
Gassed child Mghfem porenfs, 
mother seeks Immediate remedy
.3
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
For Susan Stoffelsma, wat­
ching her daughter Sarah 
asphyxiating after inhaling leak­
ed chlorine gas was “one of the 
most frightening experiences in 
my life.”
And her biggest concern, now 
that her daughter is well again, 
is to draw public attention to
the accident to ensure it never 
happens again.
Last Wednesday, Stoffelsma 
dropped Sarah, 9, and her 
brother off for their 4 p.m. 
swim lesson at Panorama 
Leisure Centre pool then went 
straight home to prepare din­
ner.
“I had intended to go back a 
little earlier to watch the end of 
the lesson, but as it turned out.
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4?99“
my son called and said there was 
an accident involving chlorine 
gas and that Sarah wasn’t feel­
ing well,” the mother said.
Sarah had been sw'imming 
near the outlet which released 
the gas, Stoffelsma said. “She 
was swimming along taking 
deep breaths and practising her 
breathing — and she took it 
(gas) all in.
“It was terrible — she was 
suffering from pulmonary 
edema. It took (hospital staff) 
six hours to get her under con­
trol and they had to use a lot of 
drugs.
“1 was very shocked, 
frightened and concerned and 1 
think it w'as more traumatic for 
me to watch her going through 
it.”
Sarah was taken first to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
then rushed to Victoria General 
for emergency treatment where 
she remained in intensive care 
for two days before moving to 
acute care.
Stoffelsma said Panorama 
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7060 W. SAANICH RD., BRENTWOOD BAY
RON KUBEK
The Sidney sales management takes pride in con­
gratulating Ron Kubek for this sales achievements in 
the month of September. The Gold Plaque Award was 
established to recognize superior sales achievements 
in a single month.
Buying or Selling Call Ron 
at 656-5584
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receptive,” sending the young 
patient flowers and offering to 
pay for her hospital television. 
“They phoned two or three 
times a day.”
Sarah, who attended 
Sansbury school for part of the 
day Monday, says she doesn’t 
want to go swimming any more.
“It’s interesting how children 
work out their feelings,” Stof­
felsma noted. “She’s been giv­
ing her dollies injections every 
day and this morning she drew a 
picture of Panorama Leisure 
Centre with all the signs outside 
and above the main entrance 
she wrote ‘no chloruie’.”
Stoffelsma said she would 
like to see staff at PLC “im­
prove on their end of it and 
make sure it never happens 
again.
“It was a critical situation 
and shouldn’t be taken lightly. 
They opened the pool an hour 
later as if trying to downplay 
the accident,” she said.
Stoffelsma said they had not 
yet decided whether to proceed 
with legal action.









Panorama Leisure Centre 
sent seven children 
to hospital Oct. 22.
The Eagle’s Nest 
Here for Christmas
Give the tastiest gift of all Robert’s 
homemade deluxe Chocolates from 
the Treasure Chest on Maine island. 
These chocolates are absolutely 
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Socreds win hands down
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
Socreds Terry Huberts and 
Mel Couvelier were elected the 
new Saanich and the Islands 
MLAs last week, part of a 
sweeping province-wide Bill 
Vander Zalm victory.
And calculations by the 
Review show the two Social 
Credit candidates picked up the 
vast majority of their lead in 
Sidney, North Saanich and Cen­
tral Saanich.
Overall, the Social Credit 
Party took 49 out of 69 seats in 
the legislature in the Oct. 22 
ballot.
Huberts with 19,061 votes 
and Couvelier with 19,102 
defeated NDP candidates Carol 
Pickup and David Vickers who 
recorded 15,384 and 15,983 
votes respectively. Liberal can­
didate Clive Tanner recorded 
5,459 votes, a considerable im­
provement over Liberal for­
tunes in the previous election.
Saanich and the Islands was 
one of 12 B.C. ridings that 
elected two MLAs instead of 
one for the first time because of 
1985 changes to the electoral 
system. Eleven out of those 12 
ridings voted Social Credit in 
the previous election.
And the same 11 voted 
Socred in last week’s election, 
resulting in the addition of 11 
new MLAs to the Social Credit
MEL COUVELIER
majority.
Pickup said that the NDP’s 
weakest area was on the Penin­
sula, and that Tanner’s cam­
paign had hurl NDP chances. 
“A lot of people that would 
have voted for us voted for 
him,” said the NDP candidate.
In Sidney, Huberts with 2,161 
votes and Couvelier with 2,132, 
finished ahead of Pickup and 
Vickers at 1,519 and 1,510 
respectively, while Sidney 
businessman Tanner received 
1,020.
In fact, the two Socreds 
garnered stronger support in all 
three local municipalities than 
in Saanich, where Couvelier has
Liberal vote increase 
heartens Tanner
A significant increase in 
voter support directed 
towards the Liberal Party in 
last week’s election was 
good news for local Liberal 
candidate Clive Tanner.
“We increased our sup­
port from 1.5 per cent to 
seven per cent. 1 think 
that’s terrific.”
• The Sidney businessman 
gives ■ full marks to local 
Liberal; supporters. “The 
other guys spent $45,000 to 
$50,000 on their campaigns.
From a standing start, with 
20 people in three weeks 
and only $8,000, I think we 
did pretty well.”
Tanner said his campaign 
was entirely funded locally.
“It was all raised from 
within the constituency. We
had no help from the federal or provincial Liberal Party.”
However, he added with a grin, “we did have some help 
from some NDP and Socreds who gave me money.”
And four years from now, he predicts, if Premier Bill 
Vander Zalm makes good on election promises to do away 
with two-member ridings, the Liberals could “take on 
anybody.”
Tanner said his good showing in the election reflected a 
need for a third political parly. “It shows people don’t like 
the flim-flam of the Socreds or the pomposity of the NDP.” 
And will he run ne.xt time around?




Bill Vander Zalm cancell­
ed a planned visit to Sidney 
Oct. 18 because of a fog­
bound airport — or did he?
Campaign co-ordinator 
Sheila Damude said the 
premier delayed his fliglit to 
the Island until nt.lO that 
afternoon because of fog, 
Therefore,, he missed his 
morning visit to Sidney.
“We've had fog for a 
vv h o 1 e w e e k ,'' s a i d 
Dnmvide, “He wouldn't 
have got in itnyway.”
But a .spokesman for the 
airport control towet said 
"No, there was no par­
ticular problems (with iogl 
on Saitii day,
"hridny i evening and 
Saturday were fine" 
Workers at Social Creilit 
campaign hendttunrtcrs had 
beett hu.sy pre|iaring for the
visit.
“li’.s a great disappoint­
ment,” said one worker 
Saturday morning.
“We arranged foi all 
these people to be down 
here. It's too late to phone 
them,”
Why had the premier 
cancelled liis visit, she was 
a.sked.
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been the long-time mayor.
In North Saanich, the Social 
Credit victory was more pro­
nounced: Couvelier and 
Huberts notched 1,874 and 
1,915 votes, followed by Pickup 
and Vickers at 1,006 and 1,003 
and Tanner at 788.
And in Central Saanich, the 
two Social Credit candidates 
picked up further support. 
Couvelier took 3,106 votes, 
followed by Huberts with 2,985, 
Pickup with 2,120, Vickers with 
2,110 and Tanner w'ilh 910.
Couvelier finished 3,119 
voles ahead of Vickers, his 
nearest NDP rival; 2,489 votes 
of those came in the three local 
municipalities.
Socred constituency president 
Mark Dickinson added “We 
(the Social Credit party) spent 
more money this time than in
the last campaign.
“We did slightly belter than 
we anticipated. We knew we 
would at least bring Mel 
Couvelier home.”
“I think Premier Vander 
Zalm proved to be a great asset 
for the party,” said Dickinson, 
adding the .Socreds had “tw'o 
great candidates who continued 
to shine throughout the cam­
paign.”
Couvelier said he hopes to 
continue as Saanich mayor until 
next spring so he can participate 
in January budget discussions 
and because of wage awards 
and other priority items, and 
w'ill talk to Vander Zalm and 
Saanich council about it.
Popular vote percentages and 
voter turnout are impossible to 
calculate at this point because 
of the complications of a two 
.MLA system, as some residents 
only voted once while others 
cast two ballots.
The Saanich and the Islands 
returning office did not have a 
total at press-lime of how' many 
of the approximately 47,000 
voters in the riding had actually 
cast ballots.
In the only incident of note at 
a local polling station, an hour- 
long power failure at Deep Cove 
Elementary left many voting by 
candle-light. North Saanich 
volunteer firemen rushed in a 




For special occasions or every­
day elegance, try acrylic nails 
or. extend the length with 
tips, arid gets and notice 
the difference.
Easy 10 apply, long last­
ing requiring only periodici 
fills. Done by a trained 
professional You wib 
love the look!
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Port plan hm merit
We can’t agree with how they did it, but we’ve got to 
give full marks to Sidney council for coming up with an 
attractive, viable plan for the proposed waterfront pro­
ject.
While the scope of the development may not include 
all the goodies some residents would like, it is the first 
step in breathing some new life into this community.
Sidney Pier Holdings’ plan to create a 320-berth 
marina, a marine-oriented retail/commercial area and 
facilities for larger vessels is welcome news indeed.
The plan also shows that land visitors and local 
residents have not been forgotten, with ample open 
spaces, meeting places and public facilities.
With any positive, however, there’s usually a trade­
off and this project is no exception. For its hefty invest­
ment, Sidney Pier Holdings will be allowed to construct 
three blocks of townhouses on private property. But 
through council’s negotiating, a reduced number of 
residential dwellings will be permitted, and the majority 
will be located away from the waterfront. It may not be 
ideal, but it’s the only way to make the project 
economically feasible.
But the best news is the minimal amount of taxpayers’ 
money that will be required to get this long-waited-for 
project off the ground.
In addition to the initial $1 million spent by the 
previous council to purchase a strip of waterfront pro­
perty, the town’s investment will be about $342,000. But 
in return, Sidney residents, and in particular the 
business community, will reap many benefits from this 
$9.4 million project.
And the return on the public’s relatively small invest­
ment will be quick and ongoing. With future tax 
revenue alone, the project will pay for itself in about six 
years.
Aid. Ron Kubek estimates total possible tax revenue 
generated from the Sidney Piers Holding project will ex­
ceed $175,000 annually, $55,000 of which goes directly 
into municipal coffers. That’s a good deal in our books.
Add to this the value of improvements by the 
developer, lease revenue from the newly-located post of­
fice, lease revenue from the commercial and retail 
outlets and money raised through business taxes and the 
good deal becomes a great one.
But the project hinges on several things: First and 
foremost, federal money must be forthcoming to con­
struct the breakwater. Secondly, the concept needs solid 
backing from the public. There is more than an element 
of truth to the old adage “Together we stand, divided
we-fall.■■ ■' '■ .
Ohfortunately, there may be a few who feel they’re 
coming out of this on the short end. Sidney Museum 
supporters perhaps face the greatest loss as the old brick 
building will be demolished if it is found impossible or 
too costly to safely move.
However, Sidney Museum’s value stems not from its 
exterior shell, but from the wealth of information and 
artifacts depicting this area’s heritage. It is people that 
make a museum, not a building.
Our main concern now is that council maintain 
significant control over the development, enough to en­
sure quality of construction, esthetics and responsible 
commercial tenants. The entire waterfront should fall 
under stringent guidelines controlled through a develop­
ment permit area.
Looking over the past 70 years, many councils and in­
dividuals have tried in vain to bring waterfront plans to 
fruition. Many, including advisory bodies and, yes, the 
Review, have chastized politicians for blocking public 
input and negotiating secretly. We will continue to fight 
for more open meetings concerning public properties, 
but now that the plan is out of the closet, wc applaud it
..Editor:,
Congratulations must be the 
order of the day for Mayor Nor­
ma Sealey and Sidney council 
for finally coming to grips with 
our most important asset and 
issue in Sidney — our water­
front.
While more then a little 
disappointed that our plans, 
developed over a lO-year 
period, for a larger marina with 
plenty of room for large yachts 
and small cruise ships and no 
condominiums, were not ac­
cepted, we graciously accept the 
will of council and. hope that it 
is successful for both the 
developers and townspeople 
alike.
We don’t like the idea of 
public money for development 
of any sort. However, that 
seems to be the way of this pro­
vince with all levels of govern­
ment wanting to get their 
fingers into things much to our 
economic distress I might add.
However, the deed is done 
and we can look on the bright 
side — more jobs for locals and 
more business hopefully for 
those trying to survive.
There are only two questions 
I would like answered before I 
leave for warmer, more friendly 
climes for the winter and they 
concern the terms of the lease 
with the developers.
How I o n g i s the 
ground/water lease for and, 
how much will they pay the 
town per annum? Back in 1982 
and since, our firm, Sidney 
Breakv/atcr Developments, was 
accused of being unrealistic in 
our lease proposals even though 
we were not asking for one cent 
of the taxpayers money with our
plans.
I think these figures should 
now be made available to not 
only ourselves but to the tax­
payer at large, after all, there’s 
a growing chunk of taxpayers’ 
money involved now and we 
should be given an opportunity 
of assessing the outcome.
One final note, it’s a bit 
dismaying to see the APC 
bleating about not being con­
sulted. I lived through at least 
four APCs on this issue and 
with the exception of Dr. An­
drew Stewart and Claude Hud­
son, both professional men,
(already in place at great cost) 
or seek out the facts from the 
proponents, preferring unstead 
to mouth off and wing it while 
ignoring what was in front of 
them. However, this behaviour 
seems to be a common disease 
in this province so they are not 
alone.
Pity though such persons can­
not wake up to the realization 
that studies are no substitute for
well travelled and educated, 
and, one or two more who came 
up with very good advice and 
criticism on paper for a future, 
people I came into contact with 
on the APCs never even 
bothered to read the studies
experience.
Well done council and every 
one else who has worked so 
hard to see this become a reality 
over the years and I can think of 
many — 1 shall look forward to 
visiting Sidney next summer and 
seeing a waterfront develop­
ment that will take Sidney into 





VICTORIA — No matter 
which way you look at it, Bill 
Vander Zalm and his Social 
Credit Party slaughtered the 
NDP Wednesday night.
The man who made no pro­
mises during the campaign and 
refused to debate issues, in- 
.sisting that the only thing 
which counted was leadership, 
swept his party to an itn- 
pressive victory.
At press time, the Socreds 
were elected and leading in 49 
scats, the NDP in 20, nothing 
short of a disaster for (he op­
position.
In this age of computers, the 
election was all but decided a 
quarter of an hour after the 
polls closed. HCTV projected 
a majority Socred government 
by 8:17 p.m., which certainly 
takes n lot of the fhn mil of 
watching the results on TV.
The big wimier and ilie big 
loser iiow^facc their own dif­
ficulties. Vander Zalm. who 
was given the hcxi-hest thing 
to a landsUtle victory, tiow 
must live up to ilie cxpccla-
liuits Slf «|.turul. ViUCiS
haven’t always been in the 
Socred camp.' /
/ • His victory, .speech _ tsas, the 
first altempi at pacifying those 
I who may cxptxi too much of 
I him, Si.ttying with the non- 
I committal .style he used during
^ A;r'THE . ;v: 
LEGISLATURE 
'' HUBERT BEYER
the campaign, the premier 
called on all British Colum­
bians to “pull together,’’
He invited (he opposition to 
work with his government “to 
remove all confrontation.” 
Talking to some of the disap­
pointed hard-line New 
Democrats on election night. I 
have my doubts, however, 
whether the premier's invita­
tion will be met with en­
thusiastic response.
NDP Leader Hob .Shelly 
faces an even bigger problem. 
Mad he tost his own seat, the 
hatchet job his i»ariy will have 
dts on Itirn, svotild have been 
easier. Unless he offers to step 
down as leader, things could 
gt|;t a litfle messy,
Lvery mdic.itiii .mrrmg the 
campaign showed that Shelly 
wms the NDl^’s biggest pro­
blem, One way or another, he 
will have to go.
With David Vichers* unsitc- 
cessful attempt to get a seat in 
Saanich and the Islands, the
"new leader will almost certain­
ly be Vancouver Mayor Mihe 
Harcourt.
How will the NDP (achlc 
the unsavory lash of dumping 
its leader? Every leader, no 
matter how popular, 
autoniatkally undergoes an 
annual leadership review at the 
NDP’s fall convention,
My guess is (hat the next 
convention, review and all. 
will come sooner than next 
fall, and that’s when Shelly 
will be given his walking 
paper.s, unlc.ss he steps dovvn 
first,'''
The quote of the evening 
came Irorn prriitical V'iMciim 
Garde Gardom, Who has left 
politics after 20 years. Shelly, 
he ''nld, anntfier
chance. Pll l>et the old Liberal- 
lurned-Socrcd would Just love 
" ..that, " '
Shelly wrote Ids ou-n ephhnr 
during hi.s concession speech. 
”We will beat them eventual­
ly,” he said. Unfortimatdy
for him, he won’t be the leader 
if and when that happens.
The man to watch now is 
Harcourt. He’,s the NDP’s 
best bet to win a future elec­
tion. Not only is Harcourt a 
better campaigner and better 
leadership material, he's also 
the only man who’s ever 
beaten Vander Zalm — for the 
Vancouver mayor's job.
For those watching the 
results on TV, there almost 
was another notable .story. For 
a few minute.s, Liberal Leader 
An Lee w'us shown in second 
place after Grace McCarthy in 
Vancotiver Little Mountain, 
In the end, it turned out to be 
an error in adding up votes.
Too bad. The return of a 
Libcial to the B.C. LegisUuure 
would liavc called for a 
celebration. But 1 suppose 
we’re stuck for some time with 
the two-party system.
The biggest upset of the 
' election war, the' defeat of 
Labor Minister Terry Scgarly 
in (he riding of Kootenay, a 
riding that hm; consistently 
had close races,
One thing I learned from 
this election is to trust my own 
instincts. In one of the last col­
umns during the campaign, I 
predicted that the Socreds 
would gel a 19 imijoiiiy.
Purchase pond
Editor:
Aid. John Stone has express­
ed concern that the purchase of 
Gardner’s pond, though of 
value to the community, would 
constitute an extraordinary ex­
penditure outside the mandate 
of council. What Stone and 
like-minded pro-devclopmem 
people on council must realize is 
that an expanded parks system 
is part of the price of growing 
urbanization.
It has become painfully ob­
vious that we can no longer rely 
on private property to preserve 
the beauty of our community or 
to provide us with recreational 
space. The Aylard farm is 
devastated. Cloak Hill is now a 
pricey subdivision, Wc must 
liavc no illusion about the .sanc­
tity of tlie remaining pockets of 
undeveloped land.
Council, far from having “no
mandate” to spend, what 
amounts to a pittance per 
household over liie years, inusi 
act quickly to preserve this 
valuablp recreational and 
educational resource, T’o rely on 
development permits is gros.sly 
inadequate. Wc do not want to 
just save the pond so a few 
wealthy people can enjoy it as 
their own reserve. We want to 
make it accessible to the public, 
Council has begun to discuss 
the necessity for a new 
municipal hall. 1 would suggest 
that the purchase of Gardner's 
pond should have ptioriiy over 
this or any other expendimic 
because it is available now; it 
will not be available indefinite­
ly; and it would be .i los?, to (lie 
community if the unique beauty 





Re: an editorial (Times Col­
onist, Oct. 19) riboul density in 
Srtanlch I wish to .'tnplaiirl them 
on their Ktatcment: “There 
sliould be a sirtitegy covering 
the undeveloped parts of lower 
Vancouver Island to me 
commodate the people who will
wtmi, to move' .to this, area; in 
years Xo come, but tune 
residents have nptuovccl a com-
luuuiiy plan iliut i^uwei vc;, (he 
values litey believe are impor­
tant, then the community 
should prow to tlmt level and tto 
farther."
Their editorial is dead right 
and these concepts shotild apply 
to the ITistrict of Mendi Hjianich 
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Cool oaf calk shots
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
If I’ve seemed to you a bit out of sorts the past few weeks, I 
apologize. Long ago I should have shared with you the cause 
of my imbalance.
It was the middle of August when the first in a series of let­
ters arrived from my cat.
Perhaps you don’t think it strange to receive written com­
munication from a pet. Maybe you and your gerbils write 
back and forth all the time; or a dog sends you postcards 
when he’s on a weekend jaunt. But for me this was a new and 
une.xpected e.xperience and, 1 must admit, it is still unresolv­
ed.
The following are excerpts from a few of the letters which 
generally ran at least two pages, double pawed.
August 14 
Sir;
There has arisen some confusion between us and we need to 
get a few things straight before someone is clawed.
I was not impressed by your recent tantrum concerning the 
fur balls under the buffet. Your incoherent screams were not 
compatable with the passive ambience 1 am comfortable with 
and the threat with the green ashtray was shameful.
You must understand. It’s my fur. I’ll chew it when 1 wish 
and spit it where I choose.
It’s not my fault I now support a family of fleas. If you’d 
bathe me assiduously, this would never happen.
To complicate matters, you tried a cost-cutting remedy. In 
flea powder, as with most things in life, the cheap route is 
always more expensive in the long run. Please purchase top- 




The new powder is working and I’m finally able to enjoy 
my daytime naps. As a result. I’ve been able to extend my 
evening strolls until first light.
Speaking of hours, I hope you’re going to stop that 
ridiculous huffing and puffing when 1 call to you to let me in 
after a hard night hunting food.
The eggplant purple that your face turned this morning 
made me wonder if you should see your doctor. Ask him to 
check your weight too. You’ve slowed a step or two in our lit­
tle races around the house.
By the way, any talk of a curfew is out of line. Catching 
snacks in the dark is time consuming and a fellow has to eat. 
I’ve had it up to my tail with that jumble of petrified garbage 
you dump into my bowl. I spit it under the hedge. Could we 




Some of our health and food problems have been resolved. 
It’s now time to turn our attention to furniture — my fur­
niture.
1 don’t know how you expect me to always hit that .Mickey 
Mouse litter box. I’m no kitten any longer, in case you 
haven’t noticed. Change it.
I saw a rather nice looking beddie-bye basket on TV last 
night. The six-inch foam cushion seemed just the thing for 
these bones of mine which, quite frankly, are sick and tired of 
that vulcanized cardboard you seem to think is adequate.
The basket would keep me off the floor and away from 
draughts. Until it arrives, I will continue to use the couch, 
various chairs and your pillow.
Yours in comfort,
October 1
You still tend to over-react to things which you should now 
be able to take in your stride.
If you had a bladder the size and age of mine, you’d need to 
go eight or nine times an hour too. But at least you’d be 
upstairs where it’s warm. Try it outside and see if you don’t 
want back in before things freeze.
What did the doctor say about your habit of hyperven­




Don’t think 1 haven’t seen the euthanasia books lying 
around. You can’t pull the fur over my eyes.
If you’re thinking of starting any funny business, please 
realize that copies of these letters and other documents con­
cerning my life here have been lodged with the SPCA. It has 
instructions to turn the contents over to a lawyer should 
anything happen to me.
Now, as to the matter of a separate room where I could 
have some piece and quiet and entertain a few friends without 
interruption, 1 think your bedroom would be adequate.
Please let me know how soon you will vacate.
ROSS l/yELLiVOOD
“Ross is an exceptional salesman 
who has a very nice way with his 
customers.
I would recommend him to anyone 
with the utmost of confidence”
Judy A. Taylor
one of many satisfied customers.
I make house calls.
386-3516 Res. 479-2399
Compare Our Prices!
You’ll be very happy 
you did.
We are also a Sears 
agent
Place your Sears 
order with us 
& pick up here too.Samsonil:e'ftg|i^
^^0' W» guftreniee HI
PENINSULA LUGGAGE












2497 Beacon Ave. 656-2412
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Sharing beach is best solution
Editor:
Central Saanich council has 
always claimed support for the 
farmer in the Agriculture Land 
Reserve.
In the Island View Beach 
area, farm lands’ legal boun­
daries go to mean high water 
mark.
In years past, farm owners 
have allowed the use of a por­
tion of their land for summer 
parking of self-contained 
recreational vehicles.
This procedure leaves a 
distance of 120 to 140 feet to 
high water, the full width of 
each farm totalling approx­
imately 38,000 square feet free 
access to the public called Island 
View Beach.
Council in the past closed 
down this use of farm land, 
which was defied by one owner 
saying council could take him to 
’court first. The challenge was 
never accepted.
The portion of the farm.s af­
fected is divided by a 66-foot 
road allowance given by the 
farmers to the corporation at no 
cost so that a land owner to the 
north has legal access to his 23 
acres and home by a public 
road.
This road is called Homalliko 
Road running north from 
Island View Road to Lamont 
Rd.
The Capital Regional District 
now owns this 23 acres plus 39 
acre.s furthernorth totalling 62 
acres as a regional park.
Central .Saanich council by
bylaw zoned these properties 
bounded by Homathko Road 
and Island View Beach to 
recreation-commercial so it 
could regulate its use.
The result being the land 
owners now have a two-year 
temporary permit for recretion 
vehicles occupancy from May I 
to Sept. 30.
As of Oct. 7, Central Saanich 
is pressuring the CRD to use 
any means possible to acquire 
this land from the farmer for an 
addition to the park. We all 
know that could mean ex-
propiaiion.
Thi.s is the farmer’s private 
land adjacent to, not part of the 
beach. They have already given 
1,250 .square feet free to the 
public plus a 66 foot road. How 
much land must the farmers 
give to satisfy the council and 
public greed?
I am told by staff that to ac­
quire by expropriation is decid­
ed by bylaw of the CRIJ board 
in this case. The land owner has 
nowhere 10 go.
Overnight parking of RVs is 
not permitted at any CRD 
regional park.
Overnight tenting is not per- 
mittecd at any CRD regional 
park.
Homathko Road at Island 
View is off limits at 11 p.m. for 
any parking.
Where else on the whole Pen- 
ninsula can an RV owner slay 
overnight handy to a public 
beach —• yet we claim to 
welcome the tourist industry.
The farmer is providing a ser­
vice to the tourist industry adja­
cent to Island View Beach.
They have always shared their 
legal foreshore with the public. 
Why in heaven’s name do you 
want more of his land behind 
the beach and refuse its use by 
RV parking now under land 
owner supervision.
The placing of broken ce­
ment, rock, rubble and fill in 
line on the farmers land behind 
Island View Beach is to form a 
barrier against winter storms 
■:ros.sing his land and flooding
the fields behind. This has hap­
pened many times in the past.
The barrier south of Island 
View Road is proof of what a 
farmer must do to protect his 
valuable productive fields.
I have said in the past — and 
still say — that beautiful beach 
and sand bars is for all people.
Why not' let the fanner pro­
vide a service of access to the 
person who owns a recreation 
vehicle.
To acquire and refuse full 
usage of parking is totally 
wrong.
Leave the land owner be. He 
has given enough.
We must share our beautiful 
beach. Why are pressure groups 
so selfish.
I have kept silent in the past 
with the hope the regional parks 
board will find a way of co- 
exislance of Island View Beach.
But on hearing and reading 
the unfounded statements of 
municipal, public, and editorial 
pressure groups, someone must 
let the public know the true 
facts of sharing.
Roy M. Lamont 
Sidney.
Y0UR“H0!V!ETEAM”
BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD. 









SERVING YOU SINCE 1973 
® Upholstery expertly cleaned
^ ... We Get Your Carpets
Deep-Down Clean 
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Editor:
I feel I must respond to Mike 
Sianlake’s attack on Sidney 
council for not having clone 
enough siudic.s on the Port of 
Sidney's new development plan; 
how many studies would he feci 
were enough? It's been studied' 
to deaf It!
1 think if the Mike Stanlake’s 
.and Cy Ralph's of ihe world 
had their way Sidney would 
wail another 70 years for this 
vital and nccc.ssary develop­
ment. Coilie on, fella's, instead
of undermining council at every 
turn let’s get behind the mayor 
and council for finally having 
the ability and intestinal for­
titude to implement this tremen­
dous improvement to bur com- 
muniiy,
My only concern i.s that the 
marina and improvements are 
made large enough as not to be 
obseletc in 10 yeai.s.
It’s always cheaper to do a 
thing right the first time.
Peter OhI, 
Sidney
Now A t the Blue
& Pink Kitten
WAILS BY JACKIE
Qualified Nall Technician 
English & French Acrylics & tips 




OMwrQood until Oct. 31
656-2233
Open Mon,.Sat, 9 am«5 pm t0<|-2506 Boacon Avo. FmiPff ■
L’t.j'L V- j
“Do you know what l THINK . , That you lot tho 
budalo out In tho fog DELIBERATELY . . . that’s what I 
think.’’
Ttd* is your oppoflurilty to WHjnd ott mi 
t»i« f»w* ol th« Oiy. to tf»
Editor li your corntnunlty Imvrn to 
hand out prat** or nriorni* conttovor- 
itfel ficinci our ccnsminlly,
tut# iw noltoi'i. |i you I'tsiro somathtno 
tos»y to r»sid#rits, )m«I writ* «Islisrtn 
lit* fiavkPH
TAKE A STAND. 
ARGUr? A POINT, 
GIVE A BOUQUET. 
TELL EVERYONE.
Write a letter to 
the editor of 
the Review
II ti ll of g«ri«rttl irtlurtisl, not litiolou*, 
nwiBiliau* tiivd not commorclftl or p*r* 
ionnt ln nutura. im will publish your 
tiilt»r orv tho Optnlon Pagn. Bo sure to 
slpn your n»m sritt tfivs us your pbanu 
numtwr ami iKXlrais tor voniiiiiiUun 
pur|x»s««. Writs your tsttsrs in 
’ nowdlW truss..





OUR NEW GOURMET 
COOKIES ARE MADE 
FRESH EVERY MORNING
'Thoy’ro 8o-o<o6ood wa’ro
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Will Se!! or Trade 
my beautiful home in Oak Bay for 
a suitable home in Sidney or area.
1233 Monterey Ave. Phone 598-5574.
In the aftermath of the pro­
vincial election, voters will 
again go to the polls in two 
weeks in Central Saanich and 
North Saanich.
Central Saanich Mayor Ron 
Cullis was re-elected by ac­
clamation.
But two challengers, William 
Stewart Johnston and Ken 
Stanlake will be battling in­
cumbents Eric Lewis, George 
MacFarlane and Wayne 
Watkins for three aldermanic 
seats on Central Saanich coun­
cil.
And Jan Garnett will try to 
unseat incumbent Marilyn 
Loveless for the Central
FIREWORKS ON SALE!
Peacock Fan - Devil’s Siren - Flora! 
Bombshell - Shamrock - Star Wars - 
Burning Schoolhouse - Scorpion - Dirty 
Dozen - Rebel 10 - Bull Candle - Boxed 
Assortments - Sparklers - and Lots
More!
HALLOWE’EN FUN
Living Nightmare Makeup Kits^9.95 
Blood Capsules ®3.59 Liquid Blackout
53.39
Kids’ Costumes - Clown, Skeleton,
Devil, Witch 50.99 
Hallowe’en Groosurns for decorating 75'
i.
BOO^l^IFFS
658-2345 4th & Beacon
Saanich school trustee seat.
In North Saanich, Aid. Bar­
bara Brennan says she will take 
a temporary respite from local 
politics.
Incumbents Gene Bailin and 
Chris Lott will battle 
newcomers William Gordon, 
Alan MacGillivray and Linda 
Michaluk for three North 
Saanich aldermanic seats.
Incumbent North Saanich 
school trustee Lois Walsh faces 
a challenge from Marilyn 
Grant.
Another potential North 
■ Saanich aldermanic candidate, 
Hugh Arthur McKinnon, had 
his nominating papers refused 
Monday morning. “His name 
did not appear on a list of elec­
tors anywhere in the province,” 
said returning officer Joan 
Schill.
The deadline for nominations 
was noon Monday.
Chapel of Roses 
YOUR COMMUNITY 









applicable toward our 
SERVICE
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“ ARE YOU THE 
C FAK CASH COURIER?"
ASK THAT QUESTION 




Somewhere walking around 
Victoria today is the C-FAX Cash 
Courier. To win the current cash 
jackpot, be the first one to ask 
the mystery person this 
question:
"Are you the C-FAX Cash Courier?”
If the answer is “yes,” you win!
Who is the C-FAX Cash Courier?
Ask and you could find out!
MmEREO
For cliiGS, listen to Barry Bowman’s 
"Good Morning. Victoria " show between 




Ron Cullis returns for 
another term as Central 
Saanich mayor following 
his election by acclamation 
last week.
The 40-year-old 
firefighter was appointed 
acting mayor in July, 1984 
following Dave Hill’s 
resignation as mayor, and 
topped the polls in the 
November, 1984 mayoralty 
race.
Cullis e.xpressed surprise' 
that no one challenged him 
in this year’s election. He 
said he planned to listen 
through the upcoming 
aldermanic race and “take 
some direction from that.”
Asked what 
developments pleased him 
during his first elected term, 
Cullis said, “We were able 
to re-establish an at­
mosphere of co-operation 
and freedom of expression 
around the council table 
that made it easier for coun­
cil to work.”
Cullis also cited the 
beginning of the Water’s
RON CULLIS
Edge development, the suc­
cessful fight to keep the 
Mill Bay ferry running, and 
improved relations with the 
commercial community.
He said key issues facing 
council now were the issue 
of sewer service for the 
South Keating ridge and the 
future of the former B.C. 
Hydro property in Brent­
wood Bay. “W'e’ll have to 
deal with that carefully.”
Brennan fakes break
Aid. Barbara Brennan 
will not seek re-election to 
North Saanich council next 
month — but stresses she is 
only taking a temporary 
break from local politics.
“I hope to be back in the, 
fray next year,” she told the 
Review.
“I’ve got a number of 
business reasons and per­
sonal reasons,” said Bren­
nan. She said her decision 
was not council-related and
she had yet to achieve a lot 
of things she set out to do in 
her first term in office, 
which began in November, 
1984. BARBARA BRENNAN
Provincial Secretary Hugh 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Liaison committee has applied 
for $1.25 million from the Expo 
86 Legacy Fund to build a 
cultural centre — but it may be 
too late.
MSI
harbour roao, sidnf.y b a
' UR RiiSU-VAl IONS
Curtis said,“I think there is 
(money- left). I don’t say, it 
critically but objectively, the ap-, 
plication is late but not so late 
that it can’t be considered.”
The fund is now administered 
by Agriculture Minister Jin"' 
Hewitt.
The last time the committee 
met was July 21 and at that 
meeting, members voted to app­
ly for the money believing they 
had until Decerhber 31, 1986 to 
do so.
Aid. John Stone, who chaired 
the Oct. 20 meeting, said 
“nothing will happen until 
Vander Zalm has formed his 
cabinet.
“They will process the ap­
plications as they receive them,
I guess.” .said Slone. “1 don’t 
know, it’s a very vague thing 
from what I know about it.”
Neither Curtis. Stone or 
Sidney town administrator 
Geoff Logan knew if there was 
any money left in the fund.
Stone said ihe cominiiicc will 
hold another meeting when it 





25 cards, with envelopes . . $f).98 
50 cards with envelopes , $18.98 
100 cards with envelopes. $34,98 
li yuu juvfi't tu iuw« yum euitvalti* 
profttSiiiifmnnv talum just |»hciius the 
Sootet studio nearest V‘>u today. 
Camera fee $10.00 • 10 different pose* 
to choose from. Prices as above.
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Illegal pooehlog laws enforced
Fifteen deer have been shot 
on James Island — maimed, in­
jured and left to die — by illegal 
poachers.
James Island is private pro­
perty, owned by Canadian In­
dustries Ltd. But the island’s 
wildlife manager Dr. Jim Hatter 
says that isn’t stopping the 
unlawful hunting.
“Some people honestly think 
they have a right to go on the 
island and- hunt because it’s 
listed in the hunting regula­
tions,’’ he says. Rut they aren’t 
reading the synopsis well 
enough.
James and Sidney Islands are 
special areas and permission is 
required before landing on their 
shores.
For six years. Hatter has ar­
ranged selective hunting on 
Sidney Island in a concerted ef­
fort to manage the fallow deer 
population. This fall, was the 
first year hunting has been 
allowed on James Island, he 
noted.
But it’s strictly supervised 
and managed by guides. 
Hunters, with special licence 
and paid up access fees, must 
use shotguns and shoot in safe 
areas, Hatter stressed.
“But rifles were used on some 
of the deer shot and left behind. 
Wildlife officials believe there is ’ 
a danger using a rifle and 
shooting towards Vancouver 
Island.’’
Hatter says he’s posted more 
than 200 private property and 
no trespassing signs on James 
Island’s 736 acres. “But that
hasn’t stopped some people.’’
The former director of B.C. 
Wildlife branch suspects a 
number of illegal hunters are 
either hiding their boats or be­
ing dropped off and picked up 
later.
“The deer population there is 
under intensive management,’’ 
he says. “This uncontrolled 
hunting is damaging the pro­
gram.’’
Trespassers may be pro-
rpJ ALL POINTS 
AUTOMOTIVE 
CENTRE LTD.
seemed, he noted, and if the 
problem continues James Island 
may be closed to all hunting in 
future years.
Fish and wildlife officials will 
patrol the area periodically. 
Hatter said, and hunters found 
shooting illegally can be charg­
ed.
Anyone wishing to hunt legal­
ly on James or .Sidney Island 
must obtain permission first by 
calling Hatter at 477-3863.
FAMILY RESTAURANT
N.S* won't pay 
unfair ferry tax
North Saanich is $1 million 
out of pocket after subsidizing 
B.C. Ferries Corporation for 
the past 10 years, charges 
Mayor Lloyd Harrop.
That’s the amount the Crown 
corporation would have paid in 
property taxes since the 
municipality incorporated in 
1965, he explained.
But B.C. Ferries’ property 
housing the Swartz Bay ter­
minal is tax exempt. Harrop 
wants to change that special 
status. ~
Last year, the 32 acres of 
prime waterfront land was 
assessed at $17.76 million, Har­
rop said. That translates into 
$472,035 in full taxes, including 
municipal, school, regional 
district, regional hospital and 
others.
“About $136,000 of that is 
North Saanich’s,” the mayor 
said. The loss of that revenue is 
all the more painful, he added, 
since the municipality has no 
tourist-oriented industry that 
might benefit by ferry traffic.
In addition, Harrop said. 
North Saanich supplies police 
and fire protection to the ter­
minal area and paid $17,500 
towards the lights at Tryon 
Road.
Canadian Pacific Railway, 
which also has land at Swartz 
Bay, pays $58,000 in total taxes, 
$15,660 of which goes to the 
municipality, Harrop said. The 
third local ferry terminal, berth 
for the Anacortes Ferry, pays 
taxes to Sidney, Harrop said.
The federal government antes 
up for local taxes, he said, 
noting North Saanich receives 
grants-in-lieu of taxes for lands 
occupied by the airport and In­
stitute of Ocean Sciences.
“B.C. Ferries should also be 
paying taxes,” he said. “That’s 
money we should be getting.”
Harrop, tilong with mayors 
from Nanaimo, Delta and West 
Vancouver, are lobbying the 
provincial government seeking a 
change in policy.
Harrop calculates a tax sav­
ings of $30 to $40 per local 
residence if the ferry corpora­
tion paid up. “That’s substan­
tial.”
Beacon Plaza cc c-4-ie
2328 Beacon Avo. D«}D'*Ul I u
CANADA
A secure & flexible investment
If you iire planning lo buy Canada Savings 
Bonds this year; corne in to Westcoasl Savings. 
Our .staff will be happy to review your existing 
bonds to ensure you have received all the 
bonuses and interest you deserve. We can also 
review your other investriTcnt options, such as 
high yielding fully guarattteed tenn deposits, 
We can even arrange for you to meet our 
mutual fund people.
Come in soon — avoid lire rush.
We have the options - you make the choice.
71) arrangi’ j/our confidriUiitl 
Ciinmin Suvings Bands review, 
call Biil Sichl>in,'i, matuwr of 
i>iti: Sidncii loiinch ill C5C-0B37 





6739 W. Saanich Road
BATTERY 
SALE
24F, 24, 74 series battery
40 Month Warranty........... ^4995
50 Piflonth Warranty........... ^59®®
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extend a heartfelt thanks to all their 
supporters and volunteers in last 
week’s provincial election.
Authorized by official agent for 
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Continued from Page A1
Maybe he hitched a ride over 
the Malahat, or stowed away on 
the Mill Bay ferry, the caller 
surmised.
With such diverse and im­
aginative hypotheses, we decid­
ed to go to the source. In an ex­
clusive interview with “Roast,” 
the subject of all this commo­
tion, the real truth surfaced.
“I was kidnapped from my 
yard in .Metchosin,” she said.
“Mom was showing ine and my 
brothers how to peck up the 
grain and leave the bits of dirt 
behind when these three guys 
stole up beside us with smelly 
old gunnysacks.
“The next thing 1 knew I was 
thrown into a cage somewhere 
in North Saanich. And worse 
luck. Ralph was .stuck in there 
too.”
Ralph, she explained, ruffling 




A Four \A^eek*IV!ini Series on 
INVESTING 
Starting Wed., Nov. 5th
Wed., Nov. 5 Interest Income-Taxation & How to
maximize your yield
Wed., Nov. 12 Dividend Income - Taxation & How to 
maximize your yield
Wed., Nov. 19 Mutual Funds - Capital Gains & How to pick 
suitable funds
Wed., Nov. 26 Common Stocks - The market & what it 
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undisguised disgust, was the 
barnyard bully.
“Well, it didn’t take lojig for 
Ralph to get us into trouble,” 
related Roast. “He picked on 
some of the smaller birds — you 
know the fancy, stuck-up ones 
that sing and talk.
“He caused such a raucus, 
did Ralph, that when he disap­
peared one day, no one com­
plained.”
For a while, life was great. 
Good food, dust to bathe in and 
free time to contemplate life.
“Life, ah there’s the rub,” 
said Roast. “I saw the danger 
signs — the pumpkins were 
ripening, the axe was being 
sharpened. I knew it was time to 
make a run for it.”
She got her chance the 
following day. Let out of the 
compound for her daily stretch 
and scratch session, she was set 
upon by the neighbor’s dog.
“1 thought 1 was done for. 
But 1 ran and dodged and ran 
some more. I finally shook 
him.”
Roast hid out in a roadside 
culvert for hours, waiting until 
the coast was clear.
The next few days were a 
nightmare, she said, relating 
how she dodged traffic, was
chased by horses and came to a 
near-end while making her way 
across runway 08.
But wily ways and cunning in­
stincts, inherited from gobblers 
long gone, gave Roast the winn­
ing edge in her traipse across the 
Peninsula.
She's now happily ensconced 
in a quiet wooded gully near the 
research station. Fiul recent 
events have left scars. Roast ad­
mits to being somewhat 
paranoid. “Christmas,” she 
says, looking over her .shoulder, 
“is just around the corner.”
But fish and wildlife conser­
vation officer .lohn Merriman 
says it’s lucky the famed local 
bird is of wild stock. Noting 
their barnyard eounterpart “has 
an IQ similar to a stone,” the 
CO says wild turkeys are in­
telligent game birds, scry wary 
and difficult to hunt.
And while wild turkeys arc 
considered a game bird in B.C., 
falling within hunting regula­
tions, there is no season on 
them.
“It’s iliegal to kill a wild 
turkey by any means,” Mer­
riman said.
Christmas might not be so 
bad after all. Roast decided.
Public peruses plon
Continued from Page A1 
a customs office, would be 
situated on the waterfront im­
mediately north of Beacon.
Further inland would be two 
residential complexes, one con­
taining 42 units, the other, on 
the north shore of the water- 
fronl, containing 12 
townhouses. Also included in 
the plan are two open grassy 
areas with potential to be 
developed as parks and a large 
public parking area.
The developer would also 
negotiate with Canada Post to 
build a new post office upland 
from the waterfront project. A 
floating theatre in a new loca­
tion off the north shore is also 
being considered.
If no additional federal 
money is available (more than 
$2 million extra is needed) 
Kelley said he would opt for an 
extension of the existing 
breakwater with a smaller 
■ 'marina, and a different arrange-
NEW 
BOOKS!
CREmAtION OF SAM 
McGEE by Robert Service 
- colourfully illust. by Ted 
Harrison, he .......®14.95
THE UNMASKING OF 
K’SAN by Eric Wilson, he 
.......... .............. ..*^14.95
Rene Levesque’s 
MEMOIRS - a poficital 
story, he............ .^24.95
THE TELLING OF LIES by 




Open Every Day 
8 am -10 prn
n... m
menl of the on-land develop­
ment.
Mayor Norma Sealey said 
most public comments were 
favorable with the exception of 
a strong contingent who oppose 
relocation of Sidney Museum, 
and a number of residents who 
were opposed to the amount of 
private residential development.
.Advisory Planning Commis­
sion Chairman Mike Stanlake 
also expressed concern about a 
proposed land swap between the 
town and the developer on the 
waterfront. The town is giving 
up about 36,000 square feet and 
only getting about 23,000 
square feet in return, noted 
Stanlake.
Most local businessmen ap­
parently favored the project, 
though some expressed con­
cerns about it drawing business 
from other pans of town.
Mayor Norma Sealey would 
not specify whether she favored 
making the project a develop­
ment permit area, but said 
council would retain “some 
control”.
Former Advisory Planning 
Commission chairman Rod 
Clack said though he approved 
of the plan in general, more 
study was needed of the effect 
on other Sidney businesses.
Kelley said if the spirit of 
revitalization carried up Beacon 
Avenue, downtown merchants 
could prosper.
Kelley has agreed to vonipicie 
the marina first, the retail com­
mercial development next, with 
the residenlitii coni()onent to 
follow.
He .said appiovttl could coti- 
ccivably be gtnned by I’clntiary, 
1987, and the brcakwritcr would 
take about five tnottilis lo con- 
stnici
“We’ll have ;ui oiicralion 
here foi late spuini' or earlv 
summer.”
The rest of tlic iirojecl woukl 
tiike lonecr, lie added. “ fo lie 
retisonablc, flits is ft liircc- lo 
four-year developmeiu..”
Preliminary figures show the 
proiect would co.si about S9.-4 
million of tvhich tItc town 
would ci>ntrihute aiTproxinmlely 
$.14?.,(K,K.>. The town also spent 
J more iliait $! inillioii initially to 
buy the waterfront land.
Kelley, 'wlio graduated from 
the U.S, naval academy in 1942, 
ha.s previfaislydeveloped shop­
ping ce,ut res ill Jiamijion. Ol- 
idvva. VVinnepeg, Sutrcynnd 
" Prince CeiTrge. ;■ d
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BEAT
TWO DOLLAR VIOLENCE
Less than S2 was at stake, but 
it led to two charges of robbery 
with violence.
Two Brentwood youths were 
charged after a 12-year-oId boy 
was attacked to get a small suni 
of money Oct. 22.
The youths, both 14-ycar-old 
males, will soon appear in Pro­
vincial Court.
Bailey appeared in Victoria 
Provincial Court Oct. 20 to face 
the charges and was remanded 
until Nov. 7.
BURGLARS BUSY AGAIN
A rash of burglaries in the 
Sidney area in early September 
ended with RCMP arresting two 
men.
But burglars have again been 
busy locally over the last two 
weeks.
However a 29-year-old Bur­
naby man has been charged 
with possession of stolen pro­
perty in connection with one 
break-in. Police say he is a 
possible suspect in others.
The Burnaby man was ar­
rested in connection with an 
$1,100 break-in at a local home 
Oct. 24 in which money, liquor 
and stereo equipment were 
taken.
BOATS NOT IGNORED 
Neither did boat owners 
escape burglars attention. A 
vessel at the Van Isle marina 
was looted of a cassette deck, 
binoculars and liquor Oct. 19.
Another boat moored locally 
was robbed of a CB radio and 
stereo system Oct. 24.
$600 BIKE NABBED 
Yet another local robbery vic­
tim was a Harbour Road resi­
dent, after a $600 Norco ten 
speed bike was nabbed from 
outside their apartment.
SAVED BY THE BELL 
A burglar alarm saved a 
Cloake Hill Road residence Oct. 
21 by scaring a possible robber 
aw'ay. RCMP later arrested a 
Victoria man and charged him 
in connection with the break-in. ■
CHURCH VICTIMIZED 
Police would like public 
assistance iir solving a break-in 
betw'een Oct. 12 and 14 at the 
Sidney Pentecostal Church. 
Money and a tape recorder were 
taken, and the building w'as 
vandalized.
THREE HOMES TARGETED
Burglars also targeted three 
other area homes recently.
A Curtis Point Road home 
was robbed Oct. 22. The 
burglar took only a flight bag, 
worth about $75.
A home on Christine Place 
was robbed of a microwave, 
VCR and TV sometime between 
Oct. 9 and 13.
And a sum of cash is inissing 
from a Swartz Bay home that 
was victimized Oct. 14.
FERRY HIT AGAIN 
^B.C- ferry ; again 
had another late night visitor 
recently. The thief looted the 
money changing machine on 
board.
In a similar burglary several 
weeks ago, thieves boarded a 
ferry in the late hours and, ap­
parently armed with keys to the 
vending machines, cleaned them 
out of a considerable sum. 
FORMER RESIDENT 
CHARGED
While RCMP arc fighting 
current burglaries, they may 
have solved another series of 
break-iits several months ago,
P'orttioi Sidney resident John 
Bailey, currently in custody at 
Wilkinson Road Jail, faces 
three charges of breaking :ind 





Beam* built-in vacuum 
hasat^-|o/o 
east ^ I Mote 
EVtaKlmism Air Power
than Hoover",(Mode!S550l} •
Broan" & Air Stream"(Model V(4C) (Model AS2C?-9i|
If you’re in Ihe market for any 
vacuum, reading this summarized 
report “How We Tested and Why” 
is an absolute must! It’s jam-packed 
with valuable information for you as 
a shopper. It tells you what Maximum 
Air Pov^er means. Space here doesn't 
permit an adequate description of 
these worid-recognized tests 
(ASTM F558-83) by an independent 
lab, so get your report soon ... free 
for the asking from any Beam 
location, while supplies last. L
"Model 167 with 4-inlet kit, 
as tested ... $440.50
Same model, 
complete with 
3-inlet kit suitable 
for most homes
Don’t lug a vacuum!





(Next to Sidney Super Foods)
656-3351
ask for Russ
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WANTED
a family home’
You may have ju.st foujid a way to sell your 
home if you are receptive lo thi.s proposal.
We are a family of four, plus our dog and 
cat, who are looking for a home in the 
Sidney area.
Wc would like a newer home with three 
bedrooms and a den, family room, separate 
dining room, large nuKlern kitchen, and all 
the regular stuff, Would prefer a rancher, or 
a two-levcl with living on main and 
bedrooms up. Sam, the dog, would like a 
fenced yard, but, we’ll build it if ncces.sary,
We have a ,sub,stamia!, stable income, bui no 
down payment at this moment. Wc expect to 
have enough in the next year. Wc arc 
prepared to pay reasonable rent for a one 
year (,>t longer lea,se, with option to pur­
chase.
As wc don’t live in Sidney now, I have !i.skcd 
.lohn Tale to receive plionc calls on tny 
behalf. It you tli'uiK you am.1 5 could make a 
deal that*,'; good for both of u.s — give John 
a call, and, titanks for your interest.
JOHNTATE 65B-5584 656-6460 OV08.
■WiiiiiiwnHB




No one wants to pay for something they don’t need. So 
at Safeway, we trim all of our fresh beef, veal, lamb, pork 
chops and steaks down to a slim 1/4 of an inch of 
external fat — before you pay for it. Not only that but we 
guarantee all of our meats, or we will give you DOUBLE 
your money back! Now maybe it seems like a small thing, 
but when it means getting more quality trimmed meat for 
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Double Your Money Back 
Guarantee Our Policy
Your complete satisfaction is guaranteed on ail of 
the perishable products we sell, or we will give you 
DOUBLE Your Money Back!
This applies to all perishable products including 
Produce, Meats, Bakery and Dairy Products. Proof 
of purchase and return of unused portion may be 
required.
You deserve the best!
PUMPKINS
We will give you a free Pumpkin with 
each Family Purchase over $25.00
J
In Effect Up To and 
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PARTY PRIDE 
HALLOWE’EN 
KISSES BOOo B«0. •
ROWNTREE
CHOCOLATE
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PARTY PRIDE FRUIT DROPS
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Wheel Alignments — Brakes — Shock Absorbers
We are the professionals!
Lillian Vander Zalm spent 
part of her second day as the 
new first lady of the province 
browsing for antiques in a. 
Beacon Avenue store.
After Review investigative 
staff tracked her down, identi­
fying her by her now-famous 
headband, she was asked what 
brought her to town.
“I thought there was a four 
o’clock ferry,” she replied.
Vander Zalm said she was 
just relaxing for the first time 
since the campaign, and joked 
that the antique shop visit was 
“the most fun I’ve had in 
three months.”
RECOGNIZE THAT HEADBAND. Lillian Vander Zalm 
swept into town for an hour last Friday while waiting 




656-5544 FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR OVER 12 YEARS
Mon chorged 
with SPH frayd
Sannich Peninsula Branch 37
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Legion - 60th 
Open House
The Sidney Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 37 wiil be celebrating its 
60th Anniversary with an open 
hduse on November 16 from 1:30 
prn to 4:00 pm at the Hall on Mills 
Road. The public and members are 
welcome to corne-out to see the 
facilities. There will be entertain- 
qtlbht by H.M.G.S. Malahat Band 
and Saanich Youth Choir. Among 
the many invited quests will be our 
4 mayors,
sponsored by the Ladies Auxiliary. 
The funds will be used for the 
charitable work of Branch 37.
Located at Sidney Super Foods




• Csrpets, CErsmk: Hie
• Vinyl noorinfl
• Interior Decorsllrtg Ideas
Poppy Headquarters 
Poppy Headquarters are novv open 
in the Driftwood Shopping Plaza, 
telephone 656-7421.
Volunteers are ' still needed for 3 
hours duty sessions on Friday. 
Saturday and Sunday.
Poppies go on sale November 1.
Donation Made
Branch 37 Royal Canadian Legion 
donated $300 lo the Sidney War 
Memorial Fund and $100 (or Youth 
Development.
Seniors Seminar
Al Wardle Branch 37 Secretary has 
been chosen to represent the Royal 
Canadian Legions for Vancouver 
Island at a Seminar “Seniors -
Remembrance Day 
A parade to the cenotaph will be 
held on November 11. Marshalling 
area will be the Safeway Parking 
lot. The wearing of medals and rib­
bons is encouraged.
Arrival at parking lot suggested 
10:00 am,
Parade form up at 10:15 am 
Parade march off at 10:30 am
The man allegedly used a 
false name to check into 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital in 
August. Then he reportedly 
talked his way into receiving 
narcotic painkillers by com­
plaining he had renal colic, said 
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles.
The same 32-year-old man 
allegedly pulled the same stunt 
at Victoria General Hospital 
earlier that month, using a dif­
ferent name, added Miles. The 
accused allegedly checked into 
VGH for six days and obtained 
morphine and dernerol.
The man, whose real name is 
Lewis John Tobin, appeared in 
Sidney Provincial Court Oct. 23 
to face forgery and impersona­
tion charges.
Three SPH doctors who 
worked on Tobin were allegedly 
bilked of $984 worth of ser­
vices, as they are unable to bill 
for them, said Miles. He said 
there were 11 other outstanding 
warrants for Tobin at the time 
of his arrest.
Tobin was allegedly found in
possession of a patient's menu 
from another hospital that had 
his real name on it, said Miles.
Miles said a warning had been 
issued to western Canadian 
hospitals to look for a man with 
many body tattoos who was us­
ing false pretences to obtain 
pain-killers.













Leacieiship is up lo us.' Thit
seminar being field in Ottawa at the
end of this month is being spon­
sored by th(3 National Advisory 
Council on Aging with full coopera­
tion of the Department of Veteran 
Affaiia and the Floyal Canadian 
Legion.
• Garage Sale Y .•.,
Brandi 37 Is holding a garage sale 
al the branch on November 1 1(D:00 
am to 2:00 pm or until sold out. 
Donations to the sale are still 
welcome and any items loo large 
for you to handle call 656-2428 for 
assistance.,^,:y '
L.A. Bake Sale
Branch 37 Ladies Auxiliary will be 
holding a Bake Sale and Mystery 
Table at the bmncti on November 1 
starting at 10:00 am to 2:00 pm or- 
until goods so!d out. Donations are 
still being welcomed.
L.A. Conirlbutes
Branch 37 extends ouf sincere
thanks to the Ladies Auxiliary for 
Uie donation of $2,000.00 This was 
renliTcd from the various functions
Early Bird 
Wine & Cheese
A Wine and Cheese party is being 
held from 7:00 prn to 10:00 pm al 
Branch 37 for the Early Bird Payer 
of dues. The dues are $20.00 until 
and including November 1. which 
entitles the member entiy to the 
Wine and Cheese Party.' After 
November 1 membership dues will 
be $21.00.
Jubilee Bali
Come out and celebrate Branch 37 
60th Anniversary at the Jubilee Ball 
being held on November 15, 
cocktails at 6:00 pm Dinner at 6:30 
pm. Dance to Irv Lang after dinner. 
Tickets $17,50 par couple go on 
sale November 1.
Meetings
Next general mebtirig for Branch 37 
at Legion Hall on November 10 at 
7:30 pm.
Ladies Auxiliary meeting on 
November 10 at 7:30 pm.
Last Post




A.R. Mackford ■■ WW1 Veteran












BUT A TREASURE TO 
ENJOY
• All Royal Doulton 
pieces qreally reduced 
•Also featuring Border 
Fine Arts hand crafted 
Animal fiQure.s from 
Scotland
•We also speciali/.e in 








Every month, Sidney and 
Central Saanich police officers 
take some time out to pour beer 
and liquor down the drain.
“On a weekend we confiscate 
maybe five dozen beer,” said 
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles. “It’s poured down 
the sink.”
At one time, confiscated 
unopened liquor was returned 
to the Liquor Control Board, 
but under new legislation, it is 
held for 30 days and then 
disposed of.
Sidney RCMP Staff Sgt. 
John Penz says his detachment 
makes about 150 liquor seizures 
per year. Police hold the booze 
for 60 days, longer than re­
quired by law, but it is rarely 
reclaimed.
Returning the confiscated 
potables is outside police con­
trol.
Claimants need permission of 
the Liquor Control Board, 
which only grants it under ex­
tenuating circumstances. Like 
the time beer was taken from a 
teenager’s car at a roadblock 
and it turned out the liquor 
belonged lo his mother.
Most people don’t even 
bother to try reclaiming it, Penz 
.said.
As for finding a less wasteful 
method of disposing of the 
suds, like a charity dance, Penz 
points out.
.seizures tlic 
opened. I wouldn’t want to 
serve anybody bcei after it had 
been sitting in our warm exhibit 
room for a wliilc.
“You couldn’t put it back on 
the shelf with police writing all 
over it,” said Miles.
“It’s been paid for once,
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Parachutes caused man's downfall
A parachute accident in On­
tario. A dreaded bicycle trip in­
to Victoria.
A local man told Judge 
Robert Metzger worrying about 
these two things caused him to 
walk out of Canada Safeway 
without paying for a package of 
tobacco.
“My mind was elsewhere,’’ 
Donald James Mann, 42, said in 
Sidney Provincial Court last 
week. “I just started to 
daydream. 1 was worried about 
my friend (hospitalized follow­
ing the accident). And 1 wasn’t 
looking forward to the trip.’’
On a previous bicycle trip.
Mann said, he had been hurt 
and his bike damaged after a 
collision with a car.
Mann said he had the S2.75 to 
cover the cost of the tobacco in
his pocket and he fully intended 
to pay for it.
Metzger gave the accused a 
conditional discharge, which
means he will have no criminal 
record, and ordered him to per­




SPOT THE ARTIST’S HEAD. Ken Herrington of Mills 
Road spent hours stuffing these pumpkin’s bodies 
with foam. The idea came to him when he was on holi­
day ir^^ Nova Scotia.
' COURT REVIEW
TURNED IN
Two Deep Cove Chalet staff 
helped collar an impaired driver 
on Highway 17 this summer.
The two spotted the man 
driving erratically and trailed 
him, trying to get his licence 
number.
Then they saw him crash 
almost head-on into the 
highway median and spin out. 
The two women stayed at the 
crash scene and witnessed him 
attempting fo dispose of empty 
bottles.
They were able to give a full 
statement to police. Marshall 
Elliott Pel key, after pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving in 
Sidney Provincial Court recent­
ly, was fined $300 and pro­
hibited from driving for 6 mon­
ths.
tions were in 1972 and 1975, 
and that he was currently a 
member of Alcoholics 
Anonymous and undergoing 
counselling.
CO PUB ^





The Sidney man already had 
two convictions for impaired 
driving. Suspected a third time 
of drunk driving, he refused to 
blow into the breathalyzer 
machine. But it didn’t help.
Hans .lunge was fined $300 
and prohibited from driving for 
12 months by Judge Robert 
Metzger in Sidney Provincial 
Court after pleading guilty to 
refusing a breathalyzer test.
Crown counsel Derek Lister 
said he would not ask for a jail 
sentence for Jungc. Lister noted 
the accused’s previous convic-
•House Salad 
•8 02. Char Broiled 
New York Steak 






Sheila & Company 
Costumes Welcome
OPEN SUNDAY 
2215 Canoe Cove Rd. 
656-3498
Something
This Halloween Fri, Oct. 31 
FREE BALLONS & TREATS FOR ALL THE KIDS
■SPECIAL KID’S MENU-
• GHOST BIG STACK ATTACK
All you can oat...........





with all the trlmmlngo .
• GOBLIN BIG STACK SPAGHETTI
with Garlic broad. All you can oat ,.... 
All Spocinia Include:
• Bollomloss gloss ol pop A
• Pumpkin pie tart
FOR ALLTHE 
BIG KIDS
l,f:t ur, llD.lt you lo .’t pICkUhICiI 
lunch or tiinner, Our Choi Spoci^ls arc 
lanlarttlc A doliciotm & our (ricndly 
«r«f( I'! oftfjnr !n you
OUR NEW WINTER HOURS ARE:




The van hit a tree resulting in 
a lemale passenger breaking her 
ankle.
Now Stephen Davies, 23, of 
Keating Crossroad has been 
charged with impaired driving 
in connection with the incident.




is pleased to announce the opening 
of his new office at 
2321 James White Blvd. 
656-1442
A story in the Sept. 24 
issue of the Review staled 
that David Elliott of Cen­
tra! Saanich was convicted 
of impaired driving in 
Sidney Provincial Court.
For clarification, the 
story referred to David 






V/E RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST
SUPER FOOD SALE
SAVE AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS
FOODS
Sidney By The Sea
2531 Beacon Avenue
Expect more for your food dollar - We 
only discount prices. NOT seniice, 
packing your groceries for 22 years at 
no extra cost to you —
STORE
HOURS:
DAILY 8:80 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9;.X) 
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.2.84 kg 1 Ib: 
COMPARE & SAVE




"FRESH CUT BEEF :
SHORT RIBS.......2.84.kg B lb.
SCHNEIDER’S OLD FASHIONED ^29
■|29
HAM or HAM NUGGET. .. .7.25 kg J
SCHNEIDER’S FROZEN ^ -j CASST. MEAT PIES . ..25og1
p̂k,
i89
.4.17 kg i lb.











•HAM & CHEESE 
•FLORENTINE 
































' QUAKER’.S DIPPS ,ASSTD
GRANOLA BAR i70p Box.....
QUAKER'S
ATC •I'MIn. (OOno) OR •Old 
wM I O Fnnhion OB ‘Oulck 11tp,..,, 



























MRS. SMITH LEMON 4 QO
MERINGUE PIE 200. F**
McCAIN
PIZZArnaok,.,,...
PIPE HILLS FRESH ROASTED 
Afisi, Vfirlfll 
13,21 kg...COFFEE'BEANS i;99iJ lb,
PINE TREE SNACK PACK
•20’sPEANUTS.00, ■
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A mind-stretching view of the 
future for Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital was given by Ad­
ministrator John Benham to 
members of the hospital aux­
iliary at their monthly meeting 
held at Bible Fellowship Hall, 
Mount Newton Crossroad Oct.
14.
Benham described the exten­
sive changes planned over a 15- 
to 20-year period to ac­
commodate a projected popula­
tion increase from 35,000 to 
50,000 by the year 2,000.
The master plan for the 
hospital, accepted by the 
Capital Regional District, 
started with the need to expand 
present laboratory facilities. 
With no space available in the 
present structure, the lab is 
becoming .seriously overcrowd­
ed in many departments, 
Benham said. It is obvious an 
addition to house a new lab 
would only be the first step in 
stemming the flood ol space re­
quirements in the future.
The plan looks eventually to 
providing a three- to four-storey 
tower on the south side of the 
hospital, with upper floors 
given to 200 new acute care 
beds. At the north end of the 
present building a bright new in­
termediate care section will of­
fer live-in facilities to non­
wheelchair chronic-care pa­
tients, and to elderly couples, 
one of whom may be confined 
to a wheelchair.
The need for the strong sup­
port of auxiliary members — in­
deed of all residents within the 
area served by the hospital 
(which covers the Peninsula as 
far south as Royal Oak) — was 
stressed by Benham. Citing the 
enormous costs of running a 
hospital, he said Saanich Penin­
sula Hospital requires $400,000 
annually just for purchasing 
and replacement of new and ex­
isting equipment.
“There are no funds allowed 
for depreciation costs within the 
Canadian Health System,” he 
said. To offset these and other 
non-fundable but necessary ex­
penses, a new Saanich Penin­
sula Hospital Foundation was 
recently set up specifically to 
raise money for equipment 
items.
He emphasized the enormous 
contribution of the auxiliary, 
amounting over the years to 
hundreds of thousands of
dollars, which has enabled the 
hospital to replace old and out­
dated machines and to buy new, 
more sophisticated equipment, 
so the hospital could expand its 
services to patients.
With these two regular
sources of assistance, plus the 
additional support received 
from service clubs and other 
community groups, hospital 
staff hope to continue to ex­
pand and grow in its present 
rural setting.
Turkey roast turns 
into holocaust
By SARAH THOMPSON 
Review Staff Writer
Instead of offering her friend a horne-cooked turkey din­
ner, an unfortunate Sidney women had to supply her guest 
with a face mask just to enter the house.
An innocent Thanksgiving roast turkey was transformed 
into a holocaust with a smell that defied description.
And she was forced to stay at a hotel ever since.
The woman, who asked not to be identified, knew 
something was afoul when she returned after an outing at 
2:30 p.m. to put the finishing touches on her meal only to find 
smoke billowing out of the windows and the steady beep of 
the smoke alarm punctuating the neighborhood.
Her frustration increased when she saw her-next-door 
neighbor unconcernedly gardening amid clouds of smoke.
On inspection of the once succulent roast, the hapless cook 
found only ashes and an unusual smell.
Her friend tactfully declined dinner.
The insurance adjustor, Steve Cruise, said he has never 
smelled anything quite like the odor the burned fowl left in 
the house.
He had difficulty even staying in the residence long enough 
to inspect the damage.
“I think 1 know what a crematorium smells like now,” said 
the Sidney woman wrinkling her nose as she recollects the 
odor. The adjuster disagreed, noting a crematorium smells 
better.
But, just how did this calamity happen?
The unwitting victim prepared her turkey at 9:30 a.m., 
ensconsed it in the oven at a high heat setting, then went out 
— leaving the bird to frazzle.
The destruction of the dinner and ensuing smog was suffi­
cient to permeate everything in her home.
Cruise, sensing this was an unusual case, called in Clean- 
All to combat the resilient odor.
Using fog machines that suck smoke particles from the air, 
Clean-All tried not once but twice to cleanse the woman’s en­
vironment.
“1 have washed everything once,” the local woman said, 
“but there’s one pair of pants that 1 have washed three times 
and 1 just can’t get the smell out.
“My place smells like a monkey is living under my bed and 
smoking.”
She had just installed new carpets throughout the house 
and under her insurance policy, everything damaged can be 
replaced.
At the last report, she was going to try and return home last 
Saturday.
But there is one bright spot to this somber story. The pan, 
she epoked her turkey in is in perfect condition and she is go­











With Drawstring Hood. S**! f|^
Bliio, Yollow Sizes 8-16 i ^
WOMEN’S JACKET With Drawstring 
Hood, Patch Packets and Adjustable 
(Jiiffs. Powder Blue or 
Kelly Green.
SM. MED. LGE
MEN’S PVC-RAYON JACKET 
Lightweight Coat of PVC Laminated to 
Rayon, Drawstring Hood. Full Front 
Snaps. Yollow-Novy $"11 95
SM. MED. LGE, I
RUBBERIZED NYLON PARKA
/SO" Length, Full Front Zippor 
with Storm Flap. Large Patch Pockets, 
YelloW'GfOon. $"4 095
SM. MED. LGE.
DECK PAWS YACHTING BOOTS
Yellow Boot, Blue Trim High Cut with 
Non Slip Soles ' $^Q95 
.AwoftedSizes , '
Blue with While Trim
Low Cui, , , . ,, ,
HeHy-Hansen
Outfitting Boaters and Workers Since 1877
YACHTING JACKET//L222 
Mlcroweld Seams for Water Tightness, Full 
Length Zipper with Volcro 
Storm Flap. Drawcord 
Hood Attached
YACHTING BIB PANTS a439 
Complote with Adjustable Suspenders and 
Velcro closing at Anklo.
Size 16, r»M, MED. LGE.
XLGE-Yellow 
COMMERCIAL JACKETS //P300 
PVC Coated Cotton, (lonorous Cut for 
Freedom of Movement. Mlcroweld Seams. 
Green or Yellow. $ KJ“495
SM. MED. LGE. XLGE. dP E
COMMERCIAL BIB PANTS «P400 
Double Bib Pants can be Reversed for 
Longer Wear, Complete witn A^usjlaN© 
Suspenders. Same Colours 
and Sizes as Jacket
HELLY HANSEN YACHTING BOOTS 
Yellow with Blue Trim, Nylon Lined - 
Pure Rubber, Removeablo Inner Solo with 
Arch Support $‘^1^9^




056-1126 BEACON AND FIFTH
SAT. 0:00 - S:30MON,'
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s mis 3rd Birthday
Three years after their grand opening, three 
Sidney businesses are booming — thanks to quality 
products, great service and a prime Beacon 
Avenue location.
Golden Sheaf Bakery, Sidney Radio Shack, and 
Sidney Home Hardware owners look back fondly on 
their first three years as neighbors in the 2300- 
block of Beacon.
"We're certainly satisfied,” said master baker 
Lou Neudecker of the Golden Sheaf. Following the 
success of Golden Sheaf bakeries in Sidney and 
downtown Victoria, a third outlet opened in James 
Bay and a fourth is slated to open In the Saanich 
Centre this November.
In fact, business is so good Lou’s wife Joan 
retired as a Saanichton school teacher and come 
aboard full-time to take charge of advertising and 
promotion.
The bakery has become known throughout town 
for its fine birthday and wedding cakes and its 
delectable Persian Shoes {though Lou is still keep­
ing the recipe for the latter to himself).
Popular recent additions include B-52 cakes and 
gourmet cookies. And the tantalizing list of choices 
keeps growing. "I try to do new things," says Lou.
Keeping up with the times, as well as personaliz­
ed service, are two keys to Sidney Radio Shack's 
success story.
Owner Lykel Hoekstra says he and wife Jenny 
couldn’t be happier with their three-year-old 
Beacon Avenue location. "It’s where the action 
is," said Lykel.
The independent Radio Shack dealership stocks 
a broad selection of Sony, Phillips, JVC and Sanyo 
products. And they’ve always got the latest that 
technology has to offer, at a reasonable price; be it 
a cellular phone you can take in your car or this 
year's latest — a robot.
But being on the technological forefront is not 
the only reason for Sidney Radio Shack’s success.
"We’ve got very good feedback on our service 
department," says Lykel. Often the personal touch 
from he and Jenny is what makes the difference.
Another friendly family business, Sidney Home 
Hardware, has been serving local customers since 
1947.
But things really took off for owners Ray and 
Shirley Wilson after the store’s move three years 
ago to the 2300-btock of Beacon. Increased 
business allowed them to expand floor space by 50 
per cent.
More floor space meant an even wider selection 
to offer customers, a broad choice 1h everything 
from televisions to garden hoses.
And they’ve never looked back. One key to their 
success is looking after customer’s special needs.
"If they want something we don’t have we’ll 
always make an effort for them.” Combining good 
service and reasonable prices has been a simple 
but successful strategy for Sidney Home Hard­
ware.
For these three local businesses,, their move to a 
new location three years ago was a big boost.
But their biggest boost comes from a host of a 
satisfied customers.
under the awning ...
There’s nothing else 
to buy!
■ You get either the Tandy : 
1000 EX or Tandy 
lOOOSXwitha 
monochrome monitor 
for these great ;
low prices. They’re 
both pc compatible
Tandy EX SYSTEM
Tandy 1000 EX Includes 256K memory, 
dual speed operation, MG-D0S2,11/GW 
BASIC, and Personal DeskMnte, 100 (25- 





Tandy 1000 SX includes 384-K memory, 
dual disk drives, dual speed operation, 
MS-DOS 3,2/GW BASIC 3.0 and 
DeskMate II, 1000SX (25-1051) and VM-4 
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Reversible with charger and key.
Save ®15“® Reg. 69.99
TITAN
HOCKEY STICKS
Wayne Gretzky - Junior
S-l 099
Save 26% M Reg. 14.99
Wayne Gretzky- Senior
TITAN -“99” Hockey Stick
Save 23% U ■««« Reg. ie.99
COLOUR SPLASH DECORATIVE 
VINYL WALL COVERING
. QQc
Save 23% W w per yard Reg. 1.29 yd.
FUJI QUALITY VIDEO TAPES
Save “2.00 » Rog. 9.99
FUJI QUALITY CASSETTE TAPES
Save “3.00
Pkg ol 3/90 rninule tapes
Rog, 8 99
^jijlllllllMilHWfillMllflillltMtlWWW , SIDNEY.::
2356 BEACON AVE. 
P«rMntiiti«iirol 
bldf), oH Rttiihav»n
'(next to Sidney Tiro) '
________ .,656-2712-„ ,
i
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Local birders win prizes
Two Central Saanich 
residents won first place ribbons 
for poultry out of 578 entries 
from the Island and Lower 
Mainland in the biggest fancy 
bird show held at Saanichton
fairgrounds Oct. 19.
Helen Fleming of West 
Saanich Road won a trophy tor 
the best cock in the bantam 
category.
Mo Filipovic of Oldfield




Road picked up a first for his 
ring-necked cock and hen.
Show secretary Rose House 
said this show, sponsored by the 
Victoria Feather Fanciers 
Association, is the first sanc­
tioned show on the Island by the 
American association.
William Brennan of Elk Road 
cleaned up in the Standard 
category and also won firsts for 
best hen and cockerel.
Capital City Racing Pigeon 
Club members, won the racing 
homer categories.
House’s nine-year-old 
daughter who belongs to the 
Fanciers Association and 
Capital City, won best old hen 
and best show junior.
The show will now be held 
regularly in October because 
“most people are available at 
that time.” Previous shows 
have tended to have poor show­
ings, she added.
6th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL









CENTURY 21 SAANICH 
PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
congratulates 
ANNE DALGLIESH 
for being the top salesperson 
for September 1986. Anne’s 
sincerity, dedication and hard 
work have earned her this 
achievement. For any of your 
real estate needs call Anne 
Daigiieshat:






Introducing three of our top Grade 12 graduates 




« , a quirky Lind
orij4inal mind, an 
In.satiablf' desire for 
knowledge ... and 
two years younger 
titan Ills classniate.sl" 
say Itis teachers
• Inthetoj) 1% on 
national Maih exani
« School newspaper, 
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® .$i(XX) I'rovinclal 
Scholarship and 
$25<X) (for 5 years) 










® .. rnolivation. drive,
and organization are 
truly excejilional Six* 
never lets go until 
she's got it!" say l ier 
K'aihers
• .S(.:ore( i in loji 10% ol 
{irovinct; in Biology, 
C)e.ogra|)liy rind 
Llleraiure
« Allllctics: tiding, track 
and field, swiininlng, 
rowing
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® , ciuile an
L'ntrepreneur - a 
natural If'ader . . an 
eni^rgtairn'eseard K'l' 
and indeiX'ndra ti 
li'arner, 1 iitsolfish a 
itospilal volunteer," 
say I tis teacliers
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Jim, Michelle and Todd . . .
,.. and many other outstandingcradi?. 12 students Irom 
SaanicIt Sehottl Disirit I wlio have won scholarships in lOHO. 
including Diwld Box,'I'ercsa Belis, Jennifer Cody. Iddtard 
Vaii Oort. Nell Stoiltard, IX'rek stoiKh Bdwln PerainakI, Karert 
Nalutgawtt, AnlhottyMoro, Kathk‘(‘n (Jr;ihavae. Samaniha 
Emms, Su/.!tnn(? Ctkly, David i larvc'y, litirbara Coldvvf.dl, Jim 
Gash MatOtew 1 Utii, l)un( tin Clarktctnd Andrea SIgurdson.
\V(mv|)roii(:lol dor sc:holarshi|) winners irt School DisUitJ h;i 
(Saanielt), OurCirade 12 graduates consisle,nllv ex('e<''d 
Itrttvinci^il a\'erag('s in winning .^chnlarships and sfs 
int{ >r(;ssive Slant lards.
THREE’S COMPANY . . . John McCallum is grateful for the provincial home sup­
port program because It has removed some of the housekeeping load from his 
shoulders.
Dlsobled helped ot home
Pearl Hall contracted polio 
in 1960 and has been crippled 
ever since.
After living on her own for 
a number of years. Pearl felt 
she couldn’t cope with her 
condition so she began seeing 
a psychiatrist.
Marjorie McCallum has 
been disabled since birth. She 
can’t reach up to counter tops 
or into cupboards to do basic 
housework.
For the past 18 years, she 
and Pearl have been living 
with Marjorie’s husband 
John, helping each other 
manage routine chores around
tne house.
However, after 12 years, 
John found that housework, 
gardening and transporting 
the two women was becoming 
too much for him.
So, they applied for 
assistance under the Provincial 
Home Support Program. It 
has made a big difference in 
their lives, they say.
Barb Storrier, co-ordinator 
of the home-makers service 
for the Peninsula Community 
Association, is promoting the 
program locally.
“The starting wage is $5.50 
(an hour) and you can’t live on
DR. S. McTAGGART 
VETERINARIAN
is pleased to announce her 
new location at 
591 CROMAR RD. 
between Wain and Downey 
in DEEP COVE.
For appointment cal! 
656-9911
that,” she said. “So some of 
the workers end up doing four 
or five cleanings a day which 
means at least four or five full 
house vacuums.”
“Doctors have got a raise; 
nurses are trying to get one 
now; health support workers 
are getting one and we need 
one too. We feel we deserve a 
fair increase.”
Without the service, Storrier 
said, many disabled would re­
quire institutionalizing. “But 
there’s no room for them.”
Storrier has sent a home- 
helper to John, Marjorie and 
Pearl’s specially-renovated 
residence for six years.
The most welcome change 
for three seniors is an increas­
ed amount of leisure time.
But how did the three come 
to live together?
John met Marjorie while 
driving vans for the handicap­
ped. They married soon after.
One day the couple went to 
visit PearL and found her 
depressed. “So we decided to 
stay the weekend,” said Mar­
jorie with a laugh. “It’s been a 
long weekend.’y




Making a fly-by inspection of the wide variety








The Panlman was 
overheard to say 
“We*v© never had a 
better selectton of 
sizes; colours and stylos 
than we have today,
In tact, w© have sizes 
to fit almost anyonerivy
■ i
L
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A tasty wciy to cook pympklri
It began more than 2,000 
years ago with the Celtic people 
of Britain and France, but to­
day Halloween is celebrated 
much more in North America 
than in Europe.
came to North America that 
Halloween became really 
popular. Irish children used to 
carve smiling faces on turnips, 
called them ‘bogies’, and car­
ried them on Halloween to scare
Long before Canadian and 
American children began trick- 
or-treating, however, people in 
Scotland, Ireland, England and 
France looked upon Oct. 31, the 
eve of All Saints Day, as one of 
ghosts and goblins.
Europeans brought their 
Halloween beliefs to the New 
World with them. To many ear­
ly colonists, witches and devils 
seemed very real and Oct. 31 
was not a night for fun. As the 
pioneers moved west, however, 
it became more of a harvest 
celebration when families would 
huddle arousid an open fire 
roasting nuts and telling ghost 
stories.
But it wasn’t until the Irish
away witches. When they came 
to America, Irish children 
began carving pumpkins instead 
of turnips and that’s how the 
pumpkin became a Halloween
seeds and strings. Place it on a 
cookie sheet, cut side down and 
bake in a 325 degree F oven for 
an hour or until tender. Scrape 
pulp from the skin and puree in 
a food processor or blender.
Pumpkin seeds make a tasty 
roasted snack. Just wash and 
dry them, spread on an oiled 
cookie sheet and sprinkle with 
garlic salt. Place sheet under 
broiler for about five minutes 
on each side or until brown.
Whether you use fresh or can- 
,ned fillings, nothing beats that 
classic Canadian fall dessert — 
pumpkin pie. Here’s a tasty 
recipe using a single crust made 
from no-fail pie crust mix.
'/z tsp. ginger 
14 tsp. allspice 
3 eggs
1 '/z cups evaporated milk or 
light cream
sweetened whipped cream 
Prepare unbaked 9” pie shell 
as directed on package. Com­
bine all ingredients in a bowl. 
Beat until well mixed. Pour into 
unbaked pie shell.
Bake at 400 degree F for 45- 
55 minutes or just until set. 
Serve warm or coo! with whip­
ped cream.




. . . Buy early while the 
selection Is best.
Jack-o-lantern.
The prolific pumpkin remains 
a most versatile vegetable. A 
member of the squash family, 
it’s easy to cook and makes 
great pie.
To cook pumpkin, wash and 
cut it in half, crosswise. Remove
Pumpkin Pie
Vz envelope flaky pie crust mix 
1V* cups pumpkin 
16 cup brown sugar, packed 
Vz tsp. salt 
1 tsp. cinnamon
Bake a spooky cake for kids
Party cakes in unique shapes 
are fun for kids of all ages and 
this not-so-spooky black cat 
cake is no exception. The 
flavors of deep, rich chocolate 
and smooth, creamy peanut 
butter blend together to make a 
delicious and easy-to-create 
Halloween treat.
Consider hosting 
neighborhood children or 
school friends for a Halloween 
party as a safe and fun alter­
native to trick-or-treating this 
year. Your chocolatey black cat 
is sure to be the star of the 
festivities.
Or you can treat the family to 
this special dessert that’s sure to 
get youngsters in the spirit of 
the holiday before they don 
their costumes and head for the 
streets. •.
In fact, half the fun is in mak­
ing this edible creature and it’s 
so e;^y that eyerjyone can get in- 
fofvSd. Older child^feri can help 
with the blending ingredients 
and assembling the pieces, while 
even the youngest ones can try 
their hands at decorating.
BLACK CAT CAKE 
(makes one cake)
2 cups all purpose flour (500 
niL)
Vz cup cocoa (125 mL)
1 tsp. baking powder (15 mL)
14 cup butter, softened (175 
mL)
Vz cup smooth peanut butter 
(125 mL)
\Vz cups sugar (375 mL)
3 eggs
l '/2 tsp, vanilla (7 mL)
114 cups milk (425 mL)
Sift together flour, cocoa and
baking powder. Cream butter 
and peanut butter; gradually 
beat in sugar. Add eggs, one at 
a time, beating in well after each 
addition. Stir in vanilla. Add 
sifted dry ingredients to cream­
ed mixture alternately with 
milk, combining lightly after 
each addition.
tray or cutting board. From re­
maining cake layer cut a circle 
for the head about 6 inches (15 
cm) in diameter, using a plate as 
a guide; place head on top of 
body. Cut ears and tail from 
trimmings; secure to cat’s head 
and body with toothpicks. Frost 
cat with Fudgey Frosting and
Divide batter between two 
greased^ and waxed paper'lined 
9-inch' (1:5 L) round layer cake 
pans. Bake in preheated 350° F 
(180° C) oven 35 to 40 minutes. 
Cool pans on wire racks 10 
minutes. Remove from pans; 
peel off paper. Cool complete­
ly.
To make cat: Place one cake 
layer for the body on a large
decorate with assorted candies.
— Melt VS cup
(75 mL) butter in a saucepan; 
remove from heat. Stir in Vz cup 
(125 mL) cocoa and 1 tsp. (5 
mL) vanilla. Alternately blend 
in 4 cups (1000 mL) sifted icing 
sugar and VS cup (125 mL) milk 
until frosting is smooth and of 
spreading consistency. Makes 





Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sjdney, B.C,




Learn to prepare festive 
(are for holiday parties at 
our cooking class. You'll 
find many helpful hints to 
make your Christmas 





Cost per person $10.00





If you v\/ere away or just 
coul(dn’t come 
Then you missed out on the 
food and the fun 
Now we’ve got another date to
remember 
Mark it down — the 5th of
November
BEAUTY — mJAUTY — VALUE Where else but... y/SA t
2513 Beacon Avensie, Sidney, 656-3724 JiflON.-SAT. S AM to 6 PM








































Berber Style Carpet. ..
Rubberback Berber.............. ® 7®®, ,d.
WALL PAPER 30% Off Book Price
(nil Irttperlal Books)
^<3 Carpet Installation Available /v 
ff Tile Installation Available X ^ 
Painting & Wallpaper Installation Available
^ DECORATING CENTRE ^
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The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will 
be given to local nonprofit clubs 
and organizations. Deadline for 
advertising upcoming events is 
Friday at 5 p.m.
*
NEWCOMERS LUNCH 
Lunch for newcomers, first 
Thursday every month, Ann 
Gardner, 656-7099.
ACTING WORKSHOPS 
Peninsula Players’ acting 
workshops, Lions hall, 6994 E. 
Saanich Rd. Sundays, 2-4 p.m., 
Mondays 7-9 p.m. Adults, Nov. 
3, 16. Children, Nov. 10, 23. 652- 
6105.
COSTUME PARTY 
Oct. 31 4 to 6 p.m. Sanscha Hall, 
13 and under, costume contest, 
games, haunted house, bonfire 
and fireworks at Tulista Park, 
sponsored by the Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
STORY HOURS 
Storytime for children aged 3 to 5. 
Nov.5 to 26, Wednesdays,. 11:30 
a.m. Central Saanich library, 
Brentwood. Pre-register at 
library.
DINNER AND FASHION 
SHOW
Perceptor Alpha Omega chapter 
of Beta Sigma Phi dinner and 
fashion show Nov.4, Travelodge. 
Tickets at Felicia’s or call 656- 
4545.
DIABETES AUXILIARY 
Meeting Nov.12, 7:30 pm,
Saanich Peninsula Hospital. 
Speaker Dr. H. Marshall. 656- 
3110.
TCA & BAZAAR 
Pythian Sisters of 'Victory Temple 
36 fall tea and bazaar Nov.l, 2- 
3:30 p.m., Knights of Pythias 
Hail 9760 4 th Street.
PAINTINGS EXHIBITION 
Akiko Shewring and Christel 
Tompa, 2195 Tryon Road, Nov.l 
10-7, Nov.2 10-5.
SAVE CHILDREN 
Mini bazaar and films by Cy and 
Mary Hampson, internationally 
acclaimed wildlife photographers. 
Nov.7, 7 pm, aids Save the 
Children Fund. Margaret 
Vaughan Birch Hall.
COUNTRY FAIR 
Chapter 1022 OES country fair 
Sat. Nov.l Masonic Hall 
Saanichton 1:30-4 pm. Crafts, 
homebaking, fashions, jewlry, 
cakewalk, raffles, white elephant.
75TH
Sluggett Memorial Baptist 
Church anniversary. Nov.2, 4:30 
p.m.
ADULT BADMINTON 
Friday night adult social bad­
minton, 8 p.m., Brentwood Com­
munity Hall.
DROP-IN BADMINTON 
Sanscha Hall, Sidney, Wed. 1 to 3 
pm. Birds supplied. All welcome. 
Phone Connie Kingerlee 656- 
1063.
SPINNERS & 'SVEAVERS 
Deep Cove Spinners and Weavers’ 
fall session meetings every Tues­
day, St. John’s United Church 
Hall, West Saanich Road, 9:30 
a.m. 652-4201.
SENIORS
Central Saanich Senior Citizens’ 
Centre, 1229 Clarke Rd, offers 
variety of activities for people 
over 55. Drop-in, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m.
DROP-IN BINGO 
Sidney drop-in bingo 10:30 a.m.- 
10:30 p.m., 9842 3rd St.
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
Sidney Silver Threads, Sat. 
Nov.8, 10-3 pm.
FRUIT SALE
Air cadet fruit sale Oct. 14 to 
Nov. 13. Orders from 676 Kit- 
tyhawk Squadron or phone 656- 
4647 after 6 pm.
ST. ANDREWS BAZAAR 
Christmas Bazaar and Tea , St. 
Andrews Presbyterian Church, 
Sat. Nov. 1, 1-4 p.m.
context GRADUATES 
Context g'raduates breakfast sup­
port group meets Tuesdays 7:30 
a.m. Smitty’s Restaurant, Sidney, 
656-2128,652-5723.
TEA AND BAZAAR 
Resthaven Lodge, 2281 Mills 
Road, Nov.6, 2-4 p.m.
ringette
Ongoing registration. Girls of all 
ages welcome. Debra Caseley 727- 
6558.
LA LECHE
La Leche League of Sidney meets 
8 p.m. Nov.5, 11237 Piers Road. 
Topic: The art of breast feeding 
and overcoming difficulties. 652- 
9632,652-2707,652-5781.
FALL BAZAAR 
Brentwood United Church ladies 
group fall bazaar and tea Sat. 
Nov.l, church hall, 7162 W. 
Saanich Rd, 2-4 p.m. 652-2217.
HOSPITAL AUXILIARY 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital Aux­
iliary meets at Saanich Bible 
Fellowship Hall, Tuesday Nov.4 
10 a.m., coffee 9:30 a.m.. Note 
one week earlier than regular 
time.
HOBBY SHOW
Agricultural Society 14th Annual 
Hobby Show and Craft Sale 
Nov.22 & 23, Saanichton Fair 
Grounds 10-5. 652-2250.
FRANCOPHONES 
Francophones et Francophile.s 
reunions a I’amicale tous les mar- 
di soir a 19:30 hr. Pour se 
retremper dans I’alinosphere at la 
culture francaise. Jacques et 
Myriam, 655-1736.
AIR BASE
New Pat Bay Airbase photo 
display. Sidney Museum, every 
day, 9-5 to Nov. 16.
ENTREPENEURS UNLIMITED 
Entrepeneurs Unlimited Club 
meets first Monday of every 
month, the Job Club, 103, 9790 
2nd St., 7 p.m. 656-9570.
Factory Authorized Repair Shop 
For;
Evinrude & Johnson 
Outboards






^ MrMOOOR & OUTDOOR ^
656-7023 
10134 McDonald Park Road
ALCOHOL & DRUGS 
Alcohol and Drug Awareness pro­
gram, five sessions for adolescents 
11-13, 14-16 starting Nov. 4. An 
opportunity for increased 
awareness through information 
and discussion with peers under a 
trained leader 656-0134.
GYM NIGHTS
Youth age 13-18 invited to attend 
gym night every Monday evening 
at Sidney Elementary. Register at 
gym or PCA office 9751 3rd St. 
656-0134, ask for youth services.
HANDICAPPED 
Handicapped decals application 
forms iirjw available at PCA. 
These may then be sent to Victoria 
for decals necessary for parking in 
spaces allotted for handicapped. 
3^3-4105.
BAZAAR
Hospital Auxiliary Chri.stmas 
Bazaar Nov, 15 at Saanichton 
Fair building.
CRAFrFAIR
PCA Chri.stmas Craft b'air. Big- 








Atl permit & cotour tnct. 
Shampoo, Cond. & Blowdry
San.scha Hall from 
p.m.





A division Of ISLAND FLOOR CENTRE LTD,
NOW OPEN IN SIDNEY
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The Fastest, Safest & Easiest Logsplittirig You Riave Ever 
Done!
It works anywhere, even in your carport or basement, NO 
overhead swinging required. You work in an upright position, 






j Then push 
T down 
repeatedly
Handy fluorescent fixture 
mounts under cabinets, 
plugs in anywhere.
X; Xi
Xi^-'X X.”’, X v; :V'XXX
XX-iJX X Xir'Xj:, Xi,;.- X
750-1500 WATT 
Dual Element, Automatic 
Temp. Control, silent running 
motor 4 position switch 
for cooling and heating
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DO IT FAST AND MAKE IT EASY
• all~w©ather application • vjon’t shrink, sag or run
® just brush-on or apply directly * lasts for years
• seals hoios up to 1/4 inch ® available in cartridges, quarts
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9775-3rd St,' Sidney 
655-1575
Ttt«». infim (i.sotofi no
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X' I ' ' X
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People, Placos, Happenings IS J
BUD MASSENDER 
Manager
catzc nPI l\/PRY of your.prescriptionFREE Dt^lVtKY vvi,hi,, ,I,e town of Sidney
Intemafional life suits folk dancing
People around you
ALTHOUGH [J LOOKS EASY, mastering the intricate 
steps of the Russian Troika requires lots of practice.
Locol woman fit for ocfl¥e life
If holding fitness classes five nights a week, taping a weekly 
cable show and giving personal exercise consultations is any 
indication. Central Saanich aerobics instructor Kathi Nash 
has given a new meaning to “active life. ”
The slim, healthy fitness instructor hardly looks like the 
out-of-shape person she claims she was five years ago.
“1 was a classic case of a non-exerciser,” she said. “1 was 
30 pounds over weight. L tried every fad diet and everything 
possible to lose it in an easy way; then finally 1 had to go back
Nash said her adolescence was “miserable” and “every; 
aspect of niy life was affected by my cpnditipn.”
She empathizes with those carrying a few extra pounds who 
attend her classes.
Of all^ the unpleasant experiences related to being 
'’overweight.nhe Central Saanich resident remembers shopping 
as most painful. “Walking in front of a mirror or window 
was awful because I didn’t like myself very much and I didn’t 
feel good about myself.”
The thing that bothered her most vvas her lack of discipline. 
“I would say to myself, ‘I’ve got to lose this and then 1 would 
procrastinate’.”
But from a non-exerciser, Kathi transformed herself into 
an aerobics instructor and counsellor within two years. She 
now has more than l.'iO participants and a weekly cable show.
Nash believes exercise is like an addiction.
When she and husband Brian moved to Houston, I’cxas for 
a job, Nash decided to begin aerobics.
“l had just had Aaron (son, .*>) and 1 wanted to get fit, not 
have to pay club membership and at the same time get Aaron 
out with other children.”
Nash laughed as she recalled her apprehension going to that 
first class.
: “In those days, everybody thouglu exercise had to make
: you sick before it did any good — but 1 found out that s 
; wrong, after 1 had my share of feeling nauseous.”
■; Aerobic centres in Houston were very “high tech” with lots
i of chrome and lights, Nash recalled. But instmetors were also 
i; very safety conscious.
And safety is Nash's key cimcern now as 'die teaches on the
ii Peninsula. , . , '
Bveryone vvho began with her has had a success story, she
•; asse.sscd: some tnore spectacular than oilters. 
j; “ It’s a satisfying experience to help those people.”
•ii “A little 12-ycaf'Cld came uit to me in the supermarket tuKl 
ii; said, ‘arc you the lady with tlie TV show? ! just wanted to say
iii I've lost, 10 potmds siticc I started exercisingwith you'.” 
ii! “'I’hiu made my year, ”
Born in Russia, with Ger­
man, French and English 
blood, settling in Germany 
then moving to Iran, Kenya 
and Canada, Louise Taylor is 
well qualified to teach interna­
tional folk dancing.
“Because of my interna­
tional background, I learned a 
lot of the dances in my fami­
ly,” Taylor said.
With more than 700 folk 
music records, Taylor teaches 
the.:„.cj0,lorful. i,ntc,rnational 
dance steps at Keating 
Elementary School Monday 
nights with the Breiitwood 
folk dance group.
FITNESS INSTRUCTOR Kathi Nasir limbers up in her 
front yard before going to class.
She focuses on dances from 
16 countries, but some, like 
Greece, have three or four ver­
sions of a basic dance pattern.
Traditional folk dancing is 
rooted in European culture 
but contemporary dances bas­
ed on folk traditions are com­
ing from Africa, the Philip­
pines, Japan and Quebec, 
noted Taylor.
And the beauty of folk dan­
cing is that you never need a 
partner, and most dances 
work just as well with three or 
23 participants.
Taylor learned her first 
dance at the age of three and 
has continued formal training 
ever since. An instructor at the 
Victoria Conservatory of 
Music, Taylor said hei gicaicsi 
influence was Marianne and 
Michael Herman, who 
established toil; dancing in 
North America. She weitt 
dovvn to Maine to attend their 
folk dance cjimp.
With assistiini Nichole 
the locttl teachers 





The first hour is given to 
reviewing and practising dif­
ficult dance steps and the se­
cond hour is devoted to danc­
ing — old favorites and new 
ones.
For newcomers, Greek 
dances are the most popular, 
including Never on a Sunday 
and Miserlou, both of which 
came but of the popular 
musical Zorba the Greek.
Taylor says their speciality 
is Scandinavian dancing which 
is ™‘‘the most interesting - 
because of the formations, : 
You may have two couples 
with different figurations 
almost dancing half a .square 
dance.”
The Israeli Mayim 
celebrating water, the Russian 
Troika which portrays a three- 
horse plough, and the South 
.African Pat a Pata celebrating 
the earth are some of the inter­
national dances offered.
“It’s really interesting ex­
amining the meaning and 
origin of the old dances,’’ .said 
Taylor. “Some of them are 
really old and were ancient 
forms of praising the .sun.”
B u t i h c underlying 
characteristic of the .activity is 
the simplicity of the dances for 
people with an aptitude for 
movement.
“Wc choose easy ones 
where if you Irave any kind of 
.sense of dancing, you can pick 
it up by watching.”
Taylor said eight of the 20 
dance enihusiaMs have fiehmg- 
cd siitce the group Iregan 18 
yeans ago,
“Dancing cloes a lot for 
bridging what migltt otherwise 
be a foreign euhurc, If you 
dance, yon don’t iieed any 
otlicr crcilential than tliat and 
yon never say iro to a dance,’'
6D WATTS
FISHER ACS3880 
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Only minutes a week and you’ll look like you’ve just 
returned from a tropical vacation.
ArdmoreFitness Club 2317 Beacon Ave. (Beacon Plaza) 652-7131
Wednesday, October 29, 1986
m VOLLEYBALL ACTION
Local setter guides team to top
The Paradise Grill volleyball 
team is probably the strongest 
in Canada this year, according 
to local coach Mike Toakley.
After 12 games. Paradise 
Grill has lost only one match at 
the beginning of the season giv­
ing players a one-game margin 
over rival Far West A.
Toakley attributes part of the 
team’s success to newcomer 
Jamie Fraser who came “fresh 
from the junior national team 
and is an outstanding player —
.the highest calibre ever seen in 
Victoria.’’
But the team is not a stranger 
to succe.ss. It ha.s won the pro­
vincial championships for three 
out of four years, coming se­
cond last year after players were 
plagued by injuries. Paradise 
Grill placed third in Canada last 
year.
This is the first year the team 
has a sponsor; previously it was 
called Heavy Damage.
Local Parkland Secondary 
School teacher Lome Chan has 
played as setter for the team for
its seven-year existence.
The team has four strong 
power hitters; Bob Harrison, 
Steve Barry, Jason Close and 
Fraser.
And the four new players, a 
substantial addition for a 12- 
member team, will take some 
time to work themselves into the 
team routine.’ “And until they 
become accustomed to what 
we’ve done for the past seven 
years, we will be dragged down 
a little bit, ’ ’ said Toakley.
In play Oct. 22 at Royal
Roads, Paradise Grill defeated 
Far West B 15-11, 15-0 and 
Westwind 15-2, 15-7.
In other play. Far West A 
went 4-0 with wins over West 
Wind and Warriors. Warriors, 
who replaced Royal Roads in 
the league, are still looking for 
their first win.
What are Toakley’s predic­
tions for the year? “We’ve talk­
ed about it as a team and 
nothing short of winning the na­





Check winning team for each game listed. 
Deliver entry to any merchant listed. Con­
test is open to everyone except newspaper 
employees and immediate famiUes. Good 
' Luck!
Every Tuesday night we keep drawing 
entries till we get one with all the 
















CHECK WINNERS ONLY! 
NO SCORE PLEASE
NOV. 6^ wr 9 ~
Visitor Home
NOV. 6 Toronto Minnesota
NOV. 7 St. Louis Winnipeg
NOV. 8 Boston Quebec
NOV. 8 NY Rangers Philadelphia
NOV. 8 Pittsburg Minnesota
NOV. 8 Vancouver Toronto
NOV 9 NY Islanders Buffalo
NOV. 9 Montreal Calgary
.......  .... ,'(ln of fl lift, coiinla win)
REVIEW SUBSCRIBER YES U NO I
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 
BY ANY OF THE r>ARTICIPATlNG 
MERCHANTS OR THE REVIEW 
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V, V. SPECIALISTSV 652-2132
832 Verdior Brentwood Bay
VICTORIA AIRPORT
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J. GRIEVE MOTORS 652-0201






Give us a call
656-1151GOOD LUCK!









MIDGET REP GOALIE makes save in first league game of 
the season against ParksvIlie.
win away
Philbrooks’ peewee Penin­












Front hub overhauled and ropack- 
od with walorproof grease and now 
ball bearings
Rear hub overhauled and repack­
ed with v/aterproof grease and new 
balltvoarlnga.
Bottom bracket ovnrhnutod and 
repacked with waterpntiof grease 
and now ball bearings.
Free wheel cleaned and repacked 
with waterproof groano.
Cfinin, flornKleurs, brakes, gear 
fihlltors and brake lovers 
lubrlCHled,
OUR WORK IS 
GUARANRIEDI
opener league game but rallied 
to win its second.
Peewees played a strong game 
at Oak Bay Oct. 23 scoring 
every period to make the final 
total 6-4 for the Peninsula team.
Peewees took a two-goal lead 
earlier only to have Oak Bay 
respond to tie the score.
The local team briefly led 
again at 3-2- but Oak Bay tied 
the game up going into the last 
period at 3-3.
It was in the final period that 
Philbrook’s pulled out all the 
stops, putting three into Oak 
Bay’s net.
The game was highlighted 
with a penalty .shot awarded to 
Darren Cairns who scored on 
the opportunity. Goalie Kevin 
Griffin also made a number of 
penalty kills.
Two .scores were awarded to 
Darren Cairn.s;With singles go­
ing to Blaine Drury, Kevin 
Johnson and Chris Cochrane.
Despite playing at home in 
the first league game against 
Lake Cowichan, Philbrook’s 
couldn’t get it.s game togetlter 
losing 5 -1.
Tlic .sole second'period goal 
wn.s scored by Kevin John.son 
with tlieas.sisi by uiaiiic Drurv.
Block Brofi. Really 
l.lfl. j.s proud fo 
sTipiMut Tlie Man 
In Mol ion 
World Tour.
Ric k Hansen ha*, wheeled
31,643
^ fli^ ■ y 'f
•CCS lo dale.





Glen Meadows wound up the 
golfing year with 62 members 
attending a dinner and awards 
night lo proclaim Margaret 
Robertson and runner-up Doris 
Lewis club champions.
Pat Palmer followed by Betz 
Ard took the first flight; Gladys 
Green took the second with Bet ­
ty Brock the runner-up; third 
flight went to Doreen Weaver 
followed by Doreen Ovcliarick; 
fourth flight to May Milbrath 
and Addi Smith; Erma Hatl 
beat Gerry Cox in the fifth 
flight; Dorothy Clark took the 
sixth followed Doroihv Fetter- 
ly; and seventh flight went to 
Eileen Scott with runner-up 
Maxine Ansell.
Lorraine Jacklin won the 
business ladies Nash trophy 
with Shirley Sutherland award­
ed runner-up.
The George Paulin trophy 
went to Betz Ard witli Ruth 
Trelawny taking second spot. 
Muriel Love, netting 68 points, 
won the medal.
Now that you have Wed rest, 
urilit'e In Inak voiir bost.:CoiB^lo Willi's to.lool<y!iir.l)yt
‘THE MEN’S SHOP”
Next to Sear's on 2nd St. 
Tues.-Sat. 8:30 - 5:30 656-4443
CUSTOMS SERVICE 
SIDNEY
Effective November 1st, 1986 the Canada Customs 
office at 2499 Ocean Ave. will be open for arrival/ 
departure of Washington State Ferry only.
For customs clearance of goods, information or 
assistance contact Canada Customs at Victoria inter­
national Airport, 656-3031.
' ' __ ----T --- ■ ■ ' -------






Divers may now harvest
ocotopus from Peninsula waters 
with the opening of some areas 
in the Saanich Inlet.
The areas for harvesting are 
bounded on the south by a line 
from McCurdy Point to Willis 
Point and Sluggett Point and on 
the north from Hatch to Moses 
Points.
Peninsula waters remain clos­
ed to harvesting butter clams 
and mussels. “Although there is 
no red tide at the moment, these 
two bivalves tend to hold the 
toxins more,” said a fisheries 
spokesman.
Those areas previously closed
due to sewage contamination re­
main shut. However, a few 
small areas are open along the 
Peninsula coast.
These include Moses Point 
south between Deep Cove and 
Warrior Point and the north 
and south shore of Pat Bay. On
the outside, a small area of 
Island View Beach is also open 
to harvesting.
Fisheries also remind divers 
that in accordance with Z 
licence regulations, accurate 








Harvey^s Rockets lost to Gorge Hotel Hawks in the fourth 
quarter in play at Spectrum .secondary school Oct. 26.
The score was tied at 14-14 up to the final quarter thanks to
aggressive play by quarterback Dan Gallagher.
But due to wet weather, a number of balls were fumbled 
missing scoring chances.
Other scoreres were Doug Lumley and Ken Savard,
Peninsula GWG Rentals 
picked up its third consecutive 
win in an upset 3-2 game against 
Lakehill in division two soccer.
Lakehill scored first but 
.GWG returned quickly as Jason 
White converted a pa.ss from 
Graeme Stacey.
J’he first half ended with 
Lakehill ahead by one.
Constant pressure by GWG 
in the penalty area forced 
Lakehill to handle the ball and 
Wesley Nelson scored the 
resulting goal, putting the ball 
in the top corner of tlie net.
The winning goal was crossed 
by Stacey to Cameron Schtilt /.
GWO'now rests at ilirecWins 
and three losses.
SENIOR SOCCER
Stelly’s placed one ahead of Parkland and fourth from the 
bottom at the end of the sea.son.
In the last league game Oct. 23, Stelly’s deleaied the bot­
tom team Vic High 4-2.
Second-place Claremont also played Oct. 24, tying 
Reynolds 4-4.
.JUNIOR RUGBY
Parkland junior rugby team beat Oak Bay 18-4 to remain 
the top and undefeated team in the league this year.
Jeff Cooper scored two tries, Terry James landed a try and 
a convert, and Tim Street added a try.
Claremont defeated f.ansdowne 10-0 with Shawn Munro 
and Mike Cooper each sooting a try while Gord Lee made a 
convert.
19/8 DODGE OMNI Deluxe. Woody 
package, 4 door hatchback. 
Automatic. Only 62.000 mdes 
Asking.......-...--••••••••••
1979 FORD FAIRMONT Station 
Wagon. 6 cylinder, automatic. Only 
46 000 miles. Lovely condition. Ask­
ing...................... ..............*4495
1979 HONDA ACCORD 5 speed. 2 
door Hatchback. Maroon with black 
Interior. Only 57,000 miles.
Asking............. .............. 4495
1981 OLDSMOBILF. OMEGA, 4 door, 
automatic, 6 cylinder. Only 57 OOO 
miles. Extra clean condition.
Asking........................ . 4995
1972 DATSUN 1200 Fastback Coupe. 
Automatic. Only 66,000
cellent mileage. G reat buy........1495
1976 DODGE ASPEN Special Edition. 
4 door, automatic, 6 cylinder. One 
owner. Extra clean condition. 
Asking......... .......................
CROSSCOUNTRY
Claremont’s Marilyn Moore won her fifth straight cross 
countrv race Oct. 2(1 to win the girls' individual title in the 
I .ower Island High Schools Cross Connii y League.
Parkland came in third witli 90 poitiis behind Moitni Doug. 
Next rrii'c in tlv series is Oct. '?.7 al Royttl Roads Military
College.
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
. TRADES WELCOME • BANK FINANCING 
0,A,C, • CONSIGNMENT CARS WELCOME
656-8866
"ADARENT-A-USEDCAR"Homeot.
■ For llie Peninsula
Ralatt from *6** A Day 
, 6Sa-6353







Call or drop in soon, we'd love to tell you about some ot the 
very INTRAesting travel Ideas we have in store for you at. .
•'Specialb'ls in Travelxitwe 1967‘'
656-5561
239.1 BEACON AVENUE. SIDNEY
SIdnoy Locntlon
''Hovel goto deal for you!"
Look yoiir best & Keep in Shape
/'■'■■'a*'
XA/B SN« S VU" I tMi H \A/1 IMI 1
in.our'
Two Qriiiit Lot:«llrin»! 
1119 - m Si., M»rU«f M*ll, SWiioy 
ShttlUoufmi, VICioil*























In the latest battle between 
the high schools, Stelly’s 
Stingers tromped Parkland 
Panthers in senior boys’ soccer 
action Oct. 21.
Boris Herikstad started off 
the scoring for Stelly’s from a 
penalty shot 10 minutes into the 
first half. Warren Brander then 
put one into the net, giving the 
Stingers a 2-0 lead.
Parkland got on the 
scoreboard three minutes later, 
when Dave Lawes beat the Stel­
ly’s netminder. But two nice 
goals by Darrin Sam and 
Herikstad gave the Stingers a 
wide lead at half-time.
Second-half action saw 
Parkland’s Jason Boneau 
garner a point from a penalty 
shot, but Stinger Bob Bell land­
ed the final point of the game to 
give Stelly’s a 5-2 victory.




A member of Tricolor and Associated Studios
© photographs are taken in the comfort of a 
professional studio.
© appointments available. No line-ups.
© no high pressure sales. No sitting fee.
• YpUf choice of pose from a selection of 
". previews. ^ ^
® additional packages available.
FAMILY HAIR CARE
SALE -










Receive a coupon book with 
savings of over $500 on 
frequently used goods and 
services from local 
merchants when you 
subscribe to The Review,
...and for a limited time
1 year now only *12 
6 mo. now only *6
■" mmmmmm mmmmam awmmvm wmmamam mmmimn lammmmm mmmmmm wwwnanw wmmmmu •wmmam*
Tho F^ovlow
9781 - 2nd St.. P.O. Box 2070.
Sidney, V8L 3S5
■Name v.i. .. v.
^^dclro33 ,,, ,,.1 *, •, *,•«,, * * * * * * * <1 • * * *
.................. .. Postal Code.............
PSiiOoo .«.. »•«. .. • •. ..«• • * •.' • •
I enclose my cheque for: ....,.........
□ $12.00 for 1 yr. □$6.00 for 6 mo,
S 656-1151
PARKLAND GOALIE makes a spectacular save during the Panther’s eye-opener 
game against Oak Bay Oct. 23.
Panthers Inexperience 
shows In :Ook Bay game
Parkland played the top team 
and lost, 5-0.
And instead of playing their 
hardest, team members became 
frustrated in the first half allow­
ing three easy goals to Oak Bay.
Assistant coach Jaak Magi
said Parkland just doesn’t have 
the skill to match Oak Bay. 
“And it shows.” Oak Bay 
scored three goats in the first 15 
minutes unsettling the Sidney 
team.
The wings, particularly right-
Cloroge wins gome 
first home victory
For Clarage Motors soccer 
team the rain last Sunday 
brought good luck to the ailing 
team.
Its 1-0Win — the first at 
home this season — came just in 
time to save the local team from 
plummeting to the bottom of 
thedivision.
Instead, Clarage are now tied 
in the middle of division four 
with Lakehill, the team defeated 
. last week.;':'^''" •.>•■■
Player/coach Steve Clifford 
said the team “seemed to have 
most of the play and when it 
was a 50-50 ball, we ended up 
winning it more often.”
Clifford also said Clarage 
played better in the damp condi­
tions.
The single goal, coming at the
30-minute mark of the second 
half, began with a free kick by 
Derek Walsh, flicked in by Tim 
Smart with the finishing header 
by Gil McGechie.
“Everybody was quite 
ecstatic because it was the first 
time this season we had put 
together a strong second half. 
The confidence is back,” Clif­
ford said.
Clarage next plays the T- 
Birds and Clifford doesn’t want 
to say how they will do.
The opposing team is com­
prised mostly of commercial 
fisherman. ‘ ‘And when the men 
are fishing, the team plays ter­
ribly, but when they are in , the 
team is tough to beat. We beat 
them 6-1 last year when most of 
the team was away.”
wing Jason Bonneau, had dif­
ficulty keeping position. Conse­
quently, Magi explained, the 
backs had no one to pass to — 
except Oak Bay.
The goalkeeper put up a 
valiant attempt against the three 
penalty shots Parkland was 
awarded. A red card was hand­
ed out to a player for tripping 
just before the end of the first 
half.
The second half began with 
Parkland playing a little more 
aggressively and united.
That still didn’t prevent Oak 
Bay from scoring two good 
goals within the opening five 
minutes.
The first was a well-executed 
header that passed over the 
head of the goalie. The second 
was blasted into the side corner 
of the net.
The Oct. 23 game was the last 
league game of the season.
Parkland finished third from 




Invitos tho following to join the succossliil merchants at this 
prime location on Beacon Ave.
Books & Magazinos 
Better Fashions 
Men’s Clothing 
Family Shoo Store 
Spociality Shops 
of all kinds 
• Shoo Repair
•Tanning Studio







For Information contact 
Roal Span Realty 
JohnColwoll 592-9828
As disabled athlete Rick 
Hansen completes the final leg 
of his 25,0(X)-mile Man in Mo­
tion world tour, local sup­
porters are encouraging Penin­
sula input.
Kay Lines, chairman of the 
newly formed Greater Victoria 
branch of the tour, said 
volunteers are needed in this 
area to come up with ideas to 
contribute to the fund.
“Wc have one c.xarnple of 
two children selling lemonade 
by the wayside in Victoria and 
they raifted $44,” she said.
Hansen’s costs are supported 
by corporate sponsor.s but any 
money he raises is throtigh 
donations, she noted.
"We need people to phone us 
up and say they would like to do 
this or that.” Lines suggests a 
portion of proceeds raised 
through the cominuniiics' an­
nual events be d. iiaied to die 
fund.
Anyone interested in con­
tributing locally can get in touch 
with l.iues al 3K8-7.35.5.
MnrMyriat 479-6898 
Sharon at 652-2904
anrj Attondtng a rocoption at tho Central Saanich Lions Hall 
«; I,. .u y, Sunday, Nov. 2ndl»12 noon-1 p.rn,
SliitimlliB'it by Ci!tmmUti.» to ttM.iiiont Mnrllyn Lovolnt*! P
UitiMHMlIM
■i:.
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A report in last week’s 
Review erroneously stated 




In fact, the EAC is still 
technically functioning, 
although a bylaw which 
would effectively discharge 




Those of you who are more or less regular readers of this 
column will know that we have been given a dog who is now 
about 10 months old. “Tins is supposed to be a garden col­
umn’’, you say.
“I know, 1 know, I’m just coming to that part.” It all fits 
in, a lot too close for comfort most of the time! This is a big 
dog, strong and willful, and exceedingly fond of both burying 
bones, anci then trying to find them again. I'his of course re­
quires many investigative holes, dug (where else?) in the soft 
soil of rny raised beds, or more recently in an area w'here w'c 
were attempting to grow grtiss. Quite frankly this is very hard 
on the residenl gardener, anil 1 find myself with teeth so tight­
ly clenclied my whole jaw aclrcs . . . this to slop me scream- 
ing.
Yesterday we bought a roll of chicken wire which we hope 
will stop at least part of this mining for bones. We will stretch 
it over each of the raised Iretis and staple it down. The fall rye 
will grow up ihrougli the openings, at least thttt is the plan. 
The newly grass-seeded area we w'ill fence will) chicken wire, 
which wc hope the dog will go around, not o\’er.
All this extra work makes gtirdening difitcull. to pul it 
mildly, and at times 1 have crnisidered cither giving up, or in­
troducing some giound glare; into the dog dish at meal time. 
Now 1 undcrsttind what is meant when tolks say, “Its a no- 
win situation.”
This week we htive picked the last ol the zucchini, very 
small, but tasty none the less, and the last simill sctirlet runner 
beans. The remaining beans are large and tough, but 
“himself” has promised to pick these, and wc will shell them 
and use the beans in soups, saving about two dozen ot the 
largest to dry lot next year’s seed.
There are still several globe artichokes w-aiting to be picked, 
and lots of carrots, turnips, Brussels sprouts, Swiss chard, let­
tuce. and parsnips to keep u.s out of the produce section of the 
grocery stores for the moment.
1 still haven’t dug the carrots, and as usual am tempted lo 
leave them in the ground, brtt this is just being lazy, since 1 
know perfectly w'ell that if left in, llie slugs will find them, 
and have a good meal, leaving us the well-chewed remains. 
We still have a large pail of sand, so there is really no excuse 
not to dig them, wash them off with the hose, and layer them 
in sand for use during the winter. We just leave them in the 
garage since sand seems to have great anti-1 reeze qualities.
We have been watering fairly' often this month since we 
have had no rains, and I am anxio. s about things like 
rhododendrons, camellias and azalea.s \ iiich really' require a 
lot of water. Talking about w'ater pleas- don’t forget to keep 
those pots and boxes of bulbs situated under the overhang of 
the house, moist, over the next few months. The same thing 
applies to shrubs and trees planted in the ground. For some 
reason they seem to freeze much more readily' ii they are dry' 
around their roots. If you give them a good soaking now, they
shouldn't need water again for a month at least.
By a “good soaking” 1 mean letting an open hose trickle on 
each one for at least hall an fiour so that the water will 
penetrate to a depth of a foot or more.
This past week Mike McCutcheoh and 1 planted a hedge of 
photinia as a sci’een for a parking lot. At tlie moment the 
plants are small, but in only a couple of years the four-foot 
space between each will be filled, and the pliotinias will be 
four feet tall, with masses of those handsome red Lop leaves 
making a most attractive hedge. Everyone seems to be fond of 
the evergreen Thuya trees for hedging, and they are lovely 
when well grown, but we were after something a little dif­
ferent: Just a thought for those of you \vho may be con­
templating some sort of screening for your garden.
HOUSE CLEANING 
A PROBLEM?
Not for the Dirtaway Gals
Let us take care of all your 
individual cleaning needs.













® Homemade Daily Specials
® Perogles 
® Natcho’s Supreme
and much much more 
LUNCH & DINNER HOURS:- 
MON.-THURS. 11-2—4:30-9 




SHOPPERS DRUG MART is concerned that the Halloween 
Safety reflector arm band advertised in the Oct. 21 Money 
Saver Flyer do not meet our high safety requirements. They 
have been withdrawn from our stores and we suggest that 





A Combination Storm Door 
Tempered Safety Glass 
Vertical Sliding Vent














Another local stolen car has 
turned up mangled,
A new 198('», C.'hcvy bprim, 
.stolen from a Central Saamch 
home lasi week, was I omul 
.shortly afterwards rammed into 
a utility pole on West Saanich 
Moad.
'I'hc car suslaiued S-l.dOO 
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This Hd IS (msilliii (lUjin llii- ocviui uiH 
you nod ir Ci'ill Disipldy I'tiu-i IS!.
For y ui convenience drop 
boxes have been established 
in your neighborhood.
Please use tliem for 
classifieds, letlers to tlie 
editor or conloat entries,
Locistions;
BtlENTWOOD BAY PHARMACY 
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Call Now ■ You 'ro Worth It 
Rogislrollon closing dale Nov, 1,1986





Receive a coupon book with 
savings of over $5G0 on 
frequently used goods and 
services from local 
merchants when you 
subscribe to The Review. 
...and for a limited time!
SAVE
NOUVEAU YOU
Nouveau You Coordinators Inc
1 year now only *12 
6 mo. now only *6
ITiie Review
9781 - 2nd St.. P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney, V8L 3S5




I enclose my cheque for:...........











Sallibuiv 5l«»li, Lhor a Onion*
or ChIcRon Olnnor  ..........,. Only
a p.m. a On
2500 Boscon Avo. GBOdZiZA
' DRtFTER’S' - " 
:RESTAURANT-
, 6t>2-2fi'l3“
WEEKLY BHEAKf'AfiT SPECIALS 
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS 
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THIS MONTHS SPeCIAL 
COMBO FOn ONI-;
Vf Chicken Chovy Mein 
xv Chicken Fried nice 
Sweet A Sour Boneless Vvi 
Pork and Prawns 5R70 
, , Tea or (;offce ..,,, ONLY %M I 
l812Verdlftr Avo. nr*ntwe><«in«y 652.36221
0% m Ol iUGGLER’S
COVE RESTAURANT eeYiSHi
Includes:













fl COimSB RTHNIO 
UKRANIAN DINNER
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If your Bu8lno38 Phono Number Is new or hns boon roconlly chiing- 
od, ploaso cnlfus and wo’H run it (reo ol chargo lor a period ol thi oo 
monihs, This service limllod to Iho IRoview's Trading area.
i'>xnpaiivl'Jn(rio ('i'lji,.'
(!'■') BfJlIlna ........ .......................................... ..............  655-1323
KM I Eye of Iho Noodle Fabrics ............ ....................... .. 652-1993
KKK Jan Nelson Gallery Inc,.................. ........... ........... . 655-l08fl
1) Oliver’s Pol Supplies............. .........  .652'052J|
(tni Peninsula Gallery 
rfiii Sidney Dog Qroomlng.... 
mi;,I Sidney Paper ft
PrOttle Exchange....... .





New cops on beat
Sports aid arrival
Const. Garry Bergquist ar­
rives at the Review office at 
7:50 a.m. after a graveyard 
shift.
The night was uneventful 
which is quite typical of night 
shifts at Sidney RCMP.
Bergquist arrived in July 
after five years in 
Whitehorse, Yukon.
If an officer serves three 
years up north they can 
choose anywhere in Canada 
for their next posting.
Because Bergquist was 
born and raised in Port 
Alberni, he chose the Island 
and Sidney was one of his 
top three chpices.
Bergquist also has a 
master’s degree in physical 
education, which he com­
pleted before joining the 
force. He is coaching the 
F^eninsula Bantam Rep team
this year.
His new posting will give 
him the opportunity to be 
more involved with 
schoolchildren. Bergquist 
said he likes to get to know 
the people in the town and 
being involved in sports and 
schools really helps.
‘T was in Whitehorse for 
five years and 1 got to know a 
lot of people there. Knowing 
people makes you feel ac­
cepted in the community and 
it makes it easier for 
resource-type things.”
On an average weekend 
night in Whitehorse, Berg­
quist said he would spend his 
entire 12-hour shift in his car 
chasing complaints. In 
Sidney, that time is used for 
better traffic enforcement 
and crime prevention, he 
said.
GARRY BERGQUIST
In the two months he’s 
been here, Bergquist said 
he’s already met a lot of peo­
ple, which is the way he likes 
it.
Chang® fo quiet liie
The change in pace from law enforcement in Prince George 
to Sidney, from the constant, busy pace to the quieter, dif­
ferent style of policing, is welcome to Const. Jim Horn.
Horn joined the Sidney RC.MP detachment two months 
ago after seven years of serving in the northern town.
On Oct. 11, Horn celebrated his 12th anniversary with the 
RCMP.
Originally from Mission, his first posting was at Revelstoke 
for 41/2 years.
Horn said he is very happy with his third posting — Sidney. 
“I think the town is great; I’ll stay here a long time. It’s 
unusual here — people say hi to you. ”
The circumstances surrounding his transfer were quite for­
tunate for the officer and his family.
“1 switched with Const. Tom Grace. He wanted out to go 
north and I wanted to come down to the water — the Island 
preferably.”
Horn felt that after seven years in Prince George, it was 
time to move on.
‘‘This is very quiet compared to Prince George. In this 
place, you don’t have shifts where you go to bar fights, family 
fights and complaints all night long.”
Asked if it was too quiet, Horn said that ‘‘it took a while to 
adjust to a quieter job but it was good because it gives him 
time to concentrate more on public relations.
Horn said he is interested in providing assistance to the 
‘‘street kids” here and also spending more time in the 
schools. CONST. JIM HORN
Spirited
driver
The North Saanich man was 
found driving around on the 
large floral Expo 86 sign on 
Highway 17 at 3 a.m.
Kenneth Gowan, 26, pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving last, 
week in Sidney Provincial 
Court.
Gowan was sentenced to the 
mandatory 14 days in jail for his 
second impaired driving convic­
tion. He was also prohibited 
from driving for 12 months.
Another charge against 
Gowan was dropped after 
Crown prosecutor Derek Lister 
noted he made full restitution 
for damage to the sign.
Impaired 
nets jail
The 24-year-old drunk driver 
rear-ended another car on the 
Pat Bay Highway, hospitalizing 
two people.
Last week in Sidney Provin­
cial Court, he received a $300 
fine, the minimum penalty for 
impaired driving.
Defense counsel for Rickey 
Milley, a sailor from CFB Es- 
quimalt, said the accused was 
already facing a lawsuit from 
the Insurance Corporation of 
B.C. because of injuries suf­
fered by a Nanaimo couple in 
the accident. ‘‘It’s not clear the 
extent of the injuries involved,” 
said Milley’s lawyer.
Milley had also received a 
written warning from his 
military superiors, she added. 
The accused had already suf­
fered dire consequences as a 
result of his actions, so the 
minimum penalty was ap­
propriate, the lavvyer argued.
The Aug. 9 accident resulted 
in $16,000 total damage to the 
vehicles.
Milley was prohibited from 
driving for six months. .
Although Const. Bill Cot­
ter wants to specialize in drug 
and criminal intelligence, he 
is happy to stay in Sidney 









and don't know 
which way to turn, 
call the
“Before an officer can 
specialize, he has to get to 
know his local area and 
know what the local pro­
blems are,” he explained.
Cotter joined the local 
detachment in July transferr­
ing from Kitimat where he 
was placed for five years.
In a 17-man unit, he was 
the plain clothes officer who 
dealt with major theft, illegal 
immigration and drug cases.
Like his fellow constables 
transferred from the north, 
Tsawwassen-raised Cotter 
welcomes the relative tran­
quility of Sidney. ‘‘I like the 
co-operation of the general 
public — that’s where 1 
notice a major difference 
between here and my 
previous detachment."
And aside from ehanging 
towns, Cotter has had to 
readjust himself to uniform 
duty, which he said wns ‘‘dif­
ficult al first.”
One thing he misses about 
his plain clothes work is the 
ability to concentrate on one 
case without interruption.
Another change is working 
alongside municipal police, 
primarily Central Siianich. 
”1 haven’t liad thiit ex­
perience before. In the north, 
the jurisdiction was solely 
under the RCMP.”
But Cotter finds the 
system works well. ‘‘The first 
time I pulled a car over. Cen­
tral Saanich were there to 
back me up, which is good.”
‘‘If it wasn’t for the good 
co-operation of the police 
forces we would have a dif­
ficult time here in .Sidney.”
Comparing his Kitimat 
beat. Cotter feels there is lit­
tle gang drug or crime pro­
blem locally.
‘‘I think relative to drugs, 
and the street use of them, it 
seems to be lesser here than 
in my previous experience. 
As far as any criminal 
organizations, you do not 
have sale of drugs by street 
gangs — it’s individuals 
mostly.”
Cotter said that because 
Sidney is almost a Victoria 
subdivision, most of their 
“special cases” go there.
To uiygradc his education, 
Cotter IS an extension stu­
dent at the University of Vic­
toria taking a computer bas­
ed information systems 
degree which ho liopo.'; will 
aid him in his ciircer goal.
Most people 
have better 
things to do 
< I than stand in 
unfriendly line-ups 
JSHOP SIDNEY
for thflt porsoniilizod 
QerYlcel
SIDNEV ASSOCIATION
OF MERCHANTS v in
You'll be glad you did,
tiosieasisal;
(aidnpyftNoiltiSadfilbli) 
TheroflJl Thom 6.56-7746 
AtlolloSmatl 656-8792
{0rcn1v7ood t Ccnlr,t! 0af,nlch) 2
M«i« Gordon 652-5763 
Ro7 Odfletffi S52-4506
Watches, Clocks, Jewellery
Take advantage of our 
Christmas Layaway Plan
V* M ft •Fresh watch & clock baUerles
, arriving weekly ' '
All repairs done on premises
ISLAND CLOCKWORKS LTD.
650-9223 2440 Boncon Avo, Sidney
Drunk
injures 2
A local man caught driving 
drunk for the sixth lime was 
jailed for three months and ban­
ned from driving for five years 
in Sidney Provincial Court.
Defense counsel Adrian 
Brooks said Dale Thompson 
had “changed his life radically” 
since his latest arrest.
“It is a me.ssage learned by 
him,” .said Brooks. “He has to 
stop drinking.”
Crown prosector Derek Lister 
countered. “There is no sinceri­
ty here. The protection of the 
public is paramount,’’
The 42-year-old B.C, Ferries 
engineer was ordered to spend 
Tuesdays to Thursdays in jail 
for the duration of his sentence 




A Central .Saanich man on 
the public inforniiition commii- 
ice of Alcoholics Anonymous 
pleaded guilty to impaired driv­
ing in Sidney i’lovincial Court 
recently.
"He son of let the side down, 
as it weie,’’ said defense counsel 
RandidU allan.
Kenneth C'nuuliie was finctl 
$3(M) and proliihiied from ilriv- 
ing Ijpr six luonths by Judge 
Robert Metzger,
Crombie was arrestetl after 
off-iiuiy RCMP officer 
visiting from Northern Van­
couver Islaiui spotted him driv­
ing erratically and r)honcd Cen­
tral Saanich police.
Crofnbie, a retired navid uf- 
icer, had a previous conviction 
in Sidney Pnnincial (’onn 
several Weeks tigo for lotiving 
the scene of an accitleni.
FOJIPERSONAUZED 
SERVICE
W0 Spoclnlljto In 
•UPHOLSTERY 
• draperies. Etc. 
Phoutt 662 9454 
6659 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C.






^ The best place to buy . . sell. . . tradeer rent ^
CLASSIFIED IS BABYSITTING ll WORK 00 BUSINESSWANTED W SERVICES
• ICBC CLAIMS 
^ HANDLED PROMPTLY
Courtesy car by appointment





























2 Furniture for Rent
3 Garage Sales 
3 Gardening 
5 Glass
0 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
9 Help Wanted 
0 In Memoriam- 
0 Janitor Services 
15 Legal Notices 
K) Lost & Found 
!6 Masonry
>0 Miscellaneous For Sale 
25 Miscellaneous Wanted 
15 Mobile Homes 
31 Motorcycles 
33 Moving & Storage 
52 Music 
95 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
60 Personals 
44 Pets & Livestock 
70 Plumbing & Heating 
:12 Real Estate for Rent 
11 Real Estate for Sale ■
!13 Real Estate Wanted 
05' Reereation Vehicles 
72 Refrigeration & Afr Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service 
126 Toys 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings ; : / .
137 Wood Heating ’
20 Work Wanted
THE TOAD SCHOOL - the ultimate in 
quality child care. Full or part time. 
Mon.-Fri., 8 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. year 
round. Children, ages 32 mon. to 5 yr., 
modern spacious and fun. Fully licens­
ed. Professional educational pre­
school programs inch For informaton 
phone Mrs. Gayle Goyssen, 656-9240.
39/44
EXPERIENCED, RELIABLE lady will do 




RESPONSIBLE MOM willing to babysit. 
Any age in my home. Greenglode 
School area. Call Heather, 656“5599.
40/44
FABRICARE'
SIDNEY TO SOOK.E SINCE 1973
QUALITY DAYCARE loving at­
mosphere. Nutritious lunches and 
snacks provided. Any age. 656-7378.
42/45







8 30 a m. • 5:30 p.m. 
Monday • Friday
— HAND CARE FOR WOOLENS —
• Pick up from your home on Monday 
• Deliver to your home the following Monday
$6 |ir«r artlclir. Scnloro/Dleabled $4
Maintain the beauty of your garments
r HOME RENOVATIONS AND ADDITIONS










Specializing in waterproofing 
basements & buildings 
SUNDECK COATINGS
S5S-0242
EXPERIENCED PRESCHOOL TEACHER 
would like lo provide quality daycare 
for your child, in my home. Opening 
Nov. 15. Crafts and gomes and o loving 
atmosphere provided. Openings now 
for four full-time children. Greenglode 
School area. 655-1420. _______
NOW AVAIL. AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE. 2491 Bevan. TV soles and ser­
vice. Also microwoves. 656-8612. 33/tf
HOUSE CLEANING, lost, efficient, 
friendly Vefcims,,,dedicated to the busy 





TUTOrInG. All academic subjects and 
remedial areas. Certified teachers, 
652-0749. 36/tf
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Comelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Call 721-2888 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number.
PROFESSIONAL ARTWORK at reduced 
prices, logos, signs, layout, design, 
menus etc. Free guoronteed 
estimates. Call Peter Norman. 656- 
8132. 42/45
SITTERS NEEDED! Your choice of hours. 
References and experience required. 
Mary Poppins Child Care Service Ltd. 
384-8335. ^12/45
DAY NANNY REQUIRED (non-smoker) 
to care for 6-month old starting 
January 1987. Reply to "Scott's Nanny" 
c/o General Delivery, Brentwood Boy, 
stating experience, references and 
solary expected. 43/44
FIRST TAKE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS. 
Video for oil occasions. Transfers, 
duplications and editing. Don t let 
those precious home movies sit in the 
closet. Transfer your still photos, 
slides, 8 mm super 8 mm or 16 mm film 
to VHS or Beta Video tape. The perfect 
Xmas gift for your children. 656-5038 
652-4089. 43/44
Christmas Parties, Birthdays,
Anniversaries, or just Special Occasions
PIER OS^E 
RESTAURANT Has
facilities to make 
it a party to remember.
Fully Licenced.
Call Evelyn or Rene 
for details.








CAA4ELION FASHION CONSULTANT 
near you. Phone Linda at 656-9570.
44/45
CONTRACTORS CONTRACTORS
PART TIME COMPANION or flexible 
hours. Sensible, well educated human 
being with a sense of humour, a 
medical background, own car and ex­
cellent references, from the Royal 
Trust etc. 598-2423. 43/45
WRITER you name it. I'll write it — 
brochures, advertising copy, letters, 




25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring, Electric Healing Repairs 
Appliance Connections
“Wo Job Too Small” 
656-5604
GRANDMOTHER TYPE to care for nice 
children 10 hr. a week in Dean Park, 




LADY FOR HOUSEKEEPING and iron­
ing. ONce a week for three hours. 
Must have references.and car. Phone 
656-4972. 44/44
PENINSULA AREA, Exp. Cockatail/Pub 
waitresses, part-time - possible full­
time. Grill cook. expereince an asset. 
Send resume P.O. Box 218, 
Soanichton, VOS IMP. 44/45
ACCOUNTING AND BOOKKEEPING 
SERVICES available in Sidney area 
weekly or monthly. 10 years ex­
perience. 656-0482 ofter 6 p.m. 39/46 
BOOKKEEPING to trial balance, poyrol! 
A/P. A/R, organize your files, bank­
ing, pick up and delivery, 9 year Penin­







MATURE PERSONS to assemble 
greeting cards. Former applicants 




EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 ofter 5 p.m. 33/tf
Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-.1151
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
o quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. 33/tf




locally owned & operated 
Tues. - Fri. 9:00-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 .
2491 Bevan Ave. 656-8612
PRO PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS is now offering business op­
portunities in the rapidly growing Home Renovation market ($7.63 
billion in 1982).
PRO presently has Dealer (Contractor Franchises and 3 (out ot 7) 
Master Dealer Franchises still available in B.C. tor individuals and 
established companies who wish to become a part of the growing 
PRO Network — a team ot quality independent tradespeople and 
contractors.
If you are ambitious and determined to be successful in your own 
business, then contact PRO and find out how PRO can hslp you 
get a competitive eelge in the construction industry.













9813 Third St., Sidney
656-2945
Victoria 381-6677 




• Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains







Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs lo Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only u( 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of lllusirations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which is or are, 
supplied in finiaheci form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in­
corporated in snid advertise- 
mont shall roitialn in and 
belong to tho adveitiser.
■ WARNING
No material covoroci under 
Iho copyright outlined above 
may bo used without tub writ­
ten porrniRBion nl Island 
Publishers Ltd.;
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Posficido applicator. Free estimates. 
6.52-4688. 33/**




Most makes major appliances 
& refrigerators
656-4412 eves 652-2035
HAULING, Jupk removal, basemonis, 
attics, Garden refuse, etc. and gardon-
ing. 652-5020,___________________ 33/tl
AvoidCONTRACTORS, homeowners I 
the high cost of re-roofing. Call Dane
ot M:^20.________________ _ ___ ,33/'1
HbuSECLEANING, getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll DIRTAWAY 652-0644. 35/53
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmis., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, irt- 
doors/out, oavostroughs, pointing or 
any job you don't find titnn to do. 652-
0722jJloasonabl[o rales._  36/4®
HANDYMAfrTfoM^^ SERVICE, In­




Repairs to All Makes 
& Models of 








ClasBldd Rate: isl inKertian — 
15c n word, minimum clinrgo 
$2,00, 2nd and Bubsoquoni, 
msofiion-- 10c a word por in- 
sorlioh, minimum charge 
$1.35, Chnrgo oidors by 
phono add $1.50 per ad. 
Box iiumbor — $2.00 por ad
:'r,AVl liMt A|.|U MOnrY rhun..yr«,i- 
17,J NOtl Min yUMf V'i-'*A 01 MArUI * XTin
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 
Annual 
In local ai'oo 
Canada.,.
: Fofoign / - - ■
eaveslrough cleaning, yard cleaning 
ond hauling etc. Seniors rates, 656-
0045, 727-61_53, __   ............... 37/51
HOME rFpAIRS • lorgo or smaii, quollty 
workmanship, best price arourul, ItjU 
of local roforencos avalloblo. 10 years
exporlirnce, 653-0509, .......40/ 53
HAULINO/cioan-ups, tree service, odd 
iobi. SIdnoy, Brentwood, Saonlchtorn
6.56-8730. ............... . ..........
FAST EmCIENT ’siNOLE MOTHER will 
do housework, wInrJows, ChrisUnos 
cleoninp vie, 656-9462- , , . .1'/'*!?
TREE FALLErT 10 yr oxpiH lonce, fully 
equipped v/lll toko any chainsow 
work, no |ob too big or small, Free 
estimates, Mike656“3t57. , '**/'*'*
EXPERiiNSo LADV io do houBokoep- 
Inp find gorderimg, 6%-1799, ‘*3/^^
HANDY-MAN poliitltHT woodwork in- 
lido or outsldo. local irnldont, 6S'2-
9351._ ".....■............. 43/48
ALL THeTobS Vbu^^H DO, wo»
corj do. Call us wltti your nowds ond lei 
us flfj the work. Wives Unllmitrrd, the 
nom« says It oil. 304-1774. 43/46
carpenter seeks jobs of ony kind 











The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below ■ One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
-Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
COITIC Any single Item selling for $15. or less can be Placed
Fnillllll in Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge tor 
A one week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE
ORDERS.
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW 9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad for....... . weeks under the ............ ........ ............
Classification. I enclose ...,............ <
35 CONTRACTORS
Name...................... ................Address............. ...................... .... Phone..
OR PHONE 656-1151 - ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC.















TWO HARDWORKING, wlliciwnt 
ganllemiim axpoclnnca in ftirpnniry, 
Intorlor and oKfarior palming, 
quuliiiud uuK,' , iit'.Kil'.liiU
YorpotA, houio rriprilfB. ynrd claaii up 
ond odri jttrbii. An<.)t« 656'946'7. 44/44
PEWSdN WITH 4 YR^GARDEN CENTRE 
' impuiluiiCi,. uilctifd
p 0* i 11 0 n w 11 ft p r i 'Y 0 t o o r 
f«lail/wtinlf»*al« ntriployor. 65'2-4()89 
a.m." 44/44
LOW COST HANDYMAN 35 yr rd 
p«rft«rn:r» In homo mmnltimunr.<» ni'd 
(jenurol ropoitA. Will ol'in rlo small 
fimovolit:»nA ond cohinulx. rtvonw 656 
I 9694 tdiwr 6 p.m.
TERRY RUSSELL




6513 W. tiBAnlcft hd
nrnniwoorl Buy, B.C. VOSIAO
SELECTIVE LOCOING SERVICES. LTD.
oro' in thn procaso of lrntv«»,ting 
,n/".ri,rr, ri..d /|lr.e,,i.ir',ri tlrnbnr in tho Vic- 
lorlo, 5m'mlr;h"«i«a. I'tmoiii mmkrU 
r.r.mdiiion mokuti, tin* tho tlirm to 
morkot your tlrnhor. Vma, wo rriplaiti 
witli quoiily Atjudling*. Ft;»r Irnri
i>»t i mo I« I') 11 o 11III:»4 • Wi<.iri (/ •» i i. h ■ j 33,11
RO-IN CONSTnuaiON now eonAtiur;- 
tion, lonovoiiotw, iw(>olr4 ond oddI’ 
1(01.t. Mo job tmr '.moll, ft no
6% 8911 4l/ll
GENERAL CARPENTRY all houM. 
rrrpolt*. nltiHnniions light fonAtruc- 
lion, pninti'rvf), 656 6905, 44,/44
li
50 5,00
51 5.15 55 5.30 53 ' ■' 5 45 >4
5.60
55 5.75 55 5,U11 57 3.05 58
3,50
59 3'3(5 30 ,3. no 31 . 3.55 ,15
' 3,80.
.3,1 ’.l.iiii 34 4,10 35 1,75 35''
,''' 4,40
ii ' • 4.55 38 4.7(1 38 4.tl!i 4U
•.i.H,
41 '5,15 45 5.30 43 .. ' 5,45. *44'
- . r^.m
'45' '■ '5,75 46 5.51 47 11,1(3 •'.ii .' ' , '' ' !'■ ?**














REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. AU 
seven words are linked to the same theme — take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme 
word.
BBHiNiHnQann





Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
■ noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 












mi I am a Review paid subscriber.
I I I am not a Reviewsuberiber.
I I I wish to become a Review Oct 15 winner was L.J. Patterson 
. , , of Island View Road, Saanichton,
paid suosenber. qualified for the $20 bonus.
Correct answers were: Nasal, 
Sneeze, Ragweed, Hayfever, 
Sniffle, Pollen, Cough, Allergy.
Please drop your entry off at.
CONTRACTORS
Corner of 4th & Beacon 
in Sidney
CONTRACTORS
You need to have your own tools, a minimum investment, and the 
desire to succeed. As a member of the PRO NETWORK, you can 
feel the pride of ownership and the satisfaction that comes with 
the success of your business in the competitive construction in­
dustry. Leads and office services are supplied.
Find out today about the growing PRO NETWORK — a team of 
quality independent tradespeople.
Contact: Wm. G. (Bill) McKinnon
President/Board Chairman 







Kelowna 861 -1888 or 1 -800-642-1203
PRO PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS
Commercial • Industrial • Residential
EXCAVATING 5 GARDENING
POISON’S 
Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.





















MORRIS THE CAT IAND5CAPINO AND 
OARDENINO SERVICE. CortllltMl 
r*«»»icidi* afjplltalor, Fr®o inllinalo*. 
653-4AOT, ,
aXtHACTOR SERVICE, rolovnllnfl oiui 
lown prop,, imall (rniitor vsllh loador, 
rorovotor rind boeUfto**. Afi6-<<544. 33, H
COMPIETE OABOEt^lNa SERVICES 
r.loon-upi, *(«<* sorvito, lioulinH, 
O A.P, difcfounltt, SIdnoy, Oionlwobd 
Sponlchron. 656 IJ730. 40/44
O ARDEH ROTOVATINO SERVICE UI Inn 
u kiiiall «;Mininwn:iul titut Imw niudunv. 
V«ry r«ninnrjlsU» roltn. 656;‘j0)ti,
' 47/44
fAU. XELAN'UI’S nml t,nuli„Q ou




5 fl TREE iMGARDENING 3 GARDENING O SERVICE lul MOTORCYCLE
OLDFIELD SUPPLY
6709 Oldfield Rd. 
off Keating X Rd.




Well Aged.......................... ONLY CU. YD.
Cedar Chips
ONLY ............................................ CU. YD.
Delivery Extra
652-6131 656-0205 ■‘^X.
HOWE'S TREE SERVICE, general falling, 
lopping, dangerous tree removal. Ful­




1976 HOND.A MOTORCYCLE 750-R
motor in excellent condition requires 
some work. $900.00 656-9418. 42/43
1986 125 YAAAAHA MofOFr^COOTER. 
Never been used. 3 km. $1700 O.B.O. 
656-0029.______________________44/44
1977 TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE 750 cc'a-T: 






MUSIC LESSONS, piano, theory, 
recorder, private or group. Classical 
and popular lessons, include eartrain­
ing, sight-reading, theory. Diana 
English. Guitar lessons, oil styles. 15 
yrs. experience Toronto and Van­
















• Wo load pickups 4 Irallors 
MON-SAT 8 am-G pm 








New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580









10124C McDonald Park Rd. 
SIDNEY
1977 CHEV 19 ft. Eldorado mini 
motorhome. 34,000 mi. 14 mpg ov/n- 
ing, roof-oir, hitch, Michelin duals, 
shower, 3-woy fridge, forced air. Will 




















RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for oil kinds of typing. Coil 
Helen 656-4915. 33/tf
PENINSULA SECRETARIAL SERVICE, 
typing, business or private. Pick-up 
and delivery. Available Brentv/ood 
and Soanichton. Avoiloble for tem­
porary assignments, Connie. 652-0169.
________ _______43/46
^^TaTnT fY7lNG^ SERVICES. 
Business or student. Pat 652-0476.
44/0661 SIGNS
COLWOOD PAINTING AND DECORA­
TING. Wallcoverings, spray painting, 
brush and roll. Our prices will please 
you. Col! for free estimote any time. 
478-8030.33/tf 
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR painter. Renovations also. 






Repairs to Lawnmowers. 
Chainsaws.
• Husqvarna * Pioneer • Toro 
• Shlnctalwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
6S6-T7-1A
RO-IN PAINTING 656-8911. 41/tf
EXPERIENCED PAINTER Fast, efficient, 
and top quality work. No job too big or 
small. Coll now for your estimate. 655- 
1127.  43/46
QUALITY PAINTING at reasonable 
rotes. Contract or hourly. Brush, roller, 
and airless spraying. Bruce Simmons. 
656-7354. 43/44
JOHN'S SMALL ENGINES We repair and 
overhaul comleteiy oil small engine 






• LICENSED MECHANICS •
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU 
• TUNE UPS* BRAKES-LUBRICATION • 
a * TIRES* BATTERIES .
• SECURITY MUFFLER ”
« * PROPANE CONVERSIONS m
* PROPANE SALES
O ■ FOR SERVICE CALL «
^ 656-2921 or 656-0434 g
9429 Canora. Sidney
e CYRIL PRIMEAU —OWNER «
• ee*<9*9«e(»e»e
69 VW WESTFALIA CAMPER VAN Nev/ 
engine, clutch, brakes, bodywork and 
paint. Offers. Brian 383-5183, 656-
5121.__________________________ 42/44
69 W7 VVESTFALIA CAMPER VAN. New 
engine, clutch, brakes, bodywork and 
point. Offers. Brian. 383-5183. 656- 
^22.43/44
'72 DATSUN PICKUP, '74 1800 engine. 
Just rebuilt. New battery, alt., corb., 
ltd. slip pos. rear end. 4 spd., body, 
great shape. Runs great. $1,000 obo. 
478-2949 after 5 p.m. 44/46
'69 VOLVO 142S. Excellent condition, 
$1,400 or offers. Will accept partial 
trode. 656-8707.44/44 
'62 PONTIAC 2 dr. hardtop. Good 
strong Corvette 283, mags, 50 per cent 
restored (Mechanical). Body, paint, 
and interior still need wrok. Very little 
rust. Very sound, S700 obo. 656-8707.
■ 44/44
68 DODGE MONACoTT^ dr., V-8,
radiols, runs good, clean. $375.00 
O.B.O. 655-1295.  44/45
B78-14 STUDDED SNOW TIRES, S50 
O.B.O., 8' aluminum canopy. $275.00. 
655-1295.  44/45
1976 HONDA CIVIC hatchback. 
SI 550.00 656-8859 . 44/45
1985 MARINER 40 H.P. manual 
$12,00^M. 652-0850. 43-44
12' DORY, gloss over marine plywood. 
New^S4^ol^.J>^^^07. 44/44
'67 - 75 H.P. V-powerheod, Johnson. 
Good powerhead and bottom end. 
Needs electricol work, $200. 656-8707.
44/44
14' HARBOURCRAFT aluminum and 





We pay top cash for: Older oil 
& watercolor paintings, 
frames, statues (metal or 
vjood), Indian artifacts, 
Jewelry (any kind), silver, an­





Old Victoria Collectibles 
933 Fort St.
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only o few mon­
ths, S250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478-
0515____________ 3_3/tf
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. Open year round. For reser­
vations phone Rockhoven Ranch, 478- 
3023.40/tf 
CLARK ENTERPRISES,'discount glass. 
9750-4th St., Super by 3mrn. tempered 
42'/4x58, 42%x54. 46'4x80, S22.50. 
28'/3x103, 28'/3x101'6, $28.00. 4mm 
24x67%, 22x67% $24.00, 32%x74,
34x75 $28.00; 34x68, 34x76 $30.00, 
29%x94y*, $40.00. Thermo units, patio 
doors and lots more. 656-6656 VISA 
and Mastercard. 37/tf
dassEhds
Ads from all over B.C 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
PLASTER. STUCCO, imlioflnn brick and 
rock. Clean, qunlily work ol 
(tiosarwhlo (nicwii., Phonu Brian 479 
0719, 40/01
STONE BRICK BLOCK FlREPlACnS nnd 
chlmnoyit, CnII Gory 1 6'J9-6’jI9I Ihnulnc 
liland. 4'J/4$
DAVID lEHTON MASONRY. Firaplocwx, 
(.tilmnuy*. repairs, brick, slonn, mor- 
hlo, Diomond «<jw ciitUng, tmiinaiuM, 
i!iS6-69M.^ 43/60
KAWAI C220K ORGAN Pr.vlJn 
kttyhaard pluf. lull oulo (uniwrns 
inrl tnpn rnxentin ond pinyf.nrk Crnt 
$4ri(V) nnv,(, llrlslnl coiidiilnn Sl'M^p') 
665'124J, '4,1/41
Buy/loase any truck or RV, 
Nothing clown OAC, LTL 
9000 with contract. We doli- 
ver. Call Bot) Langstaff or 
Torn Morgan collect 464- 
0271, toll free 1-800-242-
rORD, D.L. 6231. _____
Buy/leaso any gas/diesol 
truck direct frorfi factory 
dealer. Nothing down OAC, 
Easy monthly paymenhs. 
Call Wally or Al McKonrio 
loll tree 1-0OO-242-FORD. 
D.L. 5231.
Buy/ioaao any g.iV/diosol 
truck direct H.nngr-fB from 
$156 MO. Nothing dov/n 
OAC, Wo deliver. Call Gary 
or Mark for immediate ap- 
prrjval toll free 1-B00-24?-
Bfj Volkswagen biosoF noil- 
out! Brand now diesel Golf 
or Jolla Irani only $10,(375, 
Huge selection at Capllrtno 
Volkswagen, North Vancou­
ver. Call collect 985-0694,
BUSINESS . ........ ■................. ;
Q.,P.PpRI,!-,l,N l,T IES_____ .
Feel oooti about^ yoirr ki- 
luro, Ounranloo yoursoll liv 
come. Under $500, Invoat- 
rneni in Inventory, Apply 
lod.ay: Forgol-Mo-Not IJri- 
gorio, P.O, Box 8701 7, 
Nnntv Vancouver, V7L 41.1,
Donlorti and DItUilbutor lo- 
gulrod, very prolllnblo in­
dustrial and homo owiior 
energy .saving pioduct. In- 
vofitmoni leturn possible In 
one year ur lens, dealer area 
$4,000 ■ $0,500, distributor 
$35,000, Includes Invonlory, 
Box 217, do HCYCNA, 812 
-207 W. Harillngs SI, Van­
couver, V6B 1H7, Phono 
Norm (004)272-27.53, Brian
,590:2804,...... ........... :..... .........
Roiiiauront, ioO'Sents, cen- 
Iraily located. Largest In 
town. Dining and dancing 
license, Profor working park 
nor or will aell ,tll, ,$196,000, 
Call Mike 1-4n(09rtH4 Powell 
Hiver.JkG..^..
Medai.s mnunied, nev/ rib- 
bona supplied, alfiu rnlnlfi.' 
tun;.‘i ,TY,eiiil)le, ' feuiiiiuiitni 
plariues fivall.-»blo. Canada 
and Comeionwealll), Amos 
Regalia, 7071 Moniann 
Rnad, Rlclimond, 11.C. V7C
4 ......
New drycleaning anci iaun« 
dry npenlng Oct. 20. GoihI 
family huHeiess, wllh train- 
Ing and tinanceig. Would 
LOtisiJcf piuperty iiadii.';,, 
Lxcfliiorit locftiion • Abbols- 
terd-GleartanoK area Plinne 




Owner wishes lo rot Ire. 
General store near 100 Mile 
Hse, - snackbar, gas, gov’t, 
vendor, lottery sales,' etc. 
200' from lake on 20 acres, 
Four-bdrm, home, pool, .sat­
ellite T.V., paved road. Ask­
ing $269,000, plus Stock- 
Box S.L.C. P.O. 459, too 
Mile House VOK 2E0.___
tram 15% por ye,nr in lib, 
dolinr.s Guaranlood! - By 
way ot libTsing Marine Car­
go Conlalnor.s, Renl.nl In­
come - five Marine Cnrrjn 
Coni.Tifieis p.iy $2,325 per 
year, tO p;iy $4,650 per 
year, 2!.> pay $11,625 per 
year. Lengiti of lease is up 
lo 15 yeaia (five yorir I'uitii- 
mentri) Minimum Invest- 
mnnt $3,100, AH al.iovo In 
U.S. doHais. Ask aboul our 
ca|.illal aripreciiTlinn (no- 
,nr,iiri, Call 273-1116, Writn;' 
(''acitlc Rim Conkuiiei S.ileii 
Ltd,, /noo - 10651 (Jhnll- 
tuidge \A'ay, ffichmoiid, 
B.C. V6X 2W8. f'elex 04-
', 35^^'..■.........................^"
Kamloops IkC, Convonlonco 
.Stoio - G.ui Purpus, Living 
Acccifiimodallon, For s.'ilo or 
ioaao. $3.5,000 nnaded lo 
slock, Very good lor ms (or 
riualltlod purcliasor, Mr. 
Zlmmoj_1:573-3620, 
fvlovo 'Tn'T'afr 'Esinbiishod 
Okanagan Valley sorvico. 
Easy annual roluin on $30.- 
OOO'investmonl, Other 0 C, 
lorrilorina avallnliln, (/iPfiO - 
1124 Lonsdale Ave,, North 
y^jcyi N, .f? H,l. ..OBQ:;! 548,
EpUCATiaNAI.............
Start a new Careorl Loam 
IncoiTUf Tax or Basic Rook- 
kooplng by coirtHiponclonco, 
Free brocniiroti, no otdlgn- 
Ron. UHB Correoporidencf! 
School, 307 ■ 1346 Pomblnn 
itlwy,, Wlnnipci). M,iin, 1131 
.......  '...
Frtm: 1086 guide to nlmly, 
i«l-home cufre'npiindoricn 
Diploma c,(5111(108 tor pmsll” 
,g(ous caiTjo/H .Accounllni), 
AircniidifinoliTfi fPinki.eAp.
mg, Boaino.is, Cosmntology, 
filectronicf,, Legai/Motlir.al 
S()(,friiafy, Pnvcliology, Tra­
vel Graiilon, (1A) 1055VVo'M rif-.nT.-|i-i
yan€ouvor,’l;8l)n,268-1121 '
Auc.llon fir.hnol, 1418 yoiir, 
iJ'.tlOn ()ro(1u.*«le*i Ci'tiif-irrs
Apnl,^ Angu-il .■OPl Dm;em- 
l/iii . Vwiar, VV.ll.tijiM UriHilifa 
Betmoi of /^ULiloneer ifu),
Rfjw 68;: I..'),'nrn/,r.,
TOC inn, Mn.'?)7)12 6;jic r.v-
EQUIPMENT & 
MACHINERY____________
One year old Lowen Saw 
Head c/w drive motor, bar 
& chain. $23,000. Phone 
992-7256 days, 249-5419 ev-
GARDENING
For sale or hire. One new 
644D John Dooro Loader. 
A V a 11 a b 10 I m m o d I a t o 1 y, 
Phono 397-2230, 100 Mile 
House, B.C.
F.P.n_..§.ALE,,MlSa_______
Sonti Fiowc-rs For .All Occa­
sions lo Vancouver area, 
’sevt/n d.-rv'. .a v/eek vAth 
delivery. Stevoslon Flowers 
and Gifts. Phono 272-2866 
<hU!lr«fk.l:8pO:C63j:!5po^ 
GhrLsHan conloronco up­
date: Dotailed Jouin.al cav- 
orlng ovory rnojor Evangoli- 
cal conference In Ontario, 
Northnrn U.S.A. Bn lliore 
without alloncllocil Writo'. 
Syiniroslum, Box 2'2, Hali-
builon, Ont. KOM tSp.^ ...
Gardinors inrm’ Rod 'poia- 
luos 50 lli/$4,50, gom pota­
toes 50 lb/$6.00 YOllow Eu­
ropean pointoos 50lb/$?,00. 
nnlonr, frO lh/$6,()0, cnbh.ign 
60 lb/$0.OO, carrots 25 lb/ 
$3.00, bools 25 lb/$0.00, 
turnip 25 lb/$4,00. 16975 -
Monlreal Military Surplus; 
worknhirlfj $2,75, v/orkpanis 
$3.50, workbooki $15. For 
catalogue Mond $2. (rolrni- 
Irurond (irsi ordor): Military 
fkirplus, Box 243, St I'lmo- 
I hen, Q ueliec JOS 1 X0_.
l.iutiling Fixtures, Western 
Canada's largest dl.splay, 
Wholesale and rolnll, Froo 
Caialoguns pvailafalo. Nor- 
burn IJghimg Centro, 4600 
East Hastings Stroot, Bur- 
imbv, B C V5C 2K5. I’hone 
l•2fK)•06(58,
Bird l.evofiil Order , your 
Ijlrd lending kil by nmll 
new! Kil inciudo,*!, ono ro- 
(ill.iblo Dirdliul,, 4,4 lb,s, of 
"Bird Prolorrod" Cjiiallly 
(iundnwer iuukIs R miicli 
morn. PInaao aond $5.99 4 
$2,iiU postage 8, hamJluig 
(tot kit, Alberta Sunflower 
Hondti, Box 707, Bow lainnd, 
Albor«a.;;_:TOK,OQO,,............
UAfU.H;.NINa
Curvnd glass patio exion- 
sloofi iilafting at $1,050, 
tfnhnv greenhouses staiting 
at $54'ik Full Imo ot green, 
liineu* ,\(eestiurieh, t.iaii |1,x. 
GW'i‘nhf.u.'iO BulldPiS, foil- 
bee 1-800-242-0073 (ir write 
74-‘’6 Hrtdiev Avenue, fliuo/ 
nhv, B.C, Vfsfi 2Rf .
10’ X 10’ Greenhouse $149. 
1000W Metal Halide $185. 
Plus 10,000 gardening pro­
ducts. Groat prices. Seed 
$2. tor info-pack. Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 3N9 (604)682-6636.
HELP WANTED
Have Immediate opening for 
onthunlantlc hardworking ro- 
porter on progrossivo 'posi­
tive community newspaper. 
Must have transportation. 
Contact Editor, Llllooot 
Nows, Box 709, Llllooot or
phone 250-4219.____
Transcontinental Job Sonrch 
has compnnios who are hir­
ing Irnmodinloly (or trades 
and professional work. En­
try lovol/dogrood up to 
$32,60 (hr. (308) 382-3700 
Igo Tor JHI. _ _ ;_______ ,
Ma Chnrio Homo F'a.slilon 
Shows. Est. 1975. Join our 
nuccosniul (nriilly ot Ropro- 
senlallvos In prosontlng 
quality llngorlo and lounqo- 
wonr at In-Homo parlies (or 
wnmon, .Sot your own goals 
tor IrnprosBivo aarnlnga, 
Call fotl froo- 1-.000-263-
___ ____ '
PERSpNAL,,... .........,"
Singles Line. Whoro hund- 
rods of Hlnglos are mooting 
others in a safe, easy, al- 
lordablo end confidonllal 
w.ay. Do tinmethlng nice lor 
yoiirfioif, Singles Lino - 1- 
flHH-tpyE. . .. ................. ;
Pales Galore. For all ages 
and unattached. Thousands 
of membors anxious lo meoi 
you. Prostigo Acqunln- 
lancos, C.all, Toll Froo 1- 
flO0.26;M:i673. Hours; 9 a.m. 
lo 7 p.m.
PETS, AJ.IVI:STPCK..........
Norwi'gian Fjords. Ttio all- 
around (amity horse Gold-- 
ings .$1600. and up. Pilllrjs 
$4,000, and up. Also stallion 
arid bred maros for aalo 
i!om Nr.t'Wf.flli'ui anti Cana­
dian bloodlines. Anvils Ac- 
Kis, Artnnitong, B.C. (604) 
546.0302,
REAI- ESTATE"”"""'.... .
Okanagan - .Sale by owner, 
53 acfoa ranch, 17 acres 
cuhlvalod. underground Irrl- 
gatlnn, Vi'2 mile crook, 
spilng, well, wood siipt'lv, 
fiuHii oK.ioi , iioune, Riroa 
hrsdioomri, llrepiece, to 
minules from Summeriand, 
Goiid road, $149,600. Pfiorm 
4g,1B6it7,
REAL ESTATE__________
Mobile honie park, Powell 
River, B.C, 65 units, 29.71 
acres (partial ALR). Asking 
price $550,000. Shows good 
return on investment. 682- 
6611. Tlie Canada Trust 
Company / Rea It or. __
For sale two bedroom cabin 
on 450 ft, lake (ronlaqo 3 
1/3 acres, hydro, phone, 
located at Moborley Lake. 
$411,000. O H.O. Box 137G, 
Ghotwynd, B.C, VOC IJO or 
788_:2769. _ _
slRvncEs“riZiri,Z^..I
Major ICBC Pci;;or,.(i injury 
Claims? Carov Linde, Law­
yer, 14 yo;.u3, 1650 Duran- 
leau, Vancouver, Phono col­
lect 0-684-7798 for Free 
How lo Inlormntion: ICBC 
Claims and Awards. 'We 
work only (or ycu, - never 
for ICBC, and you pay us 
only after we collect ” Affll- 
Inied Oflicos in Carnpbc'll 
Rlvoi, Kamlooph, Kelown.a, 
Victoria, N,',maimo, 'xViiHams 
Lako, Nelson.' Prince Goo-
............ .... .............
Major porsonal irguiy 
claims. Joel A Wonur, Law­
yer exporiiriicod, in htigallon 
since 1068, Call t;oll(,'Ci 0- 
736-8261, Free Initial fcoiv-,• 
suHahon, ’Contingeriey foes 
available. 1632 West 7th, 
Viurcouvijr.... ..... .....
Ausirniia/Now 2ealanrj tra­
vel plans? Now you can call 
Iriui to ANZ.A Travui • Ihe 
Down Uodof fiypt'ris. Low­
est (ares, best planned trip, 
734-7725. Toll-free in B.C, 
l;-.B()0-072..692fl 
PIcn’dlIIy Hotoi7620 W,"Pen- 
dor, Vancouver, R C, Quiet 
Clean Comtonablo Budget 
Accommodation, European 
Charm Hikinted in the sha- 
dt.'iws of two giant sboppln^ 
cnmplexes, Soars Tower 
P.ii.dic Cunitti. nu.'.aivationa 
1-609-1550,, , '
ChfiRlmaa nliopping in Van- 
coiivor? Bed ami Bir.'nk(ast- 
convonirml North Shore loc­
al ion, V/»n,i'.(-nd iipiu.i.d, 
$00lcaupte. Children Wol- 
come, Nomamokers. Penny- 
plrichlng weokkuig rales, 
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Make Money for Christmas
Clean out your cupboards and drawers 
and discover a profitable way ol 
disposing of your stored gifts and buy­
ing mistakes. We take collectibles, 
crystal, fine china, silverware, 
figurines, bedding, drapes, sheets, 
toys, children's furniture, small elec­
tric appliances, coffee tables, lamps, 
pictures, bookcases, luggage, small 
rugs, radios, tape recorders, stereos, 
vacuum cleaners, ladies & men’s 
wear, (in season) 4 yr. old or newer, 
sizes 5-46, hats, shoes, accessories, 
handbags, maternity wear, uniforms, 
estate and costume jewelry'. Con­




James Bay Sq. I & II 
435 Simcoe St. at Menzies 
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Both Locations 385-2523
C-3045 Douglas St.
(enter off Larch St.) near Woodwards. 
Thurs. & Fri. till 9 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. lo 5 p.m. 385-4343
■LUNDS'
AUCTIONEERS & APPRAISERS LTD.
We are seeking Fine Art,
Antiques, and Coilectibles.
• To sell your items to the highest
1 bidder CALLIor a FREE oonn 
t Auction estimate. 38b-3 jUq
WYLEE TWO HORSE TRAILER, good con­
dition, $3,500. O.B.O. 746 5094.__34/tf
REGISTERED MALE BEAGLE PUPPIES, 
home raised, shots ready now,
$300.00. Call Pacific Rim Kennels, Cob­
ble Hill. Phone 743-2531 for appoinl-
ment. ___________________ i3/44
PUREBRED PERSIAN CAT. Orange, 15 
mon. old. Very friendly. Male
SANCHA HALL Flea Market every Sun 
day. For tables and info. 656-4523.
41/tf
BARLEY GREENS - Health Seminars. 3rd 
Thursday of each month. 656-9570.
42,^43
fun and creative
ANTIQUE AND COLLECTIBIE DEALER 
buys china, glassware, figurines, 
crystal, furniture, painting, silver, 
toys, dolls, iewellery, etc. plus the odd 
or unusual. 652-5040. 33/53
neutered with shots. To give away to 
loving home. 478-2949 after 5 p.m.
44/44
S150,
MUSIC MAGIC - A 
progrom for pre-schoolers 3-5 yr. old. 
Saturdays at Sonsclia Hall. Call Holly 
598-0507. 42/43
WANTED TO BUY antiques, paintings, 
sketches and collectables. 652-0444 
eves. 479-9444 days. ^ ^1 ^^3
and
MILKING ALPINE doe for sale, 
one free breeding included. 656-4326.
44/47 15 BIRTHANNOUNCEMENTS






FOUND: Ladies Seiko 
Kinsman beach. 721 -9797.
vatch at 
43/45
D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your now baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages availoble. Phone 656-3420 





LOST: white neutered male cat. Brown 
ears and fail. Blue eyes. Malaview and
Bowerbank area. 656-9326. ___
LOST7~Burrnese cat, dark brown with 
green eyes. Mucli loved pet. 652-4358.
44/44
ENGAGEMENTS
TOYS, bedspreads, booster seat, 
carept and lots more. 2264 Gail PI,
Sat., N^. 1^-4 p.m._____
—SALE 2190 
Weiler Ave. Nov. 1 9-5p.^^ _ _„_2S—2 
SAT. NOV. I, Webster compressor, 
new 13 CU. ft. fridge, french cedar 






FRESH FLOWERS for oh occasions. Bou­
quets, flower arrangements, corsages, 
etc. Free local delivery Peninsula 
Flowers 8512 West Saanich Rood. 652- 
9602. ______
goods. 10416 Resthaven Dr. 10 - 5 p.m.
44/44
TWO ENGAGEMENT RINGS 14 and 10 
K. siges 6. Value $900.00, asking $375. 
656-9462. 41/44
DUTCH LACE CURTANS Different pat­
terns. Different sizes. French door 
panels. Liny Rouwen 652-0865. 42/45
BUILDING
MATERIALS
OLD STYLE DINING ROOM SUITE, sew­
ing machine (portable), desk, stereo 
record player, luggage. Call 656-4507 
after 5 p.m. ____ 43/44




DRY FIR ond hemlock sawdust for sale. 
656-5671. 38/49
HORSE TACK AND RIDING GEAR. New 
Zealand and night blanket, grey 
breeches, show jacket, etc. 656-5023.
42/44
HAND-RUBBED Jacobean oak coffee 
table $295. Pair of Sheraton inlaid 
lamp tables $295. 655-1714 evenings, 
weekends. 43/44
FIBREGLAS canopy for full size, '/a or 
% ton truck. 656-0507 . 44/45
22 GAL AQUARIUM plus accessories 
ond wrought iron stand, $150, sewing 
machine with zigzag, etc., $95: potter’s 
wheel, $50: greenhouse pots, the lot, 
$15; 7 ft. Norfolk pine, $30. 656-0048.
44/44.
COME 





OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383,-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and”refetrols, 24 hours o
day, 7 days a week.____________ 33/tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. 33/tf
ISO CARDS OF THANKS
OBITUARIES
IS OV'EREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous con 







Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
____ SENORAS! Para Tension-
Dolores. Masajes De Pies Y Monos En 




TALL, ATTRACTIVE, YOUNG MAN, 30, 
new to Sidney, seeks girlfriend, 20-30. 





DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions, Joan Diokow, 656-3190. __33^f
WOODEN KITCHEN TABLE and chair 
set, $100, two piece sectional queen 
size bed chesterfield, $350. 656-0697.
44/44





METAL BI-FOLD DOORS, table lamps, 
brown nougohide loveseat and choir, 
bumper pool and games table. Air 
Canada Kennel, harvest gold stove, 
beige drapes, 4 drawer dresser, 
recliner, $35, anirnal grooming table, 
rotor T.C. ontenno. 656-0389. 44/44







Christmas cards etc. at Peninsula 
Old & New Shops, Brentwood & 
Sidney or Call 656-4420
LARGE FRIDGE, $150; =/< size chest 
freezer, $125; washer, $150; dryer, 
$150; rodio/record .player console, 
$60,652-0470/389-0237.' 44/44
T.V. ANTENNAE, free fo'r pick up. 655- 
1071.
HIDEABED $40., single bed $30., kit­
chen table with leaf $20, all good con­
dition. 652-0529. 44/45
BARLEY GREENS HEALTH SEMINARS 
Third Thursday each month. 656-9570.
' ■ 44/45'
ANNOUNCING FETCH AND CARRY 
SHOPPING SERVICE. Too tired, too 
busy, unable to get out. Let a mature, 
responsible womon do it for you. 656- 
9406 ofter 6 p.m. 42/44
ANNOUNCING______________  NEW JAPANESE
HERBAL costmetics and skin care. Cal! 
Debbie 656-0349. 42/45
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
SEALED BIDS will be received by the 
undersigned lor the construction of the 
Project entitled "Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, New Doctors' Facility, 
Mount Newton Cross Road, Central 
Saanich, B.C.”
This generally consists o( a single 
storey wood frame addition o! approx­
imately 240 sq: ft. Documents are 
available to General Contractors at the 
office of Wagg & Hambleton, Ar­
chitects, 56 Bastion Square, Victoria. 
British Coiumbia, V8W 1J2, Telephone 
386-7774.
A returnable deposit of Tv/enty-five 
($25.00) Dollars is required for each 
set ol drawings and specifications. 
Bids must be unchanged tor thirty (30) 
days.
Bidding documents may be viewed at 
the tollowing location:
Construction Association of Victoria 
1075 Alston Street 
Victoria, British Columbia 
Bids must be made out on the form 
supplies, placed in sealed envelopes 
With contractors' and project iden­
tification, addressed and delivered to 
the undersigned not later than 3:00 
p.rn., Tuesday. November 4, 1986 
where they will be opened in public. 
The lowest or any tender nol 
necessarily accepted.
WAGG & HAMBLETON 
56 Bastion Square 
Victoria, British Columbia 
V8W1J2
IONA FOOD PROCESSOR $45.00, dou­
ble Springfield rollaway bed $40. 656-
9916. _______ __ HYA?
Empty bolWINEAAAKERSI Attention! 
ties available. Phone between 5 and 9 
p.m. 652-4805. 44/44
SEASONED FIREWOOD, $60.00, large 
pick-up truck, free bundle of kindling 
with each sale, free slacking for 
disabled and O.A.P. Phone 655-1632 or 
656-9186. Peninsula Midget Rep 
Hockey (16 yr. olds) ftolp Sponsor Local 
Youth Hockey Toom on their quest to 
Minnesota U.S.A. for a highly 
prostiqious invltotionol tournament.
' 44/47
TWO TEAK bedroom SUITE (queen 
sire) with 2 night tobies, $600.00, occo- 
slonol armchair (red brocade) ,$35,00, 
large tufted armchair (green and gold) 
$65.00, armchair (Nonev pallorn) 
$50.00, colloo table, mehogony 
32' J 'xl9"xl7", Duncan Fife, gloss 'op. 
$150.00, antique folding rocker in gold 
brocade, $150,00, sinnll table 
24"x24"x10" $50,00, two table tri- 
lamps, percoloin $60.00, table lomp, 
while glass $25.00, comera Canon AE- 
1 with Conon f lash $200.00. wedding 
dress, sire 14, cream colcsur, lace lop 
and jacket, as now $50,00. flour mill 
"Magic Mill II $200,00, scanning 
monitor rocolver VIIFi 148 MHZ, 
$75,(XI, set btoss Iho irons $75.00, Bon­
ny Goodinun albeins 45 spd. $60,00,
copper hondlooled flirt gieord 52 xlS
$50,(Jo, exorclso oquipmgal 
brasswpre, oil linnutu, oxcellonr cun
dilion, 6%-4095, , ..........44/44
COLEMA BOARD MANUFACTURING, 
2190 Woilqr Avo.. Sidney, B,C, fhone
aller 6 p.rn. 656-2552, .......44/.tH
apartment SIZE washer good condi 
lion;. Ponosonlc vacuum, I yi, old, 20 
pkKos of Royol Albert Old Country 
Rose, 9,9 Johnson oulhorird rnolm IS, 
Pincoi 3000 wait generotm, 656.3:106.
44/44
HALLMARK 4'Ktr slate pool fable 
$375,00. 652'OlXiri. , , ''4/44
TWIN BED FRAMES 20' aluminum lad 
der, lined dtopes, cm lt>p carrier, mol- 
ching floral Iwdspreod aruJ dropos^ 
pictures, vases, mitic. 656'75.i8, 44.. 45
PIGGY BANKS, ten pots, dinner bells, 
fireploct) tools, nice coffee InUUrs, 
dosK, tools hooktutse, woll units, I trol­
ly ooDil bed, books. Storrm. oak and 
bross dmmg Uilht, ihoMsamts mn.o 
M«ms, new and usod well tlisployed, 
reasonably jitirml. 2 days o week ol 
Pny St.,
Sidney, Give yo\/r»i*ll at loosl mi ham 
to browse through ihls owtiiing store,
44.r4.( ■
ONF INGI IS snpei h horvest rjulrJ slave, 
excellent condition. $2WJ,oo, 6‘,i2-I6‘j/,
44.'47
THERMAL LINED URA»’tS. hko new
U4''x54’fom (runs. viwJ i.i.-is'Pmti(')Dl
II, uiiliqiru Lusi im'* hc'' hmikel rlrro
1820 6,Vi.943t mornings or evenings 
plrmre, 44/44
FRIDGE AND STOVE $3(X'). (mlr, singlo 
Continental bed, like new ,$95 6!k)-






PENINSULA "SENIOR" LITTLE LEAGUE 
BASEBALL I 13-15 years old! General 
meeting Oct. 29 7:30 p.m. Sanscha Hall 






for all your noods call
WESTWIND WOODWORK
656-0848
10230 Boworbank SIdnoy |
sawmill Mobllts Dimtimiion for bho, 
Custom cut lumber lo your speclHcci- 
tions, Eric 479'5059 obot 5 p.m, 43/46 
LUMBER SALE Fir ' lull dimenslans 1 or 
2 inch 2)(4, 2x6. 2x8, 2x10, 4x4, 5x5 
6x6, ole, ole, will col odd dlmomilons. 
Eric 479-5859 alter 0 p.m. 43/46
FIRST TAKE VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
video for all occasions, weddings and 
annivorsories. 656-5038, 652-4089.
43/44
'pYTHUVN^^fERT of Victory Temple 
No. 36 is holding a Fall Tea ? Bazaar 
Nov. 1st. from 2-3:30 p.m. at Knights ol 
Pythias Hall, 9760-4th St. Sidney. Bake 
table, craft table, penny social, white 
elephant, rofflos, Door Prize - Admis­
sion $1 .M. Evmyono Wolcqmo. 4-1/44 
THE sIonW PENTECOSTAL CHURCH, 
10364 McDonald pork Rd., Sidney, B.C. 
V8L 329, telephone 656-3712 will bo 
hosting Doan and Chri.rry Fronson from 
Vancouver, B,C. on Wednesday, 
November 5, 1986 commencing at 7:30 
p.rn. Ministry through song! Everyone
wolcomoll. ...................... .......
KEN AND CANEDA HERRINGTON cor 
dially Invito their Irlonds to join them 
to celebrate tho occasion ol their -50th 
wedding anniveisary, Ploco; Silver 
Threads Centro, Resthaven Dr Time; 
Sot. Nov. 15 2-4 p.m, No gifts. Thank
You.', ,,     ‘WjV
PENINSULA DIABETES AUXILIARY 
MEETING Nov. 12, 7 p.m., Si-onich 
Penlnsulo Hospital. Speaker Dr. II. 
Morsholl, All InloioslocI welcome.
'44/44
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
TO CHANGE OF NAME
NOTICE is hereby given that an ap­
plication will be made to the Diteclor of 
Vital Staiisllcs lor a change ot name 
pursuant lo the provisions ol the 
"Name Act" by me;— Kathleen 
Patricia While of #201-2644 Prior St., 
In Victoria, B.C. V8T 4W1 as (ollows;-- 
To change my name from Kathleen 
Patricia White to Kathleen Patricia
O'Nolll. u A r^







RAVEN FIREWOOD 656-9603, 41/44
FIREWOOD dry $100. cord, groon 
$85.00 cord. 2753-4539 colinti altm 6 
p.m. or 656-3144 and Inavo mossagn 
' ' ' ' 4'?/45
nONE DRY Hr (Irnwr-rotl, spill amf 
dnllvfjtad.. $1 lO.Ot), 59r»-3’20'7. 43/44
SEASONED FIREWOOD fir slahvmod. 
$75/fOfd. 3 cmds/SVlKJ.tlO. DwUvmud 
limllod qnanlllirn. I'rlr, .179.5859 olim 5
,p,m."' ......
VAN HECKE I IREWOOD imai.mmrl llto 
$1inrx1 <:r>rt*,7inr>it nhinr $100 IX'I All 
cords 120 CU, It, 652-6063. 44/53
J.O. ANDERSON ANNUAL BAZAAR, 
Salurday Nov, UI, 7601 E. Saanlr.h 
Road. Sonlor Ciliznns, bake lablo, 
joms etc. CfCilts, koiltml goods, dtoss- 
od dolls. Whitw Elapluint Uililm Lucky 
Dip. (Fiot* odmisslon), Aflornoon loo,
■44/44
HALLOWE'EN TRICK OR^f^ v/lll
bo carrying SAVE THE CHILDREN FUND 
tins, PInrjso sopporl our children's con- 
corn (or tho Wotltl's C.hlldr*n'\. 4-</44 
JUS' kVo DIN G C (D N SIG H M E N T 
CUSTOMERS PLEASE NOTE: Duo to 
*(or« closure all clolliing and payouts 
dun will ho givon Oct, 29 30, and 
31/06, Noon To 5 p.m, Inlormilloni 
iloro closurns may occur as 
lion progrossos, 42/43
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH BAZAAR 
"CHRISTMAS-BY-IHL-SEA" is br/ing 
hold on Oclobrn 2.5lh In thn Par ii,h Moll 
Irom 10 > .’jl p,m. Mony orltclos fat sola 
including knitting, sowing, woodwork, 
ranffins, joins jnlllns, niincomeal. 
dilod (lowots, Xmos baking ontf Xmo» 
dor.oialitjns ui. wull us Tiensurn Trovn 
and Fish Pond, 'lliwra v/lll bn colloo,
. lunch and luu smved, Ihmu Is no art-




Just sit bacl< and enjoy the 
taenutiful Ocean views from 
your very own townhouso. 
This 3 kjvol split offers 1750 
sq, ft, of living space, perfect 
for the professional couple or 
rotlreo. Voultrad cedar ceilings 
with open beams. LB wllh FP, 
dining riron: 3 bdirns, 3 baths 
are just some of the oxcop- 
tional fonlures. The only 
waterfront unit avallabltj. Call 
soon, If won't last long. Ask­
ing $139,900. (MLS), Brent 








3 bedroom home located just minutes from Beacon Ave. Large 
home features, spacious kitchen, Ige. living room with 
fireplace, family room, den, fenced yard and much mroe. Low 
price due to need for quick sale. First time offered for sale at 
$68,000. Call me today. T177
STAIR FREE, CARE FREE*
Now you can enjoy one floor living in this cozy 2 bdrm mobile 
home located in one ot the, Saanich Peninsula's finest retire­
ment community Summergate Village. This roomy home 
features a ige. woodstove that helps to keep fuel bills to a 
minimum, bright kitchen with lots of extra cupboard space and 
an easy to care for lawn. There is a large workshop or storage 
shed also included. Common facilities include a pool and large 
meeting/games room. Offered for sale at $74,500. T173




Delightful 3 bedroom home is located just minutes from town 
and is steps to the beach. Home is situated on a lovely, level Vz 
acre lot and is fully landscaped. Imagine sitting underneath the 
heritage oak trees and looking out over the water. This no-step 
home is very well insulated with low heating costs and is an 
easy care home. Now offered for sale at $107,500. T178
A LOT OF LiVEABiLITY
Found in this spacious home, 3 good size bedrooms to start 
followed by a comfortable kitchen chock full of cupboards, for­
mal dining room and an open living room with brick fireplace 
and one of the most efficient fireplace inserts that keeps 
heating costs to a minimum. Double size rec room has lots of 
storage for all your seasonal sporting equip. Small workshop, 
cold storage and laundry room finish off the home. All this and 
more is located on over Vz acre in the original part of Dean 
Park Now offered for sale at $114,50(3. Call today to arrange 
your personal viewing. T180
“G^D^TASTEISr""; 
ALWAYS IN STYLE'
& this home proves it. From the elegant living room.vtrlth 
fireplace, gracious separate dining room & large Wtehen fo the 
roomy lower level with a second family/room with fireplace,, 
useful laundry room and an enormous double garage with 
workshop. Priced to sell at $155,000. Call today tor your per­
sonal Inspection. _______ __
FEELTHE SAND 
BETWEEN YOUR TOES!
... As you walk along your lovely sandy beach in Iront of your 
new home. This 3 bdrm. waterfront home has been very well 
cared for and has undergone some updating. New carpets in 
1986, Built-in vacuum system, finishing off of Ihe basement and 
the installation ol a tremendously efficient woodstove. Large 
living room and dining room both have fantastic views out over 
Ojrdova Bay and onto the San Juan Islands. Lge. level and fully 
landscaped lot provides lor easy access onto the sandy beach, 
. This is truly a fine home. Offered for sale at $176,500.
Thinking Real Estate?
Selling or Purchasing 
Why not give me a call and let’s 
discuss ali your Real Estate needs and 
together wo can make it happen!
Ron Kubektaitia
Block Bros. Realty
“To Solve All Your Real Estate Problems”
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY







For Uopendrihto Frlondly & 





BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE




(or tho r.hildi«() rjnd a^ralfla.
f GROCERIES, MEAT & PRODUCE
W FURNSTURE
143 BE.AUTYSALONS
STORY HOUR FOR CHILDREN (i(|if!i 3.5
Wwdiir/Mfay* 1 i '>-79 n.ai, Nav, 5 26 Con-
Itul III UH\ L ,iU'• 1.1 J "'.-i I,
f,ouv«r lulainl Rufllomil liluoty pH»^ 
loqlftlorot Iho llbroty., 43/43
PrRftrpTOH AlPHA QMtGA CHAPTLB 
OF BtTA SIGMA PHI rt ifitiiHH
aad lokhitui stiav/, liKts. t-lwv. 4 ai 6i.,iu 
(i.iru ot ImriQoti io 9i<* Su'iouy 
rrowakvUflo, Fo^hiotu. by, i'uUtiai 
tlouliqwa. lirkrUR $14(X.i uvailnl.lu n( 
('■»li(:iu'» or coll 6W( 45»‘J. 4,1.>44
FADULOUS LOWlTION! 
Great FAMILY tionio in 
SAANICHTON, 4 LAnGF 
bodreernft. OUIF1 cul de sac, 
VIEWS ejver (inidtt. Vniloy Tit
Mainhal MtnSi HLDULxLiD to 
$107,900. Cnll Frank Sirnti
G56-66B4.
BY OWNFW. iiolld .4 bdrm. (nmily liom«, 
Norlli Sldiury, ncfotut from wolmfrejal, 
tkicks oiilo (jmk. Wood floors uudor 
cair»«t. two llropliHa^. I'erlt Irtuin, 
$l)3,tjeu, 656.53M. 43/44
I OR 5A1F BY OWNER' f.lrlrtoy • atliar. 
livu lomlly ftomw. 3,ip qof.l' down, loll 
( anioimni, cojuirato .untraiirm,, frnch 2 
bdrrn,, kildimr, 4 [rr.o, l/llt, nlcnly latid- 
Sitapofl, low Ktdiif Willi qutui liinitly 
homoi an cui da-«.af. C.losn to oil r.niv 
venlani.oii, tii'ninr caniiu, lllirnty, Onlv 
$64,500. Cnll 478 1.1493 or 656.70(1;'.
‘m .>/'
(X,r:AN AN(,1 ciVv vir.Vwr.. I aam rmhill 
K(), nnar Diikn Rd. <dl MatiduiSia I'id. 
6S/|.ft'RW. ' 44./44
NORTH SAANICH « ocrii irood Mtclii- 
slrjti. Sooviowi, 4 bdritr*,, 3 full 
ballirmt.,, rustic, mat»lx« old brick 
fli'oplaco, Ijwjntod colllnos, Larq« r'ar'- 
ly bnlfciwd luc room, fully (c-ncud lot, 
iilaraqo *timt ond largo woodnlunf, 
largo gariiifl«i/wnik*liop, (.U/tn» u» 
•m IiooI anrl roc contro, $174,!KX1. Phont> 
for appolnlntonl 6W»'3029 nr 7/55*1860 
otiur 6 p.nr................... ........... .... ..T,?™.'!
HRAND NFVV 3 bijrm. Iinusn on one 
aero rural Land* Enr.f. Qulol, ttunny and 
wall troar). 1 Vi bollui, doubln ijoiPotT 
If) it,1 dock, IM) H. itnnioatr. 1129'/ 
HorJanrow. $108,500.00 656-0164,
; 43/44
D£:Fr,COV(,; View iFUrn.. , l'..rrit 
MuU 2 lon> 190 yd*, irj mnrlno,,, 
houio Sat nrtfl Sun. 2 30 ■ 5:30, 
';40 Difth Rd fly oy/iu'ir $92,500 6W. 
1336." , 44/44




f'lrorm nvvnwr ol 656- 5601.
Idaal ywllrir-
acir# di't'/rd lob 
'CJlIlaiirMot.ur Rroptm ly' 
curitnin built. $124,(XX
43/4/





SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
driftwood CENTRE 656-0131
^ROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS -INSURANCE
MULTIPlf USIIKC SERVICE.
-OFFICE HOURS- 
IMon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 4 pm m
OWNERSHIP MADE AFFORDABLE 
If this was for rent you would probably pay $600.00 per month for 
this 3 B/R, 2 Bath townhouse with large kitchen Bay window, 
separate dining room, lots of storage & newly fenced private rear 
yard. BUT with the minimum down payment your mortgage can be 
as low as $502.00 per month. Why Rent? Just Call 
652-4335 DAN MARTENS 656-0131
656-2646 DIAN PHILLIPS 656-0131
THIS IS THE ONE
.Saanichton 4 bedroom rancher 1582 sq. ft., huge living room with 
granite F/P, large lot 80 x 110. Great location offered at only 
$69,900.
652-4335 DAN MARTENS 656-0131
TWO ADULT CONDOS
1 Spacious 2 B/R corner unit on the ground floor, 2 baths, lots of 
Storage. $58,900.
2 Steps to Marina & Bus, well-appointed one B/R on the top 
floor. Glassed in balcony. Would make a great Den or Office. 
Stove & Frig, included. $49,500. MLS#8834
656-3188 FRAN LOVE 656-0131
Vendor Will Take House or Development 
Property in Trade Waterfront Estate Tudor 
Manor Home Bring All Offers
# fiSr
A magnificent property of over 4 acres fronting on Cordova Chan­
nel. The view is spectacular & the water access is by way of a trail. 
Indeed a quiet retreat with a wonderful location. All the ad­
vantages of a private beach & secluded location. The property is 
well developed with fenced area for a horse, a terrific garden with 
many fruit trees & fine play areas for children. The home is unique, 
the worksrhanship is excellent & tl^ hfiaterials are Top grade “ 
note the gold plated plumbing fixtures. This Tudor design features 
formal sunken living room with hardwood floors & attractive 
fireplace; real leaded windows, 13 x 14 ft; dining room, a deluxe 
Kitchen with eating area adjoining 17 X 13 ft. family room. All 
bedrooms are upstairs for extra privacy, two with private sundecks 
& breathtaking views all the vvay to the U.S.A. Included is an 1100 
sq. ft, shop with hydro & water including horse paddock. The many 
attractions are too numerous to mention, therefore we invite you 
for a private tour. T565.
CONTACT:
MARTEN HOLST 656-7887 „ 






A three bedroom home 
In the city, in a centraliz­
ed location. Call me for 
more details.
FAMILY HOMES IM BRENTWOOD
Are you looking for a homo In Brentwood? I hnyo 3 
available starling from $89,500, Call mo today with 
your particular nofjda.
REDUCED! REDUCED!
SSWOO, $S5;600 NOW $52,000
Ilf.
Oulot condo just across the street from the beach 
and park. Close to Sidney Bhopplng ond bus siopa m 
the front Thi*? unit hfic cpRcioun momn, nice 
enclosed patio and two bedrooms It's in a locked 
Bocurily bldg, with underground parking, Vendor rnoy 
anslBl in financing, Call soon.
Murleri Hulul bbe'/iiltr 
388-6275 pagor 2151 
Block Bro», Realty, Sidney 
(|SB-Sfi84
M
211 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 211 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 211 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
A MEMBER OF liUPg NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICE
LISTINGS NEEDED!
Do You Want Action?
Cal! us now for free market evaluation of your 
home & find out about the EXTRA services we 




Let Me Help You 
with All Your 
Real Estate Needs 
Free Computerized Market 
Evaluation
No Obligation, of Course
Please phone for more info:
652-3511 (res.) MARY MERCER (bus.) 656-5584
BLOCK BROS. REALTY, SIDNEY, B.C.
2 BEST DEALS IN SIDNEY 
at 2124 BRADFORD ST.
3 B.R. RANCHER, Close to schools, fenced rear yard, Extra in­
stallation & Double paned. Covered carport. Asking $69,000.
THE 2nd DEAL?
COFFEE & The Best Homemade Cookies in Sidney — at our OPEN 











Mombor <• Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
BRENTWOOD; On a QUIET 
cul do ttac, CLOSE to all 
omonltlos with 3 BEDROOMS, 
two rock FIREPLACES, 
REMODELLED kitchen, 
FAMILY room and n largo 










5WART7. BAY orwo, B,77 ocrot. Cut* 
loo*i 8ub(l»vl4tibl»», OHorn to 





Choice Duplex Lot on] 
Resthaven Dr. Now priced at] 
$59,500. Landscaped, fully! 
serviced and fenced." 
Builder’s terms available.
ALSO
FIRST OFFERING for this 4 
Bdrm. cedar home on 1 
private acre with large 
workshop, enclosed garage 
and room for recreational 
vehicles. House has large 
family rm, separate dining 
room, country kitchen and ex­
cellent bedroom accommoda­
tions. Call me now to view.
Do you know the value of 
your home? Let my 17 years 
of Real Estate sales ex­
perience go to work for 
you. i’ll give you an honest 
and accurate assessment 
with no obligation. Call me 
655-1495 or 656-5584 
Block Bros. Realty 
Sidney
/home\
/ BUYERS \ 
B Fill SEiYiClB
“ FOR PENINSULA HOME BUYERS I


















Ono lumdiod and sovonty-alx loot oi 
boaah (ronlaoo In |tjnt llw (Jiuil on llila j 
bonulilul ouHiom honw with gold 
plolod (Ixiuioc, lhr«() rock (Iropliicoo, 
lonlBHtlc viowo (roni all Iho rooms, A 
Nupor buy cIobo to Slrlnoy ood tcicion- 
lion contro, 1545
ONE ACRE with polonllnl view. Road j 
& wail alfandy In, pioduclix) 30 (jakons 
pormlnuto. Asking $36,000.
NEW RANCHER 
1350 arj, II, 3 br. In now suMIvlalon ol 
cuslom homos eloso to twnch in quiol 
oros ol Sidney, Asking $07,000,
VENDOR SAYS SELL 
a new rnnchnm, Onn 3 hr A one l hr 
Priced to noil $70,000,
AMHERSYDYTHE8EA 
Only 4 loll o( Iho tnoal excilino lollio- 
mont rnriohora In GWnoy, Oltorlng all 
the nmonlilos thni ono would oxpoct In 
quBlIly and dovolopmoni «uch na (f iia, 
Located In the most eoughi alloi nron 
closn to nil amonllles yet elluutud on 
Iho moat boaullful bay in Sidney, Tuin 
liifl all Beacon onlo third Avenue and 
turn fight onto Amherst,
Ocr-AN VIEW FROM 139,«00 
One acre lots In new exclimivo ron- 
iiollod suMMolon, rnn(anil(S op- 
IXirlunlly If.) have your dienm eiilnio, 
IhiR Is by tar the nxwt pnjsllfjioim tiub- 
di'/f.ion 'in tlwi Pf.nlnf.tili'i ftMt tvn r.li/
Iwnlor,
P DON'T FOnOET TO PHONE




HOUSE AND CONItNIS. Ihinlturo 
toolt, etc. to h« hqIiI leparalwly, Ideal 
lor cofpeitiwf, hondymon, «*ic. Location 
wfilLing dlilerKo to school and ithctp|i- 





A list of all the homes in ^ 
your price range in the area, g
Full details of the inside, No. g 
of bedrooms, baths, size of w 
living room, rec. room, « 
square footage etc. etc. “
What about taxes 
Can I move In sooner?
$43,900
Fully sorvlcocl 0,500 sq, ft. 
tMilldlng lor In Snanichlon, 
cotr'ior of Wallaco Dr. «fSr Pro- 
ssor RrJ. Bront Munro, 590- 




print out of all homes rec- ® 
ently sold in the area. i
™4. An invitation to view (at ® 
” absolutely no obligation) the i
0 homes YOU choose to look i
1 inside. g
^5. A guided tour to "Preview" i| 
i your choice of homes. i
®6. Up to the minute info, on I 
Q what to watch fori Flight | 
^ path location, sewer prob- g 
g lems, highway noise, com- m 
g mercial development, high ™ 
g density crowding & more. “
g7. Professional assistance that S 
g eliminates the "complexity" “ 
E of home buying. i
Do you need an appraisal? i 
i • Who has the plot plan? fi| 
0* Whore's the besl financing? | 
g • Is there di7 rot? g
Who pays the lawyer? g
I
i irs A COMPETITIVE I 
I MARKET. USE OUR0 
® EXPERTISE ®
g : : FKEI! ■
■ Cull JOHN TATE orB 
B PETER SMALL today.! 
“Office: 6B6-5S84J
I Res: John 656-64616 g 
IIRob: Potor 666-05241
J "One Call does it all" ®
i ill liB iH BIB IN ixn m m
Retire in Comfort at 
BRENTWOOD 
TOWER APARTMENTS
2 BDRM. SUITE 
1 BDRM. SUITE
Ront Includea heat. T.V., 
parking, sauna, owirlpool, 
biiiarda. and workshop. 10 
min. to Sidney, 20 min. to 
Victoria. 90 suite complex on 
4 acres. Extra parking 
available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601 
Zth Sf. of Ocean St. $185.00 per month, 
includes utilities, is across from pork.
38/53
APT, AVAILABLE for seniors. 
Reasnoble rent. 656-3612 Norgorden
Court._______ 40/44
SIDNEY WAREHOUSE 2560 sq. ft. 
warehouse, washroom ond office, roll­
up loading door, good parking and 
highway exposure 388-4811 office. 
592-6161 home. 41/tf
AAAR. 1 TO APR. 15/87 with option to 
buy. Totally furnished 2 bdrm. in 
retirement centre (Summergate 
Village) $550. utilities included also 
swimming, Jaccuci, library, rec. hall. 
Phone 656-3032 days 656-4685 even­
ing:_________________  42/44
DEPENDABLE, mature person to shore 
large 3 bdrm., 3-plex with single 
parent of one. Very close to bus stop. 
Beacon Ave., stores, etc. 656-9462.
_________________  43/44
$250.00 ARE YOU ON U.I.C. 
welfare. Need a room to rent. Love 
children. We have beautiful furnished 
room. Work off some rent with 
babysitting. Suit n.s. female. 656-5391. 
_______________  43/45
FURNISHED 1 BDRM. SUITE. All 
utilities, cable, TV, parking, maid ser­
vice. Entrance to Butchorf Gardens. 
Maximum stay May $/87 $595.00 per 
month. 652-2234 or 652-1551. 43/tf
FURNISHED BACHELOR SUITES with oil 
utilities. Coble T.V., parking, maid ser­
vice. Brentwood Boy maximum stay 
May 1 /87. $350.00 single person $50.00 
per month extra person 652-1551 or 
652-2234.43/tf 
SIDNEY, furnished one bedroom 
ground floor, suit quiet single person. 
Near ocean and shopping $425.00 in­
cludes utilities. No pets. 656-4845, 384- 
0068.  43/44
ONE BDR.M. basement suite in country 
setting. All utilities including coble and 
laundry, $395. Non-smokers please. 
656-1396. 44/46
FOR RENT: immaculate sxs duplex, 2 
bdrm., dining room, FP, no pets, lease 
$575 per mo. 656-4066 or 656-4003.
44/45
SIDNEY - LOCHSIDE - fully furnished 
one bdrm. suite, with lovely sea views. 
All applionces, laundry facilities. 6 
month lease. Utilities included, $600 
per mo. Also: fully furnished two 
bdrm. suite with seviews, laundry, 
games room, woodstove, F.P., utilities 
included. $700 per mo. P.R. Brown and 
Sons Ltd., 762 Fort St., 385-3435. 44/44 
TWO BDRM. HOME. Close to 
downtown Sidney. Adults only, • nO; 
pets. $550.00 Phone 656-7141 days; 
656-2358 evenings. 44/45
COAAMERCIAL RENTAL, 2428 Beacon 
Avo; (opposite Post Office) Approx. 
1000 sq. ft. at $7.00 sq. ft. plus taxes. 
Phone 656-7141 days; 656-2358 even- 
ings.44/44 
DEXLUXE TOWNHOUSE 2 bdrm, plus 
den, dbl. garage, 5 appl. n/s, adults 
only. Available Nov. 1 $650. per
month. 656-0062, 44/44
SaF CONTAINEd”sUITE to rent in
prestige area. Would suit retired cou' 
pie or professional person. Furnished. 
No pets. Non-smokers. $650. Box 10, 
9781-2nd St., Sidney, B.C. V8L 4P8.
44/45
QUIET, N/S.'mID' tHIRTIES fema'ie fo
share house with same. No pels, $300
per month. 652-0270._______  44/47
QUIET NEIGHBOURHOOD, private en­
trance, non smoker, includes utilities, 
$25q^pDr HTOinth. 652-334^
2”BED“RObM "apartment
eludes heat, hot water, cable, parking. 
Newly decorated, now carpols, now 
drapos, Maturo adults only. 658-8845.
______________________
ONE BDRM. APT. w/w corpot, drapes, 
cable T.V,, hot water, slovo, fridge. 
Clean quiot bldg, Occupancy, Dec, 1st, 
656-1673. 44/45
NICE, ONE BDRM. suite, kitchen, 
bathroom, living room, fireplace, back 
garden, in good homo, Saonichton. 
Suit quiet non-smoking professional 
lady, $305 inci, heat, no pot«, no 
children, 652-0406, 44/44
3 BEORiDOM i'.6 brilli townhouse for 
rent In Sidney, Very good condition, 
(onebd In privole yard, Immediate oc- 
cuponcy $550,00 per month. 
Relofoncos. 477-7173, 44/4'j
<J REAL ESTATE 
l3 WANTED
WE NEED A SAFE GARAGE (or our car. 
Monthly rental, 656-2004, 43/45
/URGiNfL’Y"NECDEDl'"Work .profes­
sional niolo, nnn-smoker, non-drlnkor 
wishes to rent 2 bdrm. (or more) house 
on acroogo In quiet oreo, Corratciking 
(or reduced rent a possibility, 746-5073 
evenlngr., Leovo Message. 43/44
SMALL HOUSE, cabin wonted to rent. 
Single genllomon non-smoker, good 
reloreiKes. I'Jorth of Control Snanlcli, 
Reply Box 51 9701-2nd 51., Sidney, VOC
4P0....... ■........     43/44
WANTED: corporl (or senior. 
Reaionnble rent. Close to Summorgnlo 
VIIlogo. 653.1605, 44/45
IIS MOBILEHOMES
22 TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ONE ACRE lANOSEND AREA. 160 (l. 
frontage, fcwcellent buy lor this pnwoie 
ond wooded properly. $35,000. (Irm, 
Build to suit, 6fi6-0164, Anytime, -13/46
ROBERTS BAY ■ 2:100 ig, (». 3 bdrm. 
(emily home, No egxti'Jlii, //t-O/r/j, 
..................;44/46
CLASSIFIED'
BASIC RHYTHM GUITARIST, (3 yr, ex­
perience) lottrnleo R A R RAH 
odull, lemulo-male, boss gultor player 
with some inleroited In exchanging 
niuslcal Ideos. Orion 656-2405, 44/44
BRIGHT ( BTDRLX/M f URNISHL^
hi Pot Boy of«u.
$400.00, ulllllies lm:l, 656-449,3 Avail,
Nev ........... .............. ■ ^ ^ 44/44
FOR SALE, never used queen ii»« 
solid Isross bod i'TWJ.OO Q.H.O, 652-
nm. 44/44




Everyone knows rny good friend Eric Sherwood. They 
know about his years of dedicated service to the District of 
North Saanich during which time he served as either mayor or 
alderman. They know about his genuine political persuasions 
and how tirelessly he works in the interests of the party of his 
choice.
For Eric is a public-spirited gentleman who never fails to 
give top priority to his perceptions of the best interests of the 
community and the citizens of British Columbia at large. And 
Eric’s enthusiasm for whatever tasks he has in hand is so 
whole-hearted and contagious! Just the writing of these few 
lines immediately conjures up his flashing blue eyes, his, 
positively infectious grin, his total animation.
“Life is to be lived, you know!”
But unbeknownst to many, Eric is also an accomplished, 
but somewhat unorthodox, hunter of bears. While this in­
terest may at first appear a bit incompatible with the mainspr­
ings of Eric’s more conventional lifestyle, it must be admitted 
that in these days one often feels the need of a bit of relief 
from the negative vagaries of politics.
The speeding grizzly in our photo today is not as alone as 
he seems. Eric’s out in front there somewhere. 1 was unable to 
get both subjects in the frame at once and settled for the bear.
Last fall, Eric turned up in Prince George in search of a 
bear rug for his den. Having been directed to a couple of local 
guides and outfitters Eric assisted them in loading all their 
gear onto three pack horses and the mounted trio headed into 
the bush. At the end of the day they arrived at a small cabin in 
a clearing, unloaded all their stuff and turned the horses into 
the corral. One of the guides carried Eric’s bedroll and duff 
into the cabin and deposited it all neatly on a bunk. He 
surveyed the customer’s equipment briefly, then turned to 
him.
“Mr. Sherwood, it seems you have forgotten something.” 
“What’s that?”
“You didn’t bring your gun — but I guess — a.”
“But you surely don’t need a gun to hunt grizzlies,” Eric 
grinned.
The guide was nonplussed, visibly shaken, but he managed 
to mutter, “All of our other customer’s use ’em. A gun’s a 
pretty good equalizer when you’re workin’grizzlies.”
“Too heavy to pack around,” Eric oifered. He was smiling 
broadly now, his sky-blue eyes twinkling. The guide noted the
open innocent smile with misgiving and a strong feeling of 
doubt coupled with wariness began to invade his innards.
“If you say so,” he agreed guardedly. “Time to rustle up 
some chuck!”
Supper was soon disposed of. Bacon and eggs, pork and 
beans, rafts of toast, a gallon of coffee, canned peaches.
“A game of stud poker before you turn in, Mr. Sher­
wood?”
“No, thanks, fellahs. I like to get a good sleep before I go 
bear hunting. G’night.”
Eric was soon breathing deeply, dead to the world. “Silly 
beggar!” whispered one of the guides. “But he’s a paying 
customer and we’ll have to take care of him and see if we can 
get him a bear.”
Eric was up at the crack of dawn, dressed quietly and slip­
ped out of the cabin without awakening his companions. An 
hour or two later the guides rolled out, lit the fire and pro­
ceeded to make breakfast. Noticing Eric’s empty bunk, they 
figured he was outside answering a call or something. Sud­
denly a loud series of shouts broke the sound barrier. The two 
guides rushed to the window and peered out. Eric was coming 
full tilt towards the cabin waving his arms and yelling. A big 
grizzly was closing ranks with him from behind.
“Hey, fellahs, open the door! Open ’er quick!” The bear 
was gaining ground. Pete, one of the guides flung the door 
wide. A split .second before Eric reached the door, he did a 
neat side-step and the grizzly shot into the cabin. Eric reached 
forward, grasped the doorknob and gently closed the door.
“O.K., fellahs,” he sang out. “You gel that one skinned 
out while I go and get another. ’ ’
Do you know, that beautiful grin of Eric’s spread right 
across his face, finally breaking into a gentle chortle, his blue 
eyes, dancing spots of purest saphire.
CONGRATULATIONS!
CENTURY 21 SAANICH 
PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
congratulates 
HELEN McDOUGALL 
for being the top salesperson 
for August 1986. Helen's 
sincerity, dedication and hard 
work have earned her this 
achievement. For any of your 
real estate needs call Helen 
McDougall at:
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Save the Children 
Fund of B.C.
FILM NIGHT
GARAGE SALE 2236 James White Blvd. 
Sat. Nov. 1 9 Q.m. - 3 p.m.44/44
Loco! plicfograpiieri' work
With Dr. Cy “Outdoors Unlimited” Hampson, St. 
Andrew’s church hall, 4th St., Sidney.
Friday, Nov. 7th, 1986
Door open 7 pm Film 7:30 Mini Bazaar
Admission by donation 
Gifts, preserves, S.C.F. Cards.
82 CONDO, 2 full size bdrms., large 
sitting room, with dining area. Full size 
kitchen view of Mt. Baker. Low 
maintenance rate. To view, coll 656- 
4942 $66,500.00. 44/44
olds sci¥e dilidren fynd
16 FAMILY GARAGE SALE 1754 Fairfax 
(off John Dean Rd) Sunday only 10 - 4 
p.m. ■^'1/
WANTED: by student reliable, clleon, 
economical car. $1,000 - $2,000. Phone 
ofter 6 p.m. 656-5809. 44/44
GARAGE SALE Sot. 9-4 p.m. Nov. 1 
rain or shine._ 11034 Trillum PI. off 
Clayton Rd. a good variety of items.
44/44
hay no rain, well fertilized $3.00 bale. 
656-4862. 44/44
SEEKING FARMER with farm assess­
ment status who will odd my pasture 
to his for assessment purposes in 
return for use of same and token rent. 
656-4291. 44/44
FOR RENT, Curteis Point, 3 aero field
with small barn. Suit 2 horses. 
Availablo Immediately until spring. 
656-4291. 44/44
RETIRED LADY wishes to rent a 1-2 
bdrm. apt. corner suite preferred. 
Non-smoker, 658-8222. 44/44
4 BDRM. HOME for sale, Appointment 
only. $88,500. 656-1278^ 44/44
SPIN AND DRY WASHING MACHINE, 
Konmore sowing machine with 
cabinet, rototlllor 5 h.p. high chair. 
652-4039. 44/44
FOR SALE Phillips T.V, convertor series 
2000 $60.00. 656-6506.
"in""'SHAIIED ACCOMMODATION In 2 
bdrm. bst, suite. Prefer person 23-35, 
$165 per month plus utilitlos. 655-1620
oflor 6 Pjm,_____ __ __ ___
MUS]C FROM THE HEART Tltu f'eoco 
Concert with Sri Chinmoy Nov. 20 0 
p.m. Victoria Memorial Arono, FREE 
TICKETS ot arena box office and usual
^ ticket outlets,__ __________   Hi.™
nREWOOD cut to order, Phono 656- 
4213. 44/44
roR SALE 12 siring Fonder guitar with 
hord cose. Now condition $300, 655-
....... '..... ...... .....-.........‘W--—
SOFA XnD CHAIR, Good condition
$75.00,^ Phono  ll''!'!.
DipENbAnLE 17 YR 0176 babysiltor (or 
orV ooo- Sidney-North SeioniKl) nren. 




K you 0(0 oxporloncing any 
piobltjrns (ocqiving yoiit copy 
ol 'I'ho rioviovr call today
It’s time to take a second 
look:
Have you ever seen the pat­
tern of a moth’s wing or the,inr 
tricate design of a bird’s feather 
magnified a hundred times?
Internationally acclaimed 
photographers Cy and Mary 
Hampson offer Peninsula 
residents a unique chance to 
closely view some of life’s 
amazing natural phenomena.
• To help raise money for the 
Save the Children Fund, the 
Hampsons are hosting an even­
ing spotlighting Fidelity and 
Fantasy, a series of compelling 
still photographs and 
Miyoskamiw, a half-hour film 
documenting the spirit of Cana­
dian spring.
The nature photography will 
begin at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov.
7 at Margaret-'Vaughan Birch 
Hall following a mini bazaar.
Cy Hampson says the slide 
show “will run the entire gamut 
from crisp, dramatic close-ups 
to the magical world of fantasy 
in which the real become,s 
unreal.”
The presentation is “thought- 
provoking, emotionally exciting 
and challenges the .senses to the 
core,” he .says.
All ages can enjoy the 
photographers’ work, he says. 
“It's a real learning ex­
perience.”
The filin, Miyoskuiniw, is a 
Crcc word meaning 'll is Spr­
ing' and the film leflccis the ti­
tle .showing vernal flowers, 
migrant and resident bird.s, 
mammals, insects and intrigii- 
ing natural events which 
characterize the renewal of life 
after a prolonged and severe 
wipter.
Proceeds from the night’s 
entcriainmenl will go to the 
Save the Children Fund. In the 
past, members of the Sidney 
chapter have made quilts, knit­
ted clothing, toys and other ar­
ticles needed by people living in 
northern climes.
Most of the items made local­





FLYING SQUIRRELS are one of many types of wildlife 
spotlighted In Hampson’s presentation
help residents of Watson Lake. 
The local group also sponsors 
eight families in the Third 
World.
This is the sixth year the
Hampsons have taken part in 
the local fundraising event. Last 
year, the film night brought in 
$800.










Dottle drive nets Jewelry
Boy .scouts involved in a 
recent bottle drive collected 
morfc than they bargained 
for. '
Penny McLeod, treasurer 
of the Second Tsai tlip Boy 
Scouts troop, said a small 
blue plastic container 
holding .some Jewelry and a 
coin were found among tlie 
bottles.
“It’s obviousiy a 
heirloom someone wants to 
keep,” McLeod .said, “But 
they may not know it's 
missing.”
The scout lender con­
tacted the Review for 
assistance. "Wc hope a 
story will jog someone’s 
memory,” she .said.
McLeod believes the 
valuable items accidentally 
fell from a shelf into a bag 
of bottles.
Scouts picked np the bot­
tles in the ICeallng 
Crossroad area Sept. 27,
Anyone missing the items 
can contact McLeod at 652- 




-OR ALL YOUR CEDAR REQUIRt:MENTS 
•Siding •Decking : •Dimensional Lunjbor
•Fencing •Shakes, ■ •Interior Cedar
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND SAVE
652-4474
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CANADA GR. i” BONELESS 
Oven Roast 





m 4.38 kg lb.
5.04 kg.
Rieguiaroi^ Butterfly
NEW IN OUR DELI
YOUR CHOICE OF TOPPINGS
FRESH MADE 10” DEEP DISH
c P®''
^ooq • PURITY BAKER’S UrrS-weetsned m Semi-Swest
fer^:««>«^sggsasesgatvgss?ag?80Has;as«tB!S!K!^tIgS^Bii:^SS^i3S!S«^aaSgSg5^^
lb. I
CANADA GR. “A” BONELESS BEEF
BURN’S “PRIDE OF CANADA”
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JUST THINK OF ALL THE WONDERFUL 
THINGS YOU COULD MAKE WITH THESE 
















One of Our many 















^ TV DINNERS 9 Varieties.
ISLAND FARMS
^CSEAM CHEESE„„




























































188 CLOVER LEAF PINK
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! Reg., Mint, Tartar 







78 TEXANA FANCY LONG GRAIN Browner
.MluE-White„—^ *•»' ervi-e-w-w''»"W-e-irr-r-e'Virr-i~eT«
DUM..-,,
lu i 1.38 with coupon
—q
B® SAVE 75®
TIm co(4>an Is worCt 75« off the raCal prtc* 
of ent Luv* Smea 66. Medun 48. Ijr^e 38.






! Med. 48's 
J Large 36’s 
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WIZARD RUG & ROOM
D
